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SUMMARY

Neutron irradiation facilities suitable for dosimetry studies were

constructed which provided colliiaated beams of fast neutrons from, a 10

curie Pu-Be source, and from the D(d,n) and T(d,n) reactions. An

elliptically shaped polythene phantom, filled with tissue-equivalent

liquid, was exposed to the beams and the components of absorbed dose

were measured at depth in the phantom for beams incident on both the

major and minor axes. A Bragg-G-ray type detector, made from plastic

phosphor and polyvinyltoluene sheet, was used to measure the proton

recoil dose from the fast neutrons. The components of absorbed dose

due to the thermal neutron reactions, 14N(n,p) 14C and 1K(n,y) 2D, were

derived from the thermal neutron flux measured with a Lil(Eu) crystal

and corrected for perturbation effects such as flux depression.

Thermal neutron flux distributions at depth in tissue were measured

for various collimated beams incident on different sised phantoms. The

experimental measurement of the diffusion length of thermal neutrons in

tissue-equivalent liquid permitted calculation of the transport mean

free path, and hence the determination of an accurate flux depression,

factor for the Lil(Su) detector used to measure the thermal flux.

Quality factors for the various neutron beams were calculated from

the proton recoil dose measurements and the dose as a function of linear

energy transfer, LET, was determined at depth in the phantom.

The experimental components of dose, quality factors, and dose as



a function of LET, are compared with the published theoretic

experimental results.
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CHAPTER 01®

THE PRESENT STATUS OF NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

§1.1 Introduction

Neutron dosimetry is the measurement or calculation of the energy

deposited in materials, by the interaction of neutrons with the material.

The object of this study was to experimentally determine the amount of

energy delivered, as a function of depth, in the human "body due to

irradiation by collimated beams of neutrons, and to compare the results

obtained with the currently accepted theoretical values. A polythene

phantom built to the dimensions recommended by Bush (1949) for the

standard man, and filled with tissue-equivalent liquid, was used to

simulate the human body (Fig. 1.1). Although the phantom is a radical

simplification of the human shape, the statistical spread in the

dimensions of the population is such that it provides a suitable average

on which to base dose measurements.

Neutrons interact with atomic nuclei in tissue, transferring a

certain fraction of their energy to secondary charged particles which

distribute this energy through the material by ionising and exciting

some of the molecules in the vicinity of their tracks. Secondary

uncharged particles can also be formed, for example gamma rays by the

thermal neutron (n, y) reaction. The gamma rays then lose energy by

Compton scattering.

Since the interactions can take place in a number of ways dependent

on the neutron energy and the atomic composition of the medium, tissue-



equivalence must be simulated more rigorously than in the case of x or

y-rays. The percentage by weight of the elements in the body are

shown in Table 1.1 for soft tissue (Lea 1947)> and for bone (Tobias

1952).

Table 1.1

Percent by Weight
Material

H c N 0 ? S Ga
Other

Elements

Standard Soft
Tissue 10.0 12.0 4.0 75.0 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.59

Bone 4.0 17.0 5.0 48.0 5.0 0.2 20.0 0.8

The division of neutrons into energy groups is somewhat arbitrary

although it depends to a limited extent on the interaction cross-sections.

For the purpose of this thesis neutrons with energies up to 0.5 ev will

be regarded as thermal neutrons, between 0.5 ev and 10 kev as inter¬

mediate energy neutrons and between 10 kev to 20 Mev as fast neutrons.

Neutrons with energies greater than 20 Mev are relativistic neutrons

and will not be considered. The transition between the ranges is

gradual.

The experimental energy measurements shall be restricted to the

reactions which provide the predominant sources of absorbed energy.

These are the elastic collisions of fast neutrons with hydrogen atoms,

and the thermal neutron reactions; 1H(n, y) which releases a 2.2 Mev

gamma ray, and 14hT(n, p) 14 C which yields 0.62 Mev shared between the
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carbon-14 nucleus and the recoil proton. The energy due to the recoil

protons is deposited locally within microns of the reaction site whereas

the gamma ray energy is deposited over considerable distances from the

point of origin. Table 1.1 shows that bone contains 5$ by weight of

phosphorous, therefore in calculating the energy deposited in bone it

is also necessary to consider the (n, y) reaction in phosphorous-31•

Fast neutrons deposit energy mainly by elastic scattering. Since

the neutron (mass K^) in slowing down in a moderator loses a maximum
fraction ^ *'n of its energy to the recoil nucleus (mass ML),

* V
it can easily be shown that the recoil protons account for ~J0 to 95% oF

the total energy deposited. At low energies elastic scattering is

approximately isotropic in the centre of mass system but as the energy

increases above.10 Mev the scattering becomes assymetric, peaking in

the forward direction. For neutrons above a few Mev inelastic collisions

are also energetically possible with C, N and 0 nuclei, which at energies

above 10 Mev may be as probable as elastic scattering (Randolph 1957)•

§1.2 Terminology Employed in Neutron Dosimetry

Dosimetry units have been, ana are being, continuously redefined as

new experimental techniques are evolved. A quantity of fundamental

importance in neutron physics is the neutron flux density which is the

number of neutrons entering a sphere of unit cross-sectional area per

second. This shall simply be referred to as "neutron flux" or "flux".

Early dose measurements were obtained using Victoreen chambers and

the "n" Unit, introduced in 1942 by Aebersold and Lawrence. This



represented the amount of neutron radiation required to produce the same

discharge in a 100-r Victoreen chamber as one roentgen (r) of x-rays.

It was rejected on the grounds that the response of the chamber was not

constant with neutron energy, also two chambers which gave identical

readings for x-rays were found to differ by as much as 10^ for neutrons.

To calculate the dose both the energy spectrum and chamber sensitivity

as a function of neutron energy were required.

Gray (1940) suggested the "v" unit defined such that "The dose of

neutrons at a point shall be 1 v when the associated corpuscular radi¬

ations produced in water liberate in air 1 e.s.u. of charge of either

sign per 0.001293g of air". This was not widely adopted due to diffi¬

culties encountered in measuring the ionisation, and also, the response

varied with neutron energy such that the dose would be underestimated at

thermal energies.

Following this Parker (1948) defined the "roentgen-equivalent-

physical" (rep) as "that dose of ionising radiation which produces an

energy absorption of 83 ergs/cc of tissue". This was later altered to

read 93 ergs/cc of tissue to give better agreement with the energy

absorbed/cc of tissue from a dose of 1 r of hard x-rays or y-rays.

The currently accepted units of neutron dose are based on the energy

absorbed per gram of material under consideration and can be applied to

all ionising radiation. The rad is the established unit of absorbed

dose representing an absorption of 100 ergs/g. The first collision dose

is measured simply in ergs/g.



The absorbed dose (D), by the I.C.It.U. 19o2 recommendations, is the

energy imparted by ionising radiation per unit mass of material at the

point of interest,
AE_

D
m

where AE^ is the energy imparted by ionising radiation in volume element
dV and Am is the mass of material contained in that volume element. The

criterion is that the volume element is chosen to be small enough for

AE/Am to be approximately constant and yet still be sufficiently large to

be traversed by many particles and contain many interactions. Since

these conditions cannot both be met simultaneously, the dose can only be

found by averaging procedures represented by the symbol A. The absorbed

dose can simply be termed "dose".

Energy deposition can also be measured as Kerma, which is the

quotient of AE^ by Am where AE^ is the sum of the initial kinetic
energies of all the charged particles liberated by indirectly ionising

particles in a volume element of the specified material (NBS 81, 1963).

It differs from the absorbed dose which is the specific energy imparted

by the charged secondaries. They are equal under conditions of charged

particle equilibrium, i.e. when the energy imparted per unit mass is

equal to the energy liberated per unit mass in the form of charged

particles.

Kerma is equivalent to the concept of first collision dose defined

in NBS 75 (1961). Attix (19&5) ^as reviewed the meanings of first

collision dose which has previously taken one of several forms,
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(a) first collision dose a absorbed dose in an isolated small sphere
(KBS 63, 1957),

(b) first collision dose a that part of the absorbed dose contributed

by primary radiation only, in a small mass

located anywhere (Hurst and Ritchie, 1962),

(c) first collision dose a kerma (KBS 75, 1961 and KBS 84, 1963)•

The sensible definition of first collision dose emerges as that part of

the absorbed dose at any point under charged particle equilibrium

conditions, in a small mass of the specified material, and resulting only

from 'primary* radiation, the source of any 'non-primary' radiation being

identified in each case.

The magnitude of a biological effect arising from a given energy

deposition by different processes was originally calculated by adopting

an appropriate weighting factor known as the relative biological

efficiency factor, (RBE), which was closely related to the specific

ionisation of the ionising particles.

Radiobiologically the RBE was the inverse ratio of the doses .

required to produce equal affects, which depended on the biological

effect, dose, dose rate and other factors. For Radiation Protection

purposes a less variable factor was required. A new term called the

quality factor was introduced for use in radiation protection and

corrects for the difference in biological effect due to the variation in

the LET. The linear energy transfer (LET) of charged particles in a

medium is the average energy imparted locally to the medium by a charged

particle of specified energy traversing unit distance.
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The dose (D) is modified in radiation protection to give the 'dose

equivalent' (DE) in rems which is numerically equal to the dose in rads

multiplied by modifying factors such as the quality factor (QF) and

distribution factor (DF).

(DE) = (D) x (QF) x (DF) .....

^ The advantage of the dose equivalent is that it gives some measure of the

biological damage due to different radiations, and also the doses so

expressed are additive.

§1.3 Survey of the Theories on Energy Deposition

A number of papers have been published on the calculation of the

neutron tissue dose corresponding to exposure to a unit flux of neutrons

with a given energy. The majority of the authors assume that a broad

monoenergetic beam of neutrons is incident normally on the body which is

represented by a homogeneous semi-infinite slab, 30 cm thick, having an

atomic composition simulating that of soft tissue. Initially the main

interest lay in determining the maximum permissible exposure to neutrons

(Biram 1949, Capron 1949, Mitchell 1947(a) and 1947(h)). It was not

until 1949 that Tait calculated the distribution of dose with depth for

neutrons with energies between 0.5 and 5*0 Mev, followed by Snyder's

theory in 1950 for the thermal neutron distribution. The latest and

most complete work on the subject of energy deposition as a function of

depth in tissue was produced by Snyder and Neufeld in 1955> which covered

neutron energies up to 10 Mev. The only theory for neutrons with

energies greater than 10 Mev and less than 20 Mev is that due to



Randolph (1957) which deals with the first collision dose in various

media due to 14*1 Mev neutrons. ICogan et al (1959) have carried out

extensive calculations in the intermediate energy region but as this is

outwith the scope of this thesis it will not be discussed further.

In his calculations of the tolerance flux of thermal neutrons,

Mitchell (1947(a)) assumed that the neutron distribution in the body

could be represented as an exponential function of depth. The experi¬

mental data of Capron, Faes and Tavernier (1949) suggested, that the

distribution should in fact attain a peak at some depth within the body.

This rras confirmed by Snyder's theory (1950) in which he calculated the

thermal neutron collision density as a function of depth. Snyder made

two assumptions, namely that the neutrons are scattered isotropically in

the laboratory system of co-ordinates and that their energy remains con¬

stant throughout their history. This is akin to neglecting the binding

effects of the molecules on the cross-sections of individual elements,

and neglecting the Maxwellian distribution of neutron energies. In 1955

Snyder and Neufeld extended the thermal dose calculations to include fast

neutrons which had been thermalised, and it will be 3hown later (Chapters

3 and 4) that these assumptions may lead to an overestimation of the

thermal peak distribution at depth.

The first collision dose treatment developed as more data on

neutron cross-sections and anisotropic effects became known. It was

originally assumed that the absorption cross-section was negligible

compared to the elastic scattering cross-section, and that since most
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of the dose for neutrons up to 10 Mev was due to the hydrogen present in

tissue the inelastic scattering cross-section could be neglected. The

elastic cross-section was therefore used in the calculations and assumed

to be isotropic and equal to the total cross-section. The latest recom¬

mendations (MBS 88, 1963) allow for anisotropic elastic scattering but

still neglect inelastic scattering. NBS 85 (1964) presents a table of

kerma values in tissue for neutron energies ranging from 0.01 to 14*0 Mev

calculated from the formula

eK. (0 a. (<r)
D. = 19.31 x 10~7 <p —7 ^ O-1)1 n (1 + A±)

where is the kerma in ergs/g,

4>ri = neutron fluence (n/cm2),

ei = mean energy transferred in an elastic collision between

a neutron of energy e (Mev) and an atom of type i and is

given by

2 A t or (e) K («)
<ri =

(1 + A.)3

A^ = atomic weight of atom of type i,

o^e) = total elastic scattering cross-section (barns/atom),
f 7T j

Kh (e) = j [<7-(0»O J ai(e)] (l - Cos 0 ) 2it sin d dS,
and cr^(0,e) = differential elastic scattering cross-section for neutrons
scattered at angle S (barns/steradian).

T

Kerma for any material can be found by multiplying equation (1.1) by

the fractional atomic composition by weight for each type of atom and
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summing the individual contributions.

The particular case of 14.1 Mev neutrons has been studied by-

Randolph (1957) who included the contribution to kerma from inelastic

nuclear reactions and the asymmetric distribution of recoils from elastic

scattering. The kerma calculated in this way yielded higher values of

the dose for the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen elements exposed to 14.1

Mev neutrons than was obtained using equation (1.1) which neglected

inelastic contributions. This is illustrated in Table 1.2 for the

tissue composition corresponding to the Standard Kan (hydrogen = 10)6,
carbon = 18)6, nitrogen = 3*0)6 and oxygen = 65/6, the other constituents

contribute a negligible amount to the dose).

Table 1.2

Kerma for 14.1 Mev Neutrons

Method
Kerma, 10-7 ergs/g per n/cm2

dH Dc dN Do Total

Randolph

NBS 85

4.62

4.62

0.433

0.094

0.073

0.014

1.464

0.466

6.59

5.19

Inelastic reactions were found to contribute between 18 and 30)6 of the

total dose in several hydrogenous materials which have been used to

simulate tissue while the corresponding elastic reactions (i.e. with

C, N and 0) contributed less than &/o»

When the energy deposited at depth in a body of dimensions greater



than the mean free path of .the incident neutrons is to be calculated, it

is necessary to modify the first collision dose theory. In broad beam

irradiation corrections must be applied to the dose for the attenuation

of the primary flux, and for the increase in flux due to neutrons being-

scattered into the volume under consideration from collisions in surroun¬

ding tissue. The maximum permissible flux of fast neutrons was first

estimated by Mitchell (1947(b)) who approximated the effect of backscatter

on the surface dose by replacing the average energy lost per collision by
_r

1 - e J where £ is the mean log energy decrement. This was improved on

and extended to include the multi-collision dose at depth in tissue by

Tait (1949) who derived the neutron density for a beam of monochromatic

neutrons at normal incidence. Both Tait, ana Biram (1949) who did the

calculation for isotropic incidence, assumed that the mean free path of

the neutrons remained constant in the tissue, and neglected the contri¬

bution to the dose from elements other than hydrogen. The latter

approximation was rectified by Biram in 1962.

The most comprehensive treatment of multiple collision dose theory,

which is currently accepted for radiation protection purposes, is due to

Snyder and Neufeld (l955)- They considered neutrons up to 10 Mev and

derived the dose curves for the (n, p) and (n, y) reactions due to fast

neutrons which were thermalised, and also the curves for the recoil

protons and heavy recoils. The case histories of 2,000 incident

neutrons with 10 Mev energy were followed on a computer until their

energy fell below 1 ev. Scattering was assumed to be isotropic in the
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centre of mass systems, and inelastic scattering was neglected. The

collision density of neutrons with a particular energy at any point

could then be abstracted from the data compiled by the computer. To

obtain reasonable statistics, energy groups of neutrons were chosen

rather than a specific energy, and the energy of the group was taken as

the mean energy. Snyder also showed that the ratio of the maximum

multiple collision dose for a man to maximum first collision dose was

1.6 ± 0.2 for fast neutron energies from 0.5 to 10 Mev. (NBS 65, 1957)

§1.4 Techniques of Neutron Dosimetry

Dose measurements can be divided into two broad categories, (a)

direct determination of the dose by measuring the energy absorbed, and

(b) indirect determination of the dose via the neutron flux. The second

method is of limited usefulness since equal neutron fluxes may give rise

to varying tissue dose depending on the energies of the neutrons involved.

In general, therefore, the neutron energy spectrum is also required.

The density of the secondary charged particles produced by neutrons

in matter increases to a depth at least as great as their maximum range

in the material. Beyond this point the number of secondaries that

originate in afty layer are approximately equal to the number terminating

and charged particle equilibrium is said to exist. In general this

requires that the linear dimensions of the mass be in excess of two maxi¬

mum charged particle ranges. True radiation equilibrium is therefore

not possible since the intensity of the primary beam gradually decreases

by absorption and the density of the secondaries increase to the point
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where charged particle equilibrium is first approached and then decrease

at the same rate as the primary beam.

Before discussing the techniques used in neutron dosimetry it is

appropriate to consider which 'dose' the instrument will measure i.e.

kerma or absorbed dose. If, for example, radiation equilibrium can be

approximated by using a tissue-equivalent ionisation chamber 'whose wall

thickness is just greater than the maximum range of the secondary charged

particles produced, then it will measure kerma for tissue in any medium.

Where radiation equilibrium cannot be approximated then the dose deter¬

mined is simply a mean dose to the tissue - equivalent gas in the

chamber. Absorbed dose measurements need not be carried out under

conditions of equilibrium since the object is to determine the energy

locally absorbed rather than the energy locally lost from the incident

radiation. A dosimeter fulfilling Bragg-G-ray conditions (§1.4*4) located

in a phantom filled with tissue-equivalent liquid measures the absorbed

dose. Under conditions of charged particle equilibrium kerma equals the

absorbed dose (Rossi 19^5).

§1.4.1 Calorimetric Method

This is, in principle, a very direct method of measuring the dose

absolutely provided corrections are applied to account for the energy

absorbed or liberated in chemical reactions. The temperature rise

expected in soft tissue irradiated by neutrons is very small amounting

to an increase of the order of 2 x 10~S°C per rad. A disadvantage is

that the energy released by any y-rays present will also be measured.
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Although the error involved in estimating the corrections necessary due

to chemical reactions is not much greater than that in W, the energy

required to produce one ion pair in a gas, no calorimetric methods of

neutron dosimetry have been reported in the literature.

§1.4.2 Spectral Measurements

For fast neutrons the energy absorbed per gram of the irradiated

material can be calculated from equation (1.1) or from Snyder's data

in UBS 63 (1957)> provided the neutron energy spectrum is known.

If radiation equilibrium has been established the first collision

dose (kerma) will be given by
OO

Df = j n(E) Df (E) dEJ 0

where D»(E) = 2. D. (S) is the first collision dose for a neutron off\ / x x \ /

energy E and n(E) is the number of neutrons with energy E at the point

in the medium where the dose is to be determined.

Similarly the absorbed dose can be found by weighting the mono-

energetic data on multi-collisions in TBS 63. However, it is usually

easier to find the absorbed dose directly by another method than to

measure the neutron spectra. Some spectrometers are not suitable for

use in phantoms.

For absorbed dose measurements high resolution is not essential

which permits the use of threshold detectors and other low energy

resolution detectors. The main advantage of such detectors is that

they can be used with high intensity burst of neutrons where other
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detectors cannot be used.

Hurst et al. (195°) described a method of measuring fast neutron

(1 kev to 10 Mev) spectra using threshold detectors which consisted of

discs of 239Pu, 237Np, 238u and 32 S foil. A knowledge of the incident

neutron direction is not required and also the method is suitable for use

in a phantom. The 230 Pu was surrounded with 2.2 g cm-2 of 10B to remove

the thermal neutrons. The neutron fluxes above the threshold can be

determined for each type of foil and a histogram constructed which gives

the distribution of neutron energies in the intervals 1 kev to 0.75 Kev,

from 0.75 Kev to 1.5 Mev, from 1.5 Mev to ,2.5 Mev, and above 2.5 Mev.
2 3 9

Originally Hurst calibrated the detectors against a thin disc of Pu

which had been irradiated by a known thermal flux. The fission product
o o o .

decay curves for Np and U were derived by a simple cross-section
2 3 9

correction to the Pu curve. Later data proved this to be incorrect.

Johnson et al. (1965) improved the method by using a surface barrier

detector irradiated by 14.8 Mev neutrons to calibrate the foils, and also

experimentally determined the correct decay curves for the fission

products. From the measured spectrum dose may be determined by the

kerma curve (NBS 85> 19&4) which gives

Dose =

j 1*4 &Pu " ^Np) + 2,4 ^Np " V + 3*° + 3,8 <*S> j * 10-9 rad3
where <?> , , <£_T and <$>„ are the neutron fluences above the thresholdPu Np U S
for 239Pu, 237Np, 238U and 32S respectively. The coefficients represent

|1 the average dose per neutron for the various energy regions weighted to a
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fast fission spectrum of neutron energies. The method has an accuracy

of ± 10fa and the advantage of excellent discrimination against y-rays.

The major limitation on its usefulness is that high neutron fluxes are

required for activation. A second disadvantage is the crude spectro¬

metry involved, particularly for neutrons in the intermediate energy

range.

A second technique of interest was devised "by Bramblett et al (i960)

and further developed .by Hankins (1961). Neutrons are detected in a

Lil(Eu) crystal after moderation in polythene spheres of different dia¬

meters. The neutron spectrum shape can be deduced by observing count

rates with the spheres providing these have been previously calibrated
/

for monoenergetic neutrons over the energy range of interest. This

technique has been used in an instrument capable of measuring the tissue

equivalent dose rate of neutrons in the energy range thermal to 10 Mev.

The response of the instrument, which utilises a 10 in. diameter poly¬

thene sphere and a A mm. diameter by A mm. thick Lil(Eu) crystal enriched

to 96/0 in Li , follows the inverse curve of the maximum permissible dose

equivalent. The observed dose equivalent corresponds to within a few %

at thermal energies, and to ± 15/o between 0.2 and 7*0 Mev. In the

intermediate energy range, however, it overestimates the dose equivalent

by a factor of A to 5j and at 0.1 ev by 50/o. This could not be used in

the present report since it was not adaptable to measurements in a

phantom due to its large physical size and weight.

A complete survey of methods used in neutron flux measurements can
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be found in rIBS 72 (i960).

§1.4.3 Chemical and Photographic Dosimeters

The integrated dose can be measured losing nuclear emulsions. If

the hydrogen content of the emulsions is known the fast neutron dose can

be evaluated by determining the number and length of recoil proton tracks

per unit volume of emulsion. The most accurate results are obtained

when the emulsion is analysed to determine the proton energy spectrum.

This is very tedious and detection is limited to proton tracks between

! 0.15 Mev and 5 Mev, the lower limit being determined by the natural back¬

ground and the upper limit by ease of track counting. Cheka (1953)

developed a simplified device surrounding the emulsion with layers of

.tissue-equivalent material. The thickness was chosen such that the

number of tracks produced in the emulsion per unit absorbed dose was

independent of neutron energy. The disadvantage of such a detector is

that the sensitivity to irradiation in the plane of the detector is only

half that for normal incidence. Emulsion detectors are also subject to

fading and shrinkage, and the fog produced by y-ray exposure can seriously

impair the visibility of proton tracks. Thermal neutrons may also

produce spurious proton tracks via the 14N(n, p) 14C reactions in the

nitrogen present in the emulsion gelatine. This can be reduced by

cadmium shielding provided the thermal dose is less than 20 rems, other¬

wise the cadmium capture gamma rays become a hazard.

The thermal neutron dose can be determined by measuring the increase

in optical density by photo-electric means. Protons produced by the

X4K(n, p) 14C reaction produce a larger number of tracks per unit area



than the recoils from elastic scattering by fast neutrons. Alternatively

the emulsions may be loaded with elements with large thermal neutron

cross-sections such as lithium or boron, to increase the sensitivity by

as much as a factor of 200 over ordinary emulsions.

Other dosimeters in this class which are more strictly chemical in

origin than the nuclear emulsions are at present in an early stage of

development. The Friclce dosimeter (NBS 75* 19^1) is the only reliable

chemical detector for routine use, ana in general they are not suitable

for total doses below 1,000 rads. Chemical dosimeters have an appreci¬

able gamma ray sensitivity and the disadvantage that the relationship be¬

tween the absorbed dose and the observable effect is non-linear. Also,

they are not in general tissue-equivalent in response.

§1.4.4 Ionisation Devices

The total absorbed dose delivered by any ionising radiation may be

determined using the Bragg-Gray relation. In 1912 Bragg related the

ionisation in a gas-filled cavity irradiated with gamma rays to the

electron stopping power of the wall materials and later Gray (1928)

formulated the theory to give the Bragg-Gray Principle. When the cavity

is sufficiently small the gas is subjected to the same flow of ionising

particles as the material under consideration. The energy imparted per

gram of material, E , is related to the number of ion pairs formed per

gram of gas, J , by the Bragg-Gray equation
&

E = J WS
m . g

where W = the average energy in ergs expended by the ionising particles
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crossing the cavity per ion pair formed, and

S = the ratio of the mass stopping power of the solid to that of the

gas for the ionising particles in question.

In the special case when the wall and gas have the same atomic

composition, S = 1, the size and shape of the cavity are irrelevant

providing the radiation field is constant in the region surrounding the

collecting volume. Thus the energy imparted to unit mass of gas is

directly proportional to the ionisation. The constant of proportion¬

ality W varies by only a few fo depending on the nature ana energy of

the ionising particle. Detectors based on this condition will be

discussed. In particular since the material in which the dose is to be

determined is tissue, perturbation effects caused by the presence of the

detector will largely be removed if the walls and gas of the chamber

have the same atomic composition as tissue. Tissue-equivalent chambers

which may be utilised over a wide range of interest have been discussed

in detail by Rossi and Failla (1956). The wall material may be a con¬

ducting plastic where most of the oxygen present in tissue is replaced

by carbon (Shonlca et al 1958). If exact tissue-equivalent is required

a gel can be used instead. The gas is composed of various gases to give

the correct composition (Rossi, 1956). The error involved in using the

plastic is less than 5?° for neutron energies up to 14- Mev.

Dosimeters based on ionisation and the 3ragg-Gray relation can

conveniently be subdivided into two distinct groups,

(a) ionisation chambers, and



(b) proportional counters.

§1.4.4(a) Ionisation Chambers

Owing to the large contribution to the dose by the hydrogen content,

the total energy absorbed by hydrogenous materials will bo approximately

proportional to the percentage hydrogen present and many dosimetric calcu¬

lations and methods of measurement were based on this. In one of the

first attempts to determine the absorbed dose G-ray and Read (1939) com¬

pared the ionisation produced in a graphite chamber with that produced in

geometrically similar chambers with walls of Aerion (C,- H. . 0, c), icing

sugar (CH^O), and paraffin wax (CH^), which were filled with gas mixtures
having the same atomic composition as the walls. The use of homogenous

chambers having gas walls of identical composition is discussed in a

review article by Karinelli (1953) who shows that they are really only

suitable for uncontaminated neutron beams, i.e. no gamma radiation.

In general the most direct approach to the problem has been in the

development of tissue-equivalent ionisation chambers which have been

discussed in many papers by Rossi. The report by Rossi (195&) provides

an excellent introduction to the concept of tissue-equivalence and the

construction techniques required in the production of chambers having

various sensitivities./ Chambers have been designed which will operate

for dose rates of less than one millirad per hour or as high as several

thousand rads per minute. These chambers determine the total absorbed

dose in tissue, and other instruments must be used to evaluate the

relative proportions of the radiations making up this total dose. The
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sensitivity to neutrons is 10/o less than the sensitivity to ganuna rays

due to the difference in 71 for electrons and heavy particles.

The contribution from the inherent gamma rays in a mixed radiation

field to the dose recorded by a tissue-equivalent chamber can be found

using the paired chamber technique. A second chamber lined with carbon

and filled with carbon dioxide gas is used to measure the absorbed dose

delivered by the gamma rays. Such chambers will, hov/ever, have a certain

sensitivity to neutron, k, which is a function of the neutron energy.

The appropriate theory is discussed in NBS 85 from which it is shown that

the separate doses can be evaluated from the equations

T = N + 1.04 &

C = kN + 1.04 &

where T and & represent the doses recorded by the tissue-equivalent and

carbon chambers respectively, ana N ana & are the neutron and gamma tissue

doses in rads. This technique becomes very inaccurate when the gamma

dose exceeds the neutron dose by a factor of ten.

The separate components of the neutron dose, i.e. due to 14N(n, p)

14C and 1H(n, y) 2D reactions, and elastic scatter, can be determined by

using a third chamber from which the nitrogen content has been omitted.

This chamber will not record the nitrogen dose and the carbon chamber

will not record any significant capture gamma radiation since there is no

hydrogen present. Consequently the magnitude of the three components

can be determined from these three chambers. This method would be of no

use in determining the separate components of absorbed dose at depth in



a phantom unless the incident neutron beam was pure, since it would be

« impossible to separate gamma rays from the xH(n, y) 2D reaction scattered
/

into the carbon chamber from the inherent gamma radiation in a mixed beam.

Similar schemes involving several ionisation chambers to separate

neutron and gamma ray doses have been suggested by Gray (1940), Dainty

(1950), Bretscher (1944)* Marinelli (1953)* and Sayeg et al (1958).

§1.4.4(b) Proportional Counters
\

If the dosimeter is designed to operate as a proportional counter,

and pulse heights are summed rather than a current measurement, then

pulse3 due to gamme rays can be rejected. The gas pressure and cavity

dimensions can be chosen such that the pulses due to electrons are very

much smaller than those from recoil protons. If the pulse height is

proportional to the number of ion pairs formed then the method is equiva¬

lent to the ionisation chamber with the advantage that it is insensitive

to gamma rays. To obtain proportionality between pulse height and

number of ion pairs formed care must be taken to exclude gases with high

electron attachment, also, the height of the pulse at the output of the

linear amplifier must be independent of the recoil proton track orien¬

tation to the centre wire in the counter. The latter condition can be

fulfilled by proper selection of the amplifier rise time and decay time

(Hurst and Ritchie, 1953)*

A polythylene-ethylene proportional counter was designed by Hurst

(1954) which contained an internal alpha source for calibration. The

total dose is proportional to the summation of pulse heights which may be
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measured directly using the electronic pulse integrator of Glass and

Hurst (1952). The original design was modified by Vv'agner and Hurst

(1958) to provide an absolute dosimeter which was not directional in

response and incorporated a four stage binary circuit to sum the pulse

heights. The lower limit of acceptable neutron energy was set by the

discrimination required to suppress the response to gamma radiation.

§1.4.5 Special Counting Methods

Dosimeters in this group have the advantage that the energy absorbed

in tissue can be obtained simply by counting the number of pulses produced

in the detector. The detector materials need not necessarily simulate

the medium for which the energy absorption is indicated since they are

designed to have an energy response curve which approximates to the

lcerma curve. ,

Hurst et al (195*1) developed a recoil proportional counter which

would discriminate against gamma radiation. The energy response was

adjusted by suitable gas filling and by inserting layers of hydrogenous

material on the front wall of the counter to give a counting rate that

was proportional to the dose delivered for neutrons with energies between

0.2 and 10 Mev. The lower limit was set by the bias required to suppress

the response to gamma radiation. The main drawback was its directional

j response. A modified version was produced by Dennis and Loosemore
(1957) which had a non-directional response. De Pangher and Eoesch

(1955) also developed a dosimeter suitable for the energy range 0.1 to

5.1 Mev which consisted of a counter surrounded by a paraffin
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\

moderator, with the neutrons incident normally to the axis of the

cylinder. The size and directional properties make it unsuitable for

depth dose measurements.

Scintillation techniques have also been employed. Skjoldebrand

(1955) developed a spherical scintillation detector whose energy response

was adjusted to Snyder's multiple collision absorbed dose curves. The

disadvantages for use in a phantom were the large size and poor sensi¬

tivity. The Hornyak button (1952) was modified by Muckenthaler (1957)

to respond to fast neutrons in a manner similar to kerma. Fast neutrons

strike the hydrogenous material in the button and produce proton recoils

which cause the ZnS to produce light pulses. The size and concentration

of the ZnS particles were varied to produce the desired energy response.

The thickness of the ZnS particles limits the accuracy of the detector

due to absorption losses. The lower threshold is about 0.5 Mev proton

energy for the smallest size of ZnS particles available.

The conclusion is that none of the methods discussed are suited to

neutron depth dose measurements in a phantom with the possible exception

of Bragg-G-ray type tissue equivalent proportional counters. The major

disadvantage of the latter is their relatively large size, since ideally

the detector should cause the minimum perturbation of the neutron flux in

the phantom, also it means that the position of the counter is resti-icted

and measurements cannot be taken close to the phantom walls.

§1.5 Review of Experimental Dose Measurements

Despite the fact that Snyder and Neufeld computed depth dose curves



for nulticollisions of monoenergetic neutron beams in tissue in 1955» it

was not until 1961 that Smith and Boot produced experimental components

of dose in a phantom for direct comparison with the theoretical values.

Previous experimental data on Pu-Be and Po-3 sources had been reported

by Mills and Hurst (1954), and Barr and Hurst (1954), who used

polyethylene-ethylene proportional counters to determine the total dose.

The discriminating technique used to eliminate the inherent gamma rays

also removed the gamma from the lH(n, y) 2D reaction and part of the

recoil dose which fell below the bias level.

Barr and Hurst used a Po-3 source and assumed that the average

energy of the neutrons was 2.5 Mev. They approximated to Snyder's in¬

finite slab of tissue by a large cylindrical tan]-:, 30 cm thick and 200 cm

in diameter filled with tissue-equivalent liquid. The dose measurements

were corrected for the 133 day half life of Po. Contribution to the

total dose from neutrons scattered in the room was found to be negligible.

Y/hen the dose measurements were compared to Snyder's for a 2.5 Mev beam,

there was seen to be reasonable agreement. Mills and Hurst used a

smaller phantom, comparable in size to the human head, and determined

the total dose at depth for both a Po-B source and a Pu-Be source. The

results in this case were not compared with theory. The data in both

•reports was analysed by the least squares method ana fitted to a curve

of the form

n °
* (R + x)3
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where D is the dose rate at depth x in tissue, R is the separation be-x

tween the source and phantom, and D is the first collision dose rate at

1 cm in air from the source, 3 is a factor to allow for the build up of

the dose in the phantom, and L is the relaxation length. This expression

can be re-written in the form

D = D e"X/^
x o

where D is the absorbed dose per unit flux at dentil x and D is the
x * o

corresponding value on the surface of the phantom. The main interest

at this stage seems to have been in the determination of the build up

factor to be applied to the dose recorded by a "first collision dose"

dosimeter to give the true dose received by a man exposed to a neutron

flux. The results indicated that the factor was a function of the

phantom size.

Smith and Boot (1961) directed the first extensive search into the

comparison of the dose received in tissue experimentally, with the theo¬

retical curves of Snyder and Neufeld (1955) > &n<3- Kogan et al (1959) •

Two phantoms were used in the experiment, the first, a 30 cm thick by

60 cm high and 60 cm wide slab, was used to approximate to the theo¬

retical 'body', and the second was an elliptical cylinder, of axes 20 cm

and 36 cm, and height 40 cm, to simulate the average body. The phantoms

were again filled with tissue-equivalent liquid. A variety of mono-

energetic neutron sources were used, 0.13 Mev, 0.5 Mev, 1.0 Mev, 2.5 Mev

and 14.1 Mev, and also several sources having complex spectra, for

example, Pu-Be and a fission source. Irradiations were made at a metre
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or more from the source and the beam was incident normal to the front

surface of the phantom. The thermal neutron flux density was measured

at depth in the phantom using gold; manganese or sodium detectors. The

14N(n, p) 14 G dose was then calculated simply by considering the nitrogen

abundance in tissue, the cross-section of the reaction, and the energy

released in the reaction. A major disadvantage of this method is that

either the foils must be irradiated separately at each position of interest

in the phantom, or alternatively all the foils may be placed in the

phantom,together and irradiated simultaneously which requires a correction

to be applied to the measured flux to correct for the foils screening

each other. Throughout the report all the absorbed doses were normalised

to unit fast neutron flux incident on the phantom. The 1K(n, y) 2D dose

was calculated in a similar manner applying a formula due to Taylor (1954)

to take account of the fact that y-rays do not deposit their energy
*

locally. The fast neutron recoil proton dose in the phantom was deter¬

mined using nuclear emulsion detectors. The sensitivity of these

detectors has been calculated by Cook (1958) and the mean of the sensi-

\ tivities for normal and grazing incidence was assumed. The detectors

were based on the type described by Cheka (1955) and- were mounted at 45°

to the incident beam to compensate for the change from a mainly uni¬

directional flux at the front of the phantom to a more isotropic flux

deeper in the phantom. The emulsion detectors provide only a lower

bound to the recoil proton dose. Smith and Boot suggest a method of

calculating an upper bound which depends on the incident neutron spectrum



remaining virtually unchanged with depth in tissue. This assumption is

given some support in a recent paper by Field (19^5) who shows that

neutron spectra do not change shape appreciably with depth in tissue to

at least 25 era. As an indication of the difference in magnitude between

the lower and upper bound, for 2.5 Mev neutrons they differed by a factor

of 2 at the front of the phantom increasing to 2.5 at the back of the

phantom. The experimental results obtained shall be discussed and com¬

pared with the present work where appropriate.

This was followed in 19&3 by two other reports on neutron depth dose

measurements. Akagi and Lehman (19&3) used a Pu-Be neutron source and

Aceto and Churchill determined the dose for several (a, n) and (y, n)

sources. The report of Akagi and Lehman was mainly concerned with

establishing how useful, or otherwise, nuclear emulsions are in deter¬

mining the tissue dose from neutron exposure. The data presented from

exposure of the emulsions, at various depths, in a tissue-equivalent

phantom to Pu-Be neutrons included absolute differential energy spectra,

average energy, and. emulsion dose of proton tracks. The emulsions were

exposed for sufficient time to contain at least 10° proton tracks.

Hydrogen pre,sent in the emulsion served as an internal radiator and only

tracks with both end points in the emulsions were recorded. A computer

programme was formulated to calculate the proton recoil energy spectrum.

The number of tracks in the energy range 0 to 0.66 Mev that were lost be¬

low the bias and by the sampling technique were estimated, and the average

proton track energy was calculated, with and without, the (n, p) contri¬
bution. The 14N(n, p) 14C dose was estimated by considering the i-atio



of the nitrogen present in tissue to that present in the emulsion.

Similarly the fast neutron proton dose was obtained by multiplying the

emulsion dose by the appropriate factor for the ratio of the hydrogen

densities.

The object of the study made by Aceto and Churchill was to determine

the dose delivered as a function of depth by various point neutron sources

of different energy spectra. The neutron source of direct interest to

the present report was again a Pu-Be source. In all the dose measure¬

ments an inverse square correction was applied for the geometric diver¬

gence of the neutron flux. Scattering was minimised by performing the

experiment outdoors ana suspending the phantom 130 cm above the ground.

The fast neutron energy measurements were made with a polyethylene lined

proportional counter filled with different gases and adjusted to discri¬

minate against gamma rays. The thickness of the polyethylene liner was

chosen such that charged particle equilibrium was approached and therefore

the fast neutron proton dose was easily obtainable from the total count

rate and a knowledge of the energy spectrum of the neutron at the point

in question, i.e. kerraa = absorbed dose, except near the surface of the

phantom. The tissue-dose components due to the 14N(n, p) 4C and

1Ii(n, y) 2D reactions were calculated directly from the thermal neutron

flux, which was measured with indium foils and checked with a 33?^
detector, in the same way as Smith and Boot. The dose values obtained

were in good agreement with Snyder, and Smith and Boot.

The absorbed dose deposited at deoth in tissue due to irradiation by1 c
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'14 ilev neutrons has not been widely studied. The literature to date

consists of one report by Blosser and Freestone (19&3) which they

discuss the absorbed dose deposited in a water-filled spherical phantom

due to 14 Mev and Po-3e neutrons. In both cases y-rays are associated

with the neutron*emission and the dose rate from the y-rays was deter¬

mined with a detector described by T/agner and Hurst (1961). The neutron

flux from the DT 14 Hev source was measured using aluminium foil and the

27Al(n, a) 24Na threshold reaction. An ethylene filled ionisation

chamber was used to determine the dose in the phantom, and by subtraction

of the y-dose the neutron dose at depth, corrected for inverse square

distance of source and detector, was obtained.

Lawrence (1962) produced an interesting report describing the method

he used to calculate the emission rate of a Pu-3e source from a knowledge

of the dose rate delivered to an assumed standard tissue (CH_ 0_) by thev 7 yn

fast neutrons and y-rays emitted from the source. An ethylene-filled

polyethylene counter was used to determine the total dose and a carbon

dioxide-filled teflon ionisation chamber measured the gamma dose. The

emission rate was then calculated from the neutron dose rate and the

neutron spectrum shape of Stewart (1955). Excellent agreement was

obtained with the currently accepted value at that time of 1.6 x 10s

n/sec per curie.

idore recently Jones et al (19^5) compared calculated and experi¬

mental values for kerma in tissue produced by ?u-Be and Po-3e neutron

sources. The experimental values were obtained using a cyclopropane-



filled proportional counter and found to agree with the calculated

values. For the Pu-Be source, which is the source of interest in this

report, the kerma was found to be 3*9 x 10"9 rads per n/cms for tissue

in air.

§1*6 Dose Equivalent

The biological effect of a given absorbed dose depends on the type

of radiation involved. In general it may be simply obtained by multi¬

plying the dose in rads by the appropriate quality factor and the product

is the dose equivalent in reins. Until 1957 recommended values for the

quality factors could be obtained from NBS 59 0 954)* The quality

factor was taken to be 1 for all LET values up to 3*5 kev/p after which

it was assumed to increase almost linearly from 1 to 20 in the range

3.5 to 175 kev/Ai, beyond which it remained constant with the value of 20.

In 1957 UBS 63 was published which contained quality factors calculated

by Snyder. The quality factor for the total dose deposited was obtained

by weighting the quality factors for y-rays, heavy recoils and recoil

protons by the appropriate dose fraction. Quality factor values were

calculated as a function of depth in the tissue for various incident

neutron energies on the basis that the quality factor for y-rays was 1,

for heavy recoils 20, and that for recoil protons it remained constant

with depth being equal to the surface value. This is tantamount to

assuming that the incident neutron beam spectrum shape does not change

with the depth in the phantom. Table 1.3 lists the quality factors for

a selection of neutron energies. These values, taken from JIBS 63, are
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currently accepted for the purpose of radiation protection.

Table 1.5

Quality Factors for Monoenergetic Neutrons

Neutron Energy
Mev Quality Factor

Thermal 3

0.005 2.5

0.C2 5

0.1 8

0.5 10

1.0 10.5

2.5 8

5.0 7

7.5 7

10 6.5

No experimental evidence was found in the literature of dose equivalent

curves for comparison with the theory of. Snyder although attempts have

been made to determine dose average LET'S from which the quality factors

can be calculated (Rossi 1955, Conger et al 1958, Randolph 1964) • These

shall be compared later with the quality factors measured in this report.

§1.7 Distribution of Absorbed Dose as a Function of Linear Energy

Transfer

Calculation of the absorbed dose is only the first step in dosimetry.
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The energy absorbed must then be analysed to determine its distribution

as a function of LET. Since this aspect of neutron dosimetry has not

been extensively.investigated the present discussion shall be limited to

an introduction to the concept which will be considered in more detail

in Chapter 5«

Boag (1954) calculated LET spectra for the proton component from fast

neutrons absorbed in water. More recently Snyder (1963 and 1964) has

attempted to find the LET spectrum of dose from monoenergetic beams of

neutrons incident on tissue cylinders simulating a mouse, guinea pig,

dog and man. The Monte Carlo code used at present does not include

inelastic scattering, but will allow for anisot'ropy of scattering with

carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms. The method is still at the prelimi¬

nary stage, but it is hoped in the near future to produce detailed infor¬

mation on the LET distribution of dose. Hurst (1956) and Randolph (1964)

give equations for deriving average LET's from a kerma LET spectrum.

Ideally, to derive average LST's and hence quality factors, the contri¬

butions by all elements and all reactions in the tissue concerned should

be considered. As an example Conger et al (1953) find that for 14.1 Mev

neutrons the energy average LET in tissue is 75«1 kev//u when all the con¬

tributions are taken into account, but it is only 16 kev/ju for the recoil

protons.

There are two ways of plotting the LET,

(a) as the proportion of the total absorbed energy which is dissipated

in each interval of LET, and
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(b) as the proportion of the total track lendth belonging to each

interval of LET.

At present only one method has been developed to measure the LET

spectrum of dose. The detector was a spherical proportional counter of

tissue equivalent plastic. The operating principles and design of the

instruments 'were reported by Rossi and Rosensweig (1955a).3 and experi¬

mental data. (1956b) was produced and compared with Boag's theoretical

curves. The counter was filled with tissue-equivalent gas at low

pressure sucli that the particle spectrum set up in the wall was the same

as the one occurring in tissue. Pulses produced by the counter can be

sorted according to height and since the pulse distribution is predict¬

able, only the relative number of maximum pulses corresponding to a given

specific ionisation need be known. The total dose within any range of

specific ionisation can be determined by a measurement of a limited

portion of the pulse spectrum. The analysis assumed that the ionising

particles traverse the cavity in straight lines, that particles traversing

the cavity incur small change in LET, and that \'I (the average energy

required to produce an ion pair) is independent of the nature and energy

of the ionising particles and is the same for the medium in solid or

gaseous state. The counter is insensitive to electrons and is inaccurate

for neutron energies below 200 kev. Spectra obtained with the counter

depend on the gas pressure used due to statistical variations of energy

loss of charged secondaries, i.e. the LET spectra depend on the size of

\ the biological sample under consideration (Rosenzweig and Rossi, 1959).
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The device is at present limited to dose rates of less than 0.5 rad/hour.

The proportional counter is difficult to operate in practice and

the results must be analysed by differentiating a differential spectrum.

Its large size makes it unsuitable for depth dose measurements.

§1.8 Conclusions

when this research programme commenced in 1 9<o2 very little work had

been done on the comparison between the measured absorbed dose values at

depth in tissue and the theoretical curves of Snyder and Neufeld (1955)
c

on which radiation protection factors were based. Neutron generators

producing DD and DT neutrons, and Pu-Be alloy sources were rapidly estab¬

lishing popularity for general use in laboratories without any extensive

investigation having been carried out of the absorbed dose that could be

received by a person exposed to the neutrons. It was also felt that

some standard neutron facility was desirable which could be used by

RacLiobiologists for reproducable irradiation conditions. The physical

dose data obtained in this report could then be used to advantage by

persons experimenting under identical conditions. Further a know!edge

of the quality factor and dose curves at depth for a phantom irradiated

by neutrons has direct application in the estimation of the dose received

by a radiation worker exposed to the neutrons provided his surface dose

is known.

The later depth dose measurements of Aceto and Churchill (19&3) and

Akagi and Lehman (l9°3)i on Pu-Be sources, were not sufficiently accurate

due to the detection methods used to confirm or deny the accuracy of
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Snyder's theoretical dose calculations. The experimental techniques for

determining the dose components at depth in a phantom have favoured the

use of nuclear emulsions to determine the recoil proton dose, and the

activation of foils to determine the thermal neutron component. Smith

and Boot, however, were unable to resolve a 21$> decrease in the flux when
i .

measured using nuclear detectors to that obtained with a long counter,

which left some uncertainty in the calibration of the emulsion detector.

Akagi and Lehman appear to have underestimated the recoil proton dose

which could be due to the scanning technique used which discriminated

against short tracks, and although a correction was applied it may not

have been sufficient particularly near the front of the phantom.

There was only one method available for measuring the dose as a

function of LET (Rossi and Rosenzweig 1955(a-)) which was restricted to

the first collision dose and which relied on a complicated method of

analysis of data obtained from a proportional counter difficult to

operate in practice.

It was decided therefore to use scintillation techniques to measure

the components of absorbed dose, and to expose.the phantom to collimated

beams of incident neutrons from a shield specially designed to minimise

scattering from the room and to provide a standard neutron facility.

A Bragg-Gray type detector, made from EE 102 plastic phosphor and poly-

vinyltoluene sheet, was used to measure the recoil proton absorbed dose

from the fast neutrons. The EE 102 phosphor was selected because:-

(a) it is a solid with similar atomic composition to soft tissue,
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00 there is no problem about electrical conductivity cf. ionisation

chambers,

(c) y-rays and heavy recoils can be discriminated against,

(a) a knowledge of W, the energy required to produce an ion pair is

not required,

(e) the detector can be made very small in size.

It was felt that these combined properties made the detector particularly

suited to the problem. The thermal neutron flux produced when the fast

neutrons were moderated by the tissue, was measured with a Lil(Eu) crystal

and correction factors were applied for flux depression. Absorbed doses

were measured at depth in the phantom for beams incident on both the

major and minor axes of an elliptical phantom. The Bragg-G-ray detector

also provided a means of estimating the quality factor for the neutrons

for radiation protection purposes, and hence' the dose equivalent.

Finally the detector was used to determine the recoil proton absorbed

dose as a function of LET at depth in tissue.
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CHAPTER TV/0

NEUTRON FACILITIES FOR DOSIMETRY STUDIES
\

§2.1 Introduction

Neutron dosimetry is complicated by the poor detection sensitivity

of existing measuring instruments. Both the sensitivity of the detector

and the biological damage are dependent on the incident neutron energy,

and hence spectrum shape of the incident radiation. An ideal detector

would have an energy response directly related to the tissue dose which

avoids the need to know the spectrum shape. (Anderson and Braum, 1964)-

Neutrons have been classified according to their energy into

thermal, intermediate, fast and relativistic groups. Since it has not

I yet been possible to match the response of one detector to neutron dose
I

over the whole energy range, several detecting instruments must be used.
\

This also allows measurement of individual contributions to the total

dose. Theoretical and experimental measurements of energy deposition

for monoenergetic and polyenergetic systerns with energies up to 14.1 Kev

will be compared.

Free neutrons do not occur in nature due to their short lifetime

but they can be artifically produced by various methods. For neutron

production, the light nuclei play the predominant role since very high

energies are required due to the strong Coulomb barrier, before charged

particles can react with heavy nuclei.

A neutron generator was used to produce monoenergetic neutrons by

the K(d,n) He and H(d,n) He reactions which are particularly suit¬

able because:-
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(a) the energy as a function of angle of emergence is known,

(b) the energy range of a fission spectrum can be covered,

(c) due to increasing use of generators employing these reactions it is

essential to know more about the energy deposition in tissue when

irradiated by DD or DT neutrons,

(d) they allow direct comparison with theoretical values (cf. the

polyenergetic spectra where the theoretical curves must be weighted

for the spectrum shape),

(e) large neutron fluxes are available.

The choice of the polyenergetic system was not so easy. All

crystal and gas filled counters designed for neutron detection have

varying degrees of y-ray sensitivity. One of the main difficulties in

neutron dosimetry is the separation of the effects from y-rays and from

neutrons. Since most sources of neutrons have associated y-ray back¬

grounds e.g. frora de-excitation of short-lived isotopes and fission

products in reactors, induced y-radiation by neutron capture, careful

consideration had to be given to the choice of a neutron source with a

minimum y-ray background.

A suitable neutron source should fulfil the following conditions:-

(1) there- must be a low y-ray output associated with the source,

(2) a fast neutron output which is constant with time over, at least,

several months, to eliminate frequent correction and normalisa¬

tion of results,

(3) the neutron intensity must be sufficiently large to provide good
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counting statistics in the neutron detector,

(4) the neutron spectrum shape should be well known.

Considerations of the above requirements led to the decision to use

an (a, n) type neutron source. The other type of sources, e.g. (y, n),

spontaneous fission, accelerators and reactors, were rejected for one or

more of the above reasons. The Be(cc, n) reaction gives the highest

neutron emission rate e.g. B(a, n) or 01S(a, n) reactions give approxi¬

mately qne third the yield of the Be(a, n) reaction. Table 2.1 shows

details of the available Be(a, n) sources.

Table 2.1

Data on (a, n) Neutron Sources

Source Half-Life

;

Maximum
neutron

energy
(Mev)

Average
neutron

energy
(Mev)

Yield
n.sec 1

per curie

1

y-dose _ ,

, -1 1 Cost per1,'A.h peri
j, rrs " curxe100 n.sec

"'Ac-Be 22 y 11.79 4.6 1.8 x 107 8 £10,500

241Am-Be 458 y 11.10 4.6

,

2.7 x 10s < 0.1 Only small
sources are

available
210

Pb-Be 21 y - - 2.3 x 106 8.8 £10,000

ai0Po-Be 138.4 d 10.87 4.2 2.5 x 10s 0.04 £80
239-j „?u-Be 24,400 y 10.74 4.5 1.4 x 10s 1.7 £300 (£840)
2 2 0 -nAa-Be 1,620 y 13.08 3.9 1.3 x 107 60 £300 + £250

annual hire

charge
a 2 s _

Th-Be 1.91 y
'

2.5 x 107 30 £850
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Fig. 2.1. Standard plutonium-beryllium neutron source.
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§2.2 Pu-Be Facility

It was decided that the neutron output would have to be greater than

107 n/sec to satisfy condition (3). A survey of y-dose rates in table

2.1 shows that the most suitable sources are 241Am ana 239Pu. 210Po has

a comparatively short half-lifej it would therefore require renewal and

was not considered further. To satisfy the neutron intensity conditions,

a 10 curie source of either 241Am or 239Pu was required. This ruled

out 241 Am on the grounds of cost and availability, leaving 239Pu as the

only suitable choice. The associated y-radiation is predominantly low
1/

energy and is almost completely removed by 32 in. thick lead.
T

A 10 curie Pu-3e source was purchased', (Pig. 2.1) which consisted

of 1o0 g of plutonium alloyed with beryllium metal and sealed in a stain¬

less steel container (0.030 in. wall) having a tantalum metal liner with

0.070 in. wall. The source is 1.55 in. diameter by 3«39 in. long and

has a nominal yield of 1.4 x 107 n/sec. Such a yield with mean neutron

energy of 4*5 Mev would give about 10 4 rad/min in muscle tissue at a

distance of 1 metre.

Neutrons are formed by the reaction

93e + 4He -> (13C)"' -> 12 C + xn + 5.71 Mev.
X G

The high neutron yield is due to weak binding of the neutron in the C

Pu-Be sources are not obtainable in the United Kingdom but can be
bought under Licence in the U.S.A. from Nuclear Materials and Equipment
Corporation (NUMEC), Apollo, Pennsylvania. The licence can-be obtained
by arrangement with the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Director,
Division of International Affairs, Washington 25, D.C.
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compound nucleus which decays to 12G a very stable three alpha particle

nucleus. The (a, n) type of source has the disadvantage of emitting a

spectrum of energies, but provided the spectrum shape is known the theo¬

retical results can be integrated from the data for monoenergetic beams

to provide the results for the spectrum and allow direct comparison with

the experimental values. The continuous spectra is due to the slowing

down by ionisation loss in the source material of the a-particles pro-

X 2
ducing the reaction, and also the C. nucleus can be left in the ground

state, or the 4.43 and Mev excited states.

Several authors have published experimental and theoretical Pu-3e

spectra (Anderson 1^63, Broek i960, Hess 1959? Huber 19^2, Lewandowski

1961, Stewart 1955)* The spectra shape used in this report is that of

Stewart 1955)• More recent publications, however, have shown the

existence of a large number of low energy neutrons below the lower limit

of Stewart's res-alts. De Pangher (1959) predicted a variation in the

number of'low energy neutrons on the basis of double moderator ratios for

various sized Pu-Be sources. As the source size increases there are

more neutrons produced by fission of the 239Pu, and by the (n, 2n)

reaction and elastic scattering with 9Be. St. Romain (1962) also
9

reported the possibility of inelastic scattering of alphas by Be,

leaving the 9 Be in the 1.75 Mev excited state which decayed by neutron

emission. These neutrons peak about G.3 Mev. Present data indicates

that 15/o of the total number of neutrons lie belov; 1.0 Mev., (Anderson

I963, G-eiger 19^4, St. Romain 1$62), and for a large 80 g Pu-Be source



Heertje (19^4) suggests that this figure co-old be as high as 25%. This

is considerably more than the 3% predicted by Stewart and is important

in determining the average energy of the Pu-Be source (Chapter 3? §3*6.»2).
§2.2.1 Selection of Shielding Material

The shielding was designed with the object of producing pure well

collimated beams with a minimum of scattered neutrons. Capture y-rays

resulting from (n, y) events in the shield were minimised by choosing

materials with small (n, y) cross-sections. Such material also required

good neutron slowing-down ana absorption properties. Polythene loaded
with boron met these requirements since polythene is an efficient modera¬

ting medium, and although the hydrogen had an (n, y) cross-section of

0.34 barns at thermal energies producing a 2.23 Mev y-ray, the y-ray

intensity was greatly reduced by adding 10% by weight of boric oxide.

Boron-10, which has a cross-section of 3840 barns for the (n, a) reaction,

served the dual purpose of preventing the thermalised neutrons leaking

through the shield and of limiting y-ray production. Only 1% of the

neutrons were absorbed in the hydrogen, the .remainder being absorbed in

the boron.

A further concern was the y-emission from the source itself.

Polythene is less efficient than lead for attenuating y-rays below

500 kev, but above 500 kev polythene becomes more efficient for an

equivalent mass of shielding. Karama and Wetherington (1S6c) measured
the y-ray shielding properties of polythene and lead mixtures and
concluded that for a shield containing more than 17 g/cm2 of polythene
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the attenuation of the combination with lead becomes less than for all

lead. for 3 to 17 g/cm of polythene plus any thickness of lead, the

combination provides better attenuation than the same mass equivalent

of either material. It follows that polythene loaded with'lead powder

(Densithene) can be a very efficient y-ray shield. This shielding

material also has good neutron-shielding properties and few (n, y) events

occur since 20sPb is a nuclide with completely filled neutron and proton

shells, and has, therefore, a very low capture cross-section

(viz. 5 x 10 4 barns).

The mass absorption coefficient for the attenuation of y-rays for

the combination is given by:

■ /i = —~—L — log Io/l»
XiPi + >32 Pa

There Io is the intensity of the incident radiation, I is the shielded

intensity and xpi, 2 are the areal densities for polythene and lead

respectively.

These considerations led to the conclusion that the addition of

boron to Densithene would yield an excellent shielding material in close

proximity to the source. Blocks of this material were prepared to the

specification (5 parts lead to 1 part polythene by weight plus 10p boric

oxide).

§2.2.2 Design of Shield

The Pu-Be source was mounted on an aluminium platform which could be

raised and lowered by a chain drive into a 2 ft. deep recess in the

concrete floor, the idea being that the source could be shielded safely



Fig. 2.2(b) Photograph of Neutron Shield
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in the recess if it was desired to make modifications to the shielding

arrangement for new experiments. Versatility of the shielding arrange¬

ment was obtained by making the shielding bricks size 6 x G x 12 in.

Y/ith this design the bricks could be criss-crossed to minimize leakage

path3 through the shield. Fig. 2.2(a) shows a close-up of the neutron

source mounted on the platform and Fig. 2.2(b) shows the partially com¬

pleted shield. The final form of the shield was a cube as shown in

the schematic diagram in Fig. 5*1» "When the source was in position the

neutrons had to pass through 1 ft thick Densithene and 1 ft thick poly-

thene to escape.

The brick protruding from the left-hand side of the shield in

Fig. 2.2(b) could be moved on an aluminium slider to cover the source

after it was lowered into the floor recess, reducing streaming and per¬

mitting alterations to the shield to be made in safety.
*

The shield was constructed to permit two (one horizontal and one

vertical) collimated beams of neutrons to be used. The bricks con¬

taining the collimators could be adjusted to give any size of beam up

j to a 6 in. square beam. The standard sizes used were a 2 in. diameter

and a 6 in. square beam.

§2.2.3 Performance of the Shield

The Pu-Be neutron source was calibrated by the standard manganous

sulphate bath technique in which the 2.5 hr 63I>In isotope was activated

and counted (N.B.S. Handbook *19^0). YJhen corrected for the geometry

subtended by the collimator at the source it was found that the 2 in.



beam emitted a flux of 5«30 x 102n cm"2 sec 1. A direct measurement of

the fast flux was also made using a plastic phosphor (type NE 102) 4.45

cm diameter and 0.64 cm thick. The neutron detection efficiency was

calculated assuming the Pu-Be spectrum shape of Stewart (1955) and

weighting each energy band by the hydrogen scattering cross-section. A

net cr^ = 2.44 barns was obtained and the detection efficiency calculated
to be 7.8$.

The efficiency of the phosphor is defined as the ratio of the

number of recoil protons to the number of incident neutrons. It has

been found for the largest and smallest size of phosphor used in this
I

report that the efficiency calculated on the basis of carbon and

hydrogen scattering was nearly the same as the efficiency calculated on

the assumption that carbon does not scatter neutrons at all. The

efficiency of all the HE 102 phosphor discs used was therefore calcu¬

lated from

<r (Eo,t) = 1 - exp (-nR aH t)
where e(Eo,t) is the efficiency of a phosphor of thickness t to a flux

of monoenergetic neutrons energy Eo; hpj is the number of hydrogen atoms

per cc in the phosphor and cr^ is the neutron-proton scattering cross-

section at neutron energy Eo.

Correction had to be made to the flux measurements for the attenu¬

ation of neutrons in a 1/4 in. thick sheet of lead which was inserted in

the collimator to remove any y-rays emerging from the source. The

attenuation of neutrons was about 7/° of the total compared to almost 99}o
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of the y-rays.

The response of the NE 102 phosphor to y-rays occurs by the

Compton effect. The maximum pulse height produced by the y-rays is

limited by the phosphor dimensions. The ^/4 in. thick phosphor is

capable of stopping 1 Mev electrons which produce pulses of the same
\

height as 3 Mev protons. Experiment indicated, however, that the back¬

ground due to gamma rays was negligible. Count rates were therefore

recorded for different operating voltages and discriminator bias levels

and extrapolated to zero bias to yield a total flux of 5»44 * 10an cm"2
sec 1 for the 2 in. diameter collimated beam.

A series of simple experiments were designed to evaluate (1) leakage

through the shielding and (2) the presence of thermal neutrons in the

collimated 2 in. beam. A Lil thermal neutron detector was placed in

front of the collimator exit, and count rates were recorded with and

without a 0.030 in. thick cadmium metal sheet placed over the aperture

from which it was deduced that there was a thermal neutron contribution

of less than 0.1/& to the total fast flux.

When the whole front face of the shield was covered with cadmium

foil the count rate was less than Y/o lower than that observed when only

the collimator was covered. It was concluded that there was no

appreciable thermal neutron leakage through the shield and, by implication,

a negligible fast neutron leakage, since neutrons should be predominantly

of thermal energies after passing through the moderating medium.
*

Measurements were made of the beam profile using a plastic phosphor
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Pig. 2.3. Profile of the fast neutron beam from the collimator. The
beam has an intensity of 10^ maximum along the contour.

distance of source below maximum positi on (cm)

Fig. 2A. The observed flux at the collimator exit is plotted against
the distance, the top of the source holder is lowered
below the maximum position.
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detector. Count rates were observed at measured intervals along the axis

of the collimator up to 100 cm distance from the shield and also at dis¬

tance along the normal to the beam. All count rates were corrected to

zero bias level. Fig. 2.3 shows the beam bounded by a contour at which

the neutron intensity falls to 10% of the value observed on the axis.

The results showed that the intensity along the axis fell off more

rapidly than predicted from the inverse square lav/. The extra reduc¬

tion in beam intensity v/as 0.21^1/cm in the 100 cm distance from the

collimator exit, but the average reduction was only 0.14^/cm over the

last 65 cm. This indicated that there was some small degree of

scattering from the collimator walls and, therefore, the neutron flux

observed at the collimator exist would be enhanced slightly above the

value calculated from the solid angle and the total source yield.

As a further test on the effectiveness of the shield, the neutron

flux at the collimator exit was observed when the source was lowered

gradually. The results shown in Fig. 2.4 indicated that the flux

observed when the top of the source v/as level v/ith the bottom of the

collimator tube v/as only 6% of the maximum intensity. Probably most

of this count rate was caused by scattering from the collimator walls.

§2.3 ■Monoenergetic Neutrons by the DP and DT Reactions

§2.3.1 Method of Neutron Production

Monoenergetic DD and DT neutrons were produced using a medium

stability Sames ±^00 K.V. Electrostatic Generator which can produce a

beam current of 1 mA.



Pig. 2.6 Photograph of the Particle Accelerator.
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The neutron generator consists essentially of two sections, an

electrostatic generator to produce the high voltage (Fig. 2.5) and the

accelerator (Fig. 2.6) where the plasma of hydrogen or deuterium ions

is formed and accelerated down a beam tube to impinge on a nuclear

target of deuterium or tritium gas.

The high voltage is produced in the cylindrical vessel which is

hermetically sealed and contains all the high voltage elements of the

generator in a gas of high dielectric strength. Production of the

600 K.V. follows the Van de Graff, principle. Since the commutation

takes place by ionisation there is no mechanical contact to cause

friction. A small auxiliary 30 K.V. generator supplies the necessary

excitation voltage. The 600 K.V. is fed via a damping resistor to the

H.T. terminal of the accelerator i.e. aluminium 'bun'.

The plasma is formed by allowing the gas to pass through a palladium

•leak' tube, from a reservoir contained in the bun, into the ion tube

and exciting the gas with 100 mc/s R.F. signals. The positive ions

are then extracted from the ion tube by 6 K.V. applied to a tungsten

probe and focussed through an aluminium canal by an axial magnetic

field. During the operation, a closed circuit television was- used to

monitor the plasma and meters on the bun. The monitor was placed on

the control console in the room adjacent to the generator.

The ions are then accelerated down-the evacuated beam tube, which

has a uniform field maintained by a chain of 325 megohm araldite-

encased resistors, and through a one metre long drift tube to the target.



Fig. 2.7 Photograph of the Target System.

A
_ Diaphragm.JJ

0 Electron Suppressor.
D Quartz-Window Viewing Chamber.
E Electrode for Target Current Measurement.
F Target Holder.
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The source of neutrons i.e. target, is enclosed in a shield

similar to that already described, and is in the control room. The

maximum ion current is 1 mA and provides continuous beam operation for

protons or deuterons. The maximum beam diameter is 20 mm. Ionised

hydrogen atoms (protons) accelerated down the tube can be used to align

the beam using a quartz window assembly to observe the beam, since no

neutrons are formed.

The target system consists of a target holder (fig. 2.7)> quartz

window, diaphragm, and also an electron suppressing electrode. V/hen

the positively ionised particles strike the target or surrounding

material in the beam tube they release electrons. The electron

suppressor ring prevents the . stream back of secondary electrons from the

target. • The electrons can have energies up to the 600 K.V. and when

stopped at the H.T. bun they produce x-rays which are released with

maximum intensity at right angles to the bun. The exposure rate may

be as high as 50 mr/hour at 1 metre distance.

The diaphragm monitors the divergence of the beam when the neutron

shield is in position. During operation the pressure in the accelera¬

tor tube is of the order of 10 6 torr, the vacuum being maintained by a

combined backing pump and diffusion pump. Y/ater is used to cool the

diffusion pump and the target. The targets obtained from the Radio-

Chemical Centre, Amersham, consisted of approximately 0.3 cc of

deuterium or tritium gas absorbed in a thin layer of titanium 200 ^g/cm3

thick, which had been evaporated on to a copper disc 2.5 cm in diameter

ft
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and 0.025 cm thick. The good heat conducting property of the latter

assist cooling. There is approximately a one to one relationship be¬

tween the number of deuterium or tritium atoms and titanium atoms.

Care was taken to minimise the hazard from the tritium targets 7/hich

contain approximately 1+ curies of tritium. Although the weak 18 Kev

beta particle emitted produces no external hazard because it is absorbed

in the dead layer of skin on the body, the gas becomes a hazard if it

enters the body fluids where it can deposit its entire energy within a

single cell nucleus (Johnson 1965). Prud'homme (1964) suggests that

for a four curie target, one curie per hour will be released in the

first two hours operation at 1 mA and less than 1/2 of the tritium is

actually used in neutron production. Most of the tritium released is

removed by the diffusion pump and passes into the atmosphere via the

outlet valve of the backing pump.

To reduce this hazard an exhaust line was connected to the outlet

valve and led outside the building. A negligible amount of tritium

remains in the diffusion pump oil. Spare targets were stored in a

glove box.

§2.3.2 Neutron Energies

When the accelerated deuterons strike the target, neutrons are
A

released in the nuclear reation that occurs,

aH + 8H - 4He + xn + 17.588 Mev

or, aH + aH -» 3He + xn + 3*265 Mev.

Since the deuteron has a very small binding energy, a very highly excited
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compound nucleus is formed "by its capture and hence nearly all (d, n)
reactions are exothermic.

It can easily "be shown from the laws of conservation of energy and

momentum that the energy of the neutron in the above reactions for zero

incident deuteron energy is given by

,, LL. = mass of residual nucleus
E = "R ...

n ——, „ x Q Mev „ „ ,1L. + M M = mass of neutron
TS. n n

Q = energy released in reaction.

When the deuteron kinetic energy is not negligible the relationship is

more complex.

En * A(Bn . V [ 2 + ^ 1 2 °0S "n ^ + *V]
Mn + \

where A = i.i
y. ^ = mass of deuteron, E^ = energy of deuteron.

d n

and B [§- . (1
= angle the neutron makes with the direction of the incident

deuteron beam.

At 90° to the incident deuteron beam this reduces to

E.
E = „ x B M_.

n Mn . Hjj R
Since the DD and DT reactions are exothermic only the positive value

before the third term should be used to find En.

The neutron energy is a function of the deuteron energy and the
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angle of emission. licKibben (1946) produced energy nomographs for the

several incident deuteron energies can be found in a report by Fowler

and Broiley (1956).

The deuteron energy to be used in the calculation of the neutron

energy is not the incident deuteron energy since deuterons which have lost

energy in penetrating the target are still capable of producing neutrons.

The energy loss of the deuterons in the target material can be calculated

(Benveniste 1954)> and hence the average energy, E^, at which the deuterons
react with the target nuclei can be obtained from the equation

DD and DT reaction. Tables of neutron energy as a function of 0^ for

E
a (2.1)

where E;, = initial acceleration energy in kev,

Ep = the energy of the deuterons emerging from the target

material, in kev

and cr = the total cross-section of the reaction.

The stopping power, i.e. the rate of energy loss dE/dx, for

deuterons in titanium loaded with deuterium or tritium has not been

experimentally determined. Benveniste (1954), however, calculated

the stopping power of deuterons in Ti-T using the relation
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where ~ is the rate of energy loss of deuterons in material j, ,

and the fractions are weighting factors to allow for the difference in

the atomic weights. N represents the number of tritium atoms per

titanium atom which for the present report shall be assumed to be unity.

The stopping power of deuterons in titanium was derived from the data of

Warshaw (1949) on the stopping power of protons in various materials, and

the stopping power of deuterons in tritium from the report by Reynolds

(1953). The energy of the incident deuteron beam used to produce neutrons

for the present experiments was 300 kev. Calculations similar to

Benveniste's were also carried out for a Ti-D target. The rate of

energy loss of the deuterons was found to be 316 kev mg 1 cm2 for the

Ti-D target and 313 kev mg 1 cm2 for the Ti-T target.

The thickness of the evaporated titanium layer was 200 Pg/cm2 .

When the titanium is loaded with deuterium the volume expansion of the

hyride is 20^o. Similarly for the Ti-T target the volume expansion is

15^. The corresponding target thicknesses were therefore 240 /Jg/cm2 and

230 g/cm2 respectively. The deuterons with 300 kev incident energy

would therefore lose 76 kev in the Ti-D target and the neutrons produced

would have a spread in energy, for a fixed angle of emergence, corres¬

ponding to deuterons with energies between 224 and 300 kev. The

average deuteron energy for the DD reaction was calculated from equation

(2.1) to be 266 kev. In the Ti-T target the deuterons lose ~J2 kev and

the average deuteron energy was calculated to be 260 kev.
i

Throughout the experiments with the monoenergetic neutron beams, the
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collimator exit subtended a small solid angle at the target about the

= 90° position. The solid angle was calculated to be 4.1 x 10 3

radians for the 2 in. beam and 37*2 x 10~3 radians for the 6 in. beam.

When allowance was made for the solid angle subtended by the 6 in.

collimator exit, the neutron energies at the target, uniquely determined

by the angle of observation and the average deuteron energy E^, were
found from the tables of Fowler (1956) to be 2.51 - 0.06 Kev for the DD

neutrons and 14.13 - 0.10 Mev for the DT neutrons. When the 2 in. beam

is used the error in the observed energy of the neutrons emitted from

the target should be proportionately lower but the difference is insignifi¬

cant for the present report where the neutron energies shall be assumed

to be 2.5 and 14*1 Mev for the DD and DT neutrons respectively.

When the generator is operating at 600 K.V. and 1 mA beam current

the neutron flux is of the order 1011 n/sec for the DT reaction, and

109 n/sec for the DD reaction, when the targets are fresh. Under maxi¬

mum operating conditions the lifetime of the DT targets is of the order

of 1 mA hour, in which time the yield will have decreased by a factor of

five.

§2.3.3 Methods of Measuring Neutron Flux

Although the beam current remained very stable, the neutron flux

need not be stable since the beam can be focussed on different parts of

the target. Some method was therefore required of monitoring the fast

neutron flux emitted at the source with which to compare the flux emitted

at the beam exit. In the initial stages of the research programme this
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was solved by having two collimated beams from the shield which was

identical to that used for the Pu-Be experiments except that an extra

6 in. layer of boron loaded polythene blocks was placed round the two

sides of the shield nearest the control desk. The irradiation

conditions are shown schematically in Pig. 4-1.

Neutrons from the horizontal beam were incident on the front surface
i

of the phantom. In the vertical beam they were thermalised in a suit¬

able layer of polythene before entering a Lil detector which subtended

the beam and acted as a reference standard. The beam current was

adjusted to maintain a count rate of 15»000 counts/min on the standard

detector and all the experimental data from the horizontal beam was then

normalised to one count/min. The count rate in the horizontal beam, and

to a lesser extent in the vertical beam, is dependent on the angle sub¬

tended by the beam ana the area of the target reacting with the incident

deuteron beam. The variation in the relative counting rates was mini¬

mised by using a diffuse beam of deuterons which covered the entire

target area. It was found that the normalised count rate was constant

for the 6 in. beam and varied by less than 1.5for the 2 in. beam.

When large neutron fluxes at the target are to be measured, it is

more suitable to use an associated particle detector. The flux is

determined by absolute counting of the charged particles associated with

the production of neutrons. The number of neutrons per unit solid angle,

at any angle, can be calculated from the number of associated particles

per unit solid angle at one angle, provided the angular distributions of
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3Ii(d, n) 4He reaction, the associated particle is an alpha particle, with

an energy of the order of 3*5 Mev, which can easily be detected with a

solid state counter. Similarly the aH(d,.n) 3He reaction produces

associated 3He particles, which-due to their low energies (w 1 Mev),

have a range equivalent to the scattered deuterons, hence it is difficult
3 y •to resolve the He particles from the unwanted background. Instead the

3 Mev protons from the competing 2H(d, p) 3H may be counted since for low

deuteron energies the cross-sections are very similar. The information

required for associated particle counting can readily be obtained from

the data published by Benveniste (1954 and 1959)» Seagrave (1958), and

Ruby (1963).

■While the associated particle detector has the advantage over the

less refined Lil detector technique in that it can measure much larger

neutron fluxes, the limiting factor in both cases being the time constants

of the amplifier,' a disadvantage is that great care is required to obtain

reliable results, for example y pile-up may cause large inaccuracies,

also interference may occur due to (n, p) reactions, and recoils. In

comparison, the Lil detecting system is very simple to operate, because

once the discriminator bias is set at a suitable level below the (n, oc)

peak, a drift in gain of as much as two channels in one hundred will

affect the total number of counts be less than 1/2?/o. It is unaffected

by unwanted background and can be calibrated absolutely against a long

counter. For the present report therefore, the Lil detector was
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satisfactory as it provided a suitable reference standard within the

quoted accuracies. It is planned to use an associated particle detector
/

which has recently been purchased for future experiments where the maxi¬

mum flux of neutrons available from the generator will be required. The

charged particles will be detected by a 3olid state surface barrier

detector.

Several methods of measuring the fast neutron fluxes incident on

the phantom were considered:-

(a) activation analysis,

(b) plastic phosphor,

(c) the McTaggart long counter, and

1 (d) 236U and 237 Np parallel plate fission chambers.

A 1 /l+ in. sheet of lead was placed half-way along the horizontal

beam tube to reduce the gamma background from the target. Since this

sheet of lead remained in position throughout the experiments no

correction for its presence was required. ,

§2.3«3(&) Activation Analysis

It was decided at a conference of activation analysts at College

Station, Texas (Nucleonics 1965) to standardise a method of measuring the

DT fast neutron fluxes. The technique recommended was to expose high

purity (99.9$) copper discs, 0.25 ram thick and 1 cm or 2.5 cm diameter,

for one minute to the neutron flux to be measured. The associated 16N

activity should be allowed approximately one minute to decay before

counting the positron annihilation radiation from the sample. The

disintegration rate of the 62Cu can then be determined and the flux
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quoted in units of disintegration per minute per gram .of copper. This

method requires a much larger neutron flux, for good counting statistics,

than used in the dose measurements in this report. Also it does not

give an absolute flux in n cm 2 sec 1.
A second possibility was the activation of 160 to produce 16N which

undergoes beta decay and the emission of 6 to 7 Mev gamma rays to return
1 0

to stable 0. This method was discarded since a large inaccuracy can

occur due to the variation in the neutron flux. The half life for the

decay of 18N to 160 is 7*36 seconds and since typical irradiations must

be of the order of 30 seconds, significant decay of the 16N can occur

before the sample is counted. The rate of formation of 16N depends on

the incident neutron flux and if this fluctuates during the irradiation
X d

period then the N decay rate at the end of the irradiation will not be

proportional to the integrated neutron flux.

§2.3.3(b) Plastic Phosphor

The fast neutron flux incident on the phantom was measured using

1 in. diameter discs of KE 102 plastic phosphor of various thicknesses

(0.05 cm to 0.60 cm).• The flux values obtained from the DD beams were

0.18 n cm-2 sec 1 per count min 1 on the standard for the 2 in. beam and

0.30 n cm-2 sec"1 per count min 1 for the 6 in. beam. The corresponding

DT neutron fluxes were 0.70 n cm 2 sec 1 per count min 1 for the 2 in.

beam and 1.20 n cm 2 sec 1 per count min"1 for the 6 in. beam. The

fluxes were estimated to be accurate to ± Qfo when all possible sources

of error were considered.
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§2.3«3(c) The McTamgart Long Counter

The long counter developed by McTaggart (1958) was based on the

original design of Hanson and McKibben (1947)» end had a 40 times

greater sensitivity. The response was independent of the energy to

within ± y/o between 25 kev and 5 Mev. Above 5 Mev the efficiency of

the long counter gradually decreased until it was only 70efficient for

14 Mev neutrons.

The long counter used in the present report was built to the speci¬

fications of the McTaggart counter with the exception that the moderator

was made of high density polythene instead of paraffin wax in order to

minimise distortion. Calibration of the long counter was effected at

the Berkeley Laboratories'" where Thompson and Lavender (19^5) have

carried out extensive investigations of the response of a McTaggart long

counter to various neutron sources. The sensitivity of the Chapelcross

long counter was found to be 12$ higher than the Berkeley counter. When

exposed to the Berkeley 3 curie Americium-Beryllium source emitting

7.54 x 10® n/sec the Chapelcross long counter recorded 4*71 x 10-5 counts

per n/sec at 100 cm from the source. The neutron flux values at the

collimated beam exit were calculated from the count rate at 100 cm from

the source. This distance was measured from the centre of the source to

the effective centre of the long counter which is a function of neutron

4.

Central Electricity Generating Board, Dosemeter Calibration
Facility, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories, Gloucestershire, England.
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energy. The effective centre was found by plotting a graph of (count

rate) * against the distance of the centre of the source to the front

face of the counter (Fig. 2.8), where the count rate has been corrected

for background. The effective centre was found to be 18 ± 1 cm for the

Am-Be neutrons, 13*5 ± 1 cm for the DD neutrons, and 23.5 ± 1 cm for the

DT neutrons. The count rates for the DD and DT neutrons were normalised

to 1 count/min on the standard. The flux values obtained in this way

for the 6 in. beam DD and DT neutrons were 0.32 n cm sec per c min

on the reference standard, and 1.18 n cm-3 sec-1 per c min 1 respectively,

where the reduced sensitivity to the DT neutrons was corrected for by

multiplying the value obtained using the sensitivity 4.71 x 10 6 c sec 1

by 1.60 (Thompson 1965)• The method was unsuitable for use with the

2 in. beam due to the small beam area. The overall accuracy of flux

values measured by this method was estimated to be ± 12^.

§2.3*3(&) Parallel Plate Fission Chambers

When it was first decided to' measure the fast neutron flux using the

fission chamber technique there was only a Uranium - 235 parallel plate

chamber available, in which the thermal neutron response was approxi¬

mately 100 times the response to fast neutrons due to the relative cross-

sections. If the fission chamber is shielded with boron-10 however,

the effective thermal cross-section can be greatly reduced without any

appreciable decrease in the fast neutron fission cross-section (Basson

1962). The chamber, which was 2 in. diameter, was therefore suitable

for determining an upper limit to the fast neutron flux magnitude provided
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it was shielded with enriched boron. Containers of boron-10 of

nominal density 2 g/cma were inserted in the collimators at the exit.

Thermal neutrons leaking through the shield were minimised by covering

the shield face with 0.05 cm thick cadmium sheet and the chamber was

surrounded with the cadmium sheet. The effective cross-section of

a36U in the a36Us Cb oxide when shielded by 2 gm cm"3 10B was obtained

from the data of Basson (1962). The fast neutron fluxes determined in

this way were enhanced due to the relatively high cross-section for low

energy scattered neutrons but were found to agree to within + 10fo with

the plastic phosphor measurements.

It was decided to purchase a Neptunium - 237 parallel.plate fission

chamber since the fission cross-section, which has a threshold about

0.3 Mev, rapidly increases to ss 1.5 barns at 1.0 Mev and remains fairly

constant over a wide energy range. This type of chamber is not

affected by the low energy scattered neutrons and provides a better

measure of the DD and DT fluxes.

The main advantage of the fission chamber is the low sensitivity to

gamma radiation. The sensitivity to neutrons is limited by the amount

of fissile material present in the chamber. The thickness of' the

coating is restricted however, by the absorption of fission fragments

on the coating. An approximate estimate of the fraction, F , of fission

fragments emerging from a flat coating of the oxide of thickness t mg/cma
can be calculated from the relation

'

, .v F= = 1 • - V
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where Fg is the fraction of the particles emerging with a remaining
range equal to, or greater than, R^ mg/cm3, and Rmax is the maximum
range in mg/cm3. For example in the 335U3 Qa oxide the mean estimated

range of the fission fragments is 10 mg/cm3 (Rossi and Staub 1949).

The range R^ is determined by the bias required to discriminate against
the 4 to 5 Mev alpha particles which are emitted by the fissile material.

Due to build-up of the alpha pulses, the bias energy must be as least

10 Mev which corresponds to a range R^ of 1+ mg/cm2 (Abson 1957). Fg
for the 235U chamber used, which had a 1 mg/cm2 thick coating of the

235 237
oxide, was 0.92. The U has low specific activity, but Kp has a

high activity which restricts the suitable coating of oxide. The

coating layer was 0.5 mg/cm2 for the 237Np chamber and Fg was calculated
to be O.96 from Rossi and Staub (1949). The alpha build-up effect was,

minimised by using short time constants (0.08 M sec).

The sensitivity, S, of the parallel plate fission chambers to the

fast neutrons were calculated from the formula

N
S = "7— F Of (E) 7J counts sec-1 per n cm-2 sec-1A 0

where = Avogadro's number,

A = atomic weight of the fissile material,

Fg = fraction of fission fragments detected,
Of(E) = fission cross-section in cm2 at neutron energy E,

and YI = weight of fissile material.

The fissile coating for the 235u chamber was 335U3 0s which contained
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chamber was 15*6 cm2 and the coating density was 1 mg/cm2. Cross-

sections for the oxide, obtained by weighting the cross-sections for the

isotopes of uranium by the percentage weights, were found to be 1.26

barns for 2.5 Mev neutrons and 2.08 barns for 14 Mev neutrons. The

corresponding sensitivities were therefore 4.62 x 10-6 and 7.62 x 10""3

counts sec"1 per n cm"2 sec"1. The flux values obtained using these

sensitivities were within + 10/o of the phosphor flux measurements.

The cross-sections for fission with Neptunium were 1.45 barns for

2.5 Mev neutrons and 2.5 barns for 14 Mev neutrons. The corresponding

sensitivities were therefore 2.74 x 10-5 and 4*73 x 10 5 counts sec 1

per n cm-2 sec"1. The DD beam flux values measured with the 237Np

chamber were calculated to be 0.18 n cm 2 sec 1 per count min 1 on the -

standard, for the 2 in. beam and 0.32 n cm 2 sec 1 per count min 1 for

the 6 in, beam. The corresponding DT beam neutron fluxes were 0.71

n cm 2 sec"1per count min 1 for the 2 in. beam and 1.22 n cm"2 sec 1

per count min 1 for the 6 in. beam. The major source of error in the

measured flux values was the limitation on the accuracy of the cross-

section data of ± %. The overall error was estimated to be ± 8/2.
The fLux values obtained for all the methods used are summarised in

Table 2.2
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Table 2.2

Methods of Flux Measurement and Experimental Values Obtained

Method Accuracy

DD Flux

n cm-2 sec 1 per

count min 1

DT Flux
-a -1

n cm sec per

count min 1

2 in. 6 in. 2 in. 6 in.

Plastic Phosphor ± 8f0 0.18 0.30 0.70 1.20

Long Counter 1+ I - 0.32 - 1.18

336,T r,.U Fission
Chamber ± 10^ 0.19 0.35 0.74 1.28

837Np Fission
Chamber +1 0.18 0.32 0.71 1.22

It was decided to take the mean of the neutron flux values measured

237
using the plastic phosphors and the Np parallel plate fission chamber

to be neutron flux emitted by the DD and DT beams. The long counter

flux measurements were not included due to the relative low accuracy

involved and the inability to determine the 2 in. beam fluxes.

Similarly the 235U parallel plate fission chamber measurements were not
2 3 7 •

included because the Np fission chamber provides a more accurate

determination of the flux. The mean values of the DD 2 in. and 6 in.

i —2 j ^
beam neutron fluxes were therefore 0.18 n cm sec per c min and

0.31 n cm-3 sec-1 per c min 1 respectively, and the corresponding DT

fluxes were 0.71 n cm 2 sec-1 per c min 1 and 1.21 n cm-2 sec 1 per

c min 1. ,
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§2.3.4 Performance of the Shield

Y/hen the tests described in §2.2.3 were applied to the shield

surrounding the DD and DT neutron sources, similar conclusions were again

reached. The shield provided adequate protection from the DD neutrons,

and from the DT neutrons when the beam current was less than 200 /iA.

Above 200 hA however, the neutron background in the laboratory from the

moderated neutrons escaping from the shield rose above the level of

exposure recommended in DBS (i960). Since the majority of the experi¬

ments with DT neutrons were performed at less than 20 [ik the shield was

suitable for the present report.

§2.3.5 Contamination of the DD and DT Neutron Beams

§2.3»5(a) Deuterium Build-up in Tritium Targets

Y/hen the targets are fresh neutrons are produced by the reaction of

the incident deuteron3 with the tritium. Some of the deuterons however,

can be retained in the titanium layer and hence become target nuclei

producing neutrons by the DD reaction. Secondly the incident deuterons

can pass through this layer into the copper backing disc where they are
i

stopped and again act as target nuclei.

Calculations were performed to estimate the effect of deuterium

build-up in the titanium. For a target current of 10 /iA there are

j 6 x 1012 deuterons cm-2 sec 1 incident on the 0.3 cc tritium target
/

which contains as 3 x 1018 tritium atoms/cm2 . If it is assumed that no

deuterons, or tritium atoms, are lost other than by nuclear reactions,

then after 140 hours continuous operation there would be an equal number



Pig. 4*2 The "^^(n^p) C Dose for DD Neutrons Normalised
to One Count per Minute on the Standard.
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I

of deuterium and tritium atoms in the titanium layer. Since the cross-

section for the DD reaction at 300 kev is 30 times lower than the

corresponding DT reaction cross-section, it would take approximately 40

hours continuous operation before the DD neutron contamination of the DT

beam was 1

In §2.3.2 it was shown that the 300 kev deuterons could pass

straight through the target and still retain 228 kev. Since the copper

sheet, which has a stopping power of 220 kev mg 1 cm2 for 228 kev

deuterons, was 200 mg/cm2 the deuterons would penetrate a few microns and

then be stopped. At the end of their penetration the deuterons form a

layer source from which they then diffuse through the copper and escape,

or, react with other incident deuterons to produc.e DD neutrons. The

magnitude of this effect was checked by replacing the Ti-T target backed

with copper, by a plain copper disc of identical dimensions which was

subjected to a 250 /iA target current of 230 kev deuterons and the

neutron flux emitted from the 6 in. beam collimator exit was measured at •

10 min. intervals. The neutron flux was found to increase gradually

with time reaching saturation after 22jO mins. during which time approxi¬

mately 0.8 coulomb/cm2 of deuterons had impinged on the copper disc.

This is in excellent agreement with the observations of Campbell (1954)

Gabrysh (i960) and Paid (1963) who found that the neutron flux satu¬

ration was reached for several materials after a bombardment of the order

of 1 coulomb/cm2 of deuterons. The saturation neutron flux, measured
—2 —^

with a disc of NE 102 phosphor, and expressed in units of n cm sec
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per count rain 1, was compared with the neutron flux emitted from a fresh

Ti-T target at 10 [ik target current. After correction for the difference

in the target current the neutron flux from the copper was found to be

0.5fo of the flux from the TiT target which agrees favourably with the

0."//0 calculated from the data of Paifc (19^3)• The conclusion is, there¬

fore, that for 10 l*k target current a 100 hours continuous operation

would be required before the saturation level of the contaminating DD

neutrons would be reached, at which point the DD neutrons would contribute

only \ffio to the total neutron flux. This conclusion is based on the

assumption that the neutron yield from the Ti-T target as a function of

beam current remains constant with time. In practice this is not the

case, and the yield rapidly decreased in the first few hours operation

after which it becomes fairly stable. Since the yield would not

decrease by more than 10Jo in the time considered, after 100 hours the

contamination would still be less than 5/£«

The experimental time for any one Ti-T target was less than 50 hours.

Recoil proton spectra observed with the NE 102 flux detectors observed at

various intervals during the experiments showed no significant change in

shape. It was concluded therefore that the contamination of the DT

neutron beams by DD neutrons could be neglected.

§2.3.5(b) Tritium Absorbed in Beam Tubes

The build-up of deuterons in a deuterium target does not appreciably

affect the DD neutron beams, although in both Ti-D and Ti-T targets the

neutrons so produced must have a lower energy than 2.5 Mev since the

/' ■
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effective deuteron energy is lower for the aeuterons entering the copper

disc.

A second source of contamination of a DD beam could be neutrons from

the DT reaction due to tritium from previous experiments being absorbed

in the surface of the beam tube. This was checked by first cleaning the

inside of the beam tube and then evacuating the system over 48 hours

during which time any tritium present should be removed. The proton

recoil spectrum produced by neutrons from a fresh Ti-D target was then

observed over a period of a day during which time no change in the

spectrum shape was recorded. The Ti-D target was replaced with a Ti-T

target which was subjected to a 100 pA target current of deuterons for

5 hours which should be equivalent to 10 HA at 50 hours. This was then

replaced with a second fresh Ti-D target and the proton spectrum shape

observed. During the first few hours of operation at 100 /-/A there was

a contribution from the DT neutrons produced by tritium still present in

the walls of the beam tube but this rapidly fell to negligible proportions

after four hours. Hall and Poole (19&5) checked for tritium contami¬

nation by lining the beam tube with foil from which samples were taken

after exposure and found to contain tritium. The tritium in the beam

tube desorbed after some time and passed into the pumping system.

§2.4 Thermal Neutron Production

A thermal neutron beam was required to find the diffusion lengths

of thermal neutrons in tissue-equivalent liquid. The source was obtained

by inserting a 6 cm thick block of polythene, 6 in. square, in the 6 in.
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horizontal colliraated beam aperture and using 2.5 Mev neutrons from the

DD reaction. The front face of the shield was covered with 0.05 era thick

cadmium sheet so that only thermal neutrons which emerged from the poly¬

thene block were incident on the polythene container filled with tissue-

equivalent liquid. The beam contained thermal neutrons, plus fast

neutrons which can be discriminated against, hence leaving essentially
\

a pure thermal beam (Chapter 7)*



Pig. 3.1. Schematic diagram of irradiation conditions.



CHAPTER THREE

NEUTRON DEPTH DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN A TISSUE-EQUIVALENT PHANTOM

FOR AN INCIDENT Pu-Be SPECTRUM

§3.1 Neutron Irradiation Conditions

Theoretical calculations of the energy deposition by neutrons at

depth in a body have been made by several authors, in each case the

incident neutrons were in the form of a broad monoenergetic beam (Biram

1949 and 1962, Mitchell 1947(b), Snyder 1950, Snyder and Neufeld 1955 and

Tait 1949)* The 10 curie Pu-3e metal alloy source used in the experi¬

ments was not monoenergetic but since the energy spectrum shape is well

known (Stewart 1955) the monoenergetic theoretical results were weighted

and integrated over the spectrum range to provide theoretical results

for the Pu-Be source.

The neutron facility is shown schematically in Fig. 3*1• Tts design

allows well collimated horizontal beams of various dimensions to be

selected. The body was simulated by a polythene phantom which con¬

sisted of an elliptical cylinder, 38 cm high with a 20 cm minor axis and

a 29 cm major axis, standing on two cylindrical legs. The polythene was

O.65 cm thick and the legs and torso were filled with a tissue-equivalent

liquid (Rossi and Failla 1956) whose composition is shown in Tables 3-1

and 3.2.
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Table 5.1

Chemical Composition of Tissue-Equivalent Liquid

Compound / by Weight

17a ter 56.9

Glycerol 23.4

Urea 7.6

Sucrose 7.1

The tissue-equivalent liquid can be represented by a molecule with

empirical formula Ce H40 Oie N. This is easily seen by considering the

relation

C H 0 N = (lb 0) + (C3 Ha O3), + (lb C Hj Q3) + (C13 lha Q11),x y z w ' a x ' b c d
where the subscripts a, b, c, d refer to the percentage weight of the

molecule in question divided by its molecular weight. The empirical

solution is (Ci .305 Hg ,764 1^.253 and hence Cs KtoOieK is the

required formula.

The percentage by weight and atomic composition of the tissue-

equivalent liquid of density 1.12 g/cc is compared with the standard man

composition (N.B.S. Handbook 63)» of density 1.00 g/cc in Table 3*2.
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Table 3.2

Atomic Composition of Tissue

Tissue Equivalent
Liquid p = 1.12 g/cc

Standard Man

p = 1.00 g/cc

Element % by weight atoms/g / by weight atoms/g

H 9.83 5.88 x icf2 10 5.98 x 1C?2

C 15« 66 0.786 x 1 d32 ,
18 0.903 x 1022

N 3.53 0.151 x IC?2 3 0.129 x 1022

0 71.07 2.68 x 1C?2 65 2.45 x icf2

Others - - 4 -

The phantom was placed in such a way that the beam was perpendicu¬

lar to the surface at the mid-point, with the front surface of the

phantom 6 cm from the collimator exit.

Preliminary tests with lithium iodide and plastic phosphor detectors

indicated that, under experimental conditions, scatter from the legs and

other surroundings was less than 0.5/ and could be neglected.

§3.2 Flux Measurements

When the source was calibrated using the standard manganous

sulphate bath technique, the flux of fast neutrons at the exit of the

2 in. diameter collimated beam was found to be (5*30 ± 0»50) x 1 (f
n cm 2 sec 1 , and using a 0.64 cm thick disc of NE 102 plastic phosphor

it was (5.44 t 0.11) x 102 n cm"2 sec-1 (§2.2.3). The flux measured

using a thin slab of the phosphor, 2.2(4- cm in diameter and 0.05 cm thick
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with a calculated neutron detection efficiency of O.&Ltfo, was

(5.48 ± 0.12) x 103 n cm-3 sec 1 in the 2 in. "beam and

(8.09 ± 0.16) x 1(f n cm-3 sec 1 in the 6 in. beam. There is seen to

be excellent agreement between the flux values obtained using the dif¬

ferent sized phosphors. The corresponding fluxes were taken to be

5.46 x 102 and 8.09 x 103 n cm"3 sec 1 for the 2 in. and 6 in. beams

respectively.*

V

Thermal neutron flux measurements were obtained using Lil crystals.

The detector was constructed by mounting a 4 mm diameter x 4 mm thick

Lil(Su) crystal, 96)0 enriched in 6Li, directly on to a 1.25 cm diameter

perspex light guide. The crystal, which was virtually 100Jo efficient,

absorbed thermal neutrons by the 6Li(n, a) 3II reaction and produced a

peak in the spectrum at 4.8 Mev with a resolution of 10J&. Gamma radi¬

ation Yfas largely discriminated against, as only a small fraction of its

energy can be deposited in a thin crystal. The perspex light guide was

23.0 cm long to allow the crystal to be dipped into the tissue-equivalent

liquid and traverse the horizontal plane through the mid-point of the
i

collimator with the minimum disturbance of the neutron field. The probe

assembly v/as suspended from a wooden frame and could be moved accurately

along runners to any position on the beam axis.

A measurement of the percentage of thermal neutron flux present in

the incident beam was obtained from count rates observed when the probe

was placed at the collimator exit when (a) a 0.05 cm thick sheet of

cadmium was placed over the tube, and (b) when the collimator exit was



Eig. 3«2 Error Dua to Thermal Neutrons in
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uncovered. The ratio of the thermal flux to the fast flux was found

to be less than 0.25% for both beams.

§3.3 Thermal Neutron Distribution at Depth in Tissue

Preliminary measurements were made of the thermal neutron distri¬

bution in the tissue-equivalent liquid when the phantom was placed

6 cm from the 6 in. square beam exit, with and without cadmium over the

hole. The thermal component in the beam was found to contribute to the

distribution at depth to a distance of 7 cm from the phantom front sur¬

face (Fig. 3.2). Measurements were obtained, therefore, with a cadmium

sheet over the beam exit, to remove incident thermal neutrons and allow

normalization of the results to one incident fast neutron per cm per sec

on the phantom front surface,, for comparison with the theoretical results

for a Pu-Be source. The latter were deduced by weighting the mono-

energetic values (Snyder and Neufeld 1955) for the spectrum shape

(Stewart 1955)*

Count rates were recorded for both beams at different depths in

tissue when (a) the major axis was normal to the beam, and (b) the minor

axis was normal to the beam.

These measurements were repeated with the crystal covered with 0.05cm

thick cadmium foil to correct for the small percentage of neutrons that

were detected above the cadmium cut-off.

The difference in the count rates is the number of thermal neutrons

at depth in tissue, but these must be multiplied first by an inverse

square law factor. This factor, which varies in value between 1 and 2,
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allows for the divergence of the "beam between the source and point of

measurement in the phantom. Other correction factors to be applied are

for,

(1) the effective surface area of the crystal,

(2) flux attenuation by the perspex probe,

(3) flux depression and self shielding,

(4) neutron scattering and leakage through the shielding.

§3.3.1 Effective Crystal Surface Area

In the first measurements of thermal flux at depth in the phantom it

was found that a 1 oai diameter x 0.1 cm thick Lil crystal had a definite

directional response. Calculations indicated that a 4 mm x 4 mm crystal

would have a more uniform response; consequently, tests were conducted

by placing a 7*5 cm diameter polythene sphere over the crystal which lay

at the centre. The sphere provided a source of thermal neutrons by

moderating the incident fast beam. ' Count rates were recorded at various

distances from the collimator exit with -the assembly positioned at

various angles to the beam. Results proved that the small crystal's

response was isotropic ana, therefore, the flux was calculated using the

total surface area of the crystal as the effective area of detection.

Information on the anisotropy of the thermal neutron flux at depth

in the phantom was obtained by comparing count rates observed with the

detector for (a) the bare crystal, and (b) various parts of the crystal

covered with cadmium foil. The results proved that throughout the

phantom the thermal neutrons were symmetrically distributed about the
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beam axis. Along the beam axis, however, past the peak, 6Cf/o of the

thermal neutrons travelled in the beam direction and kCtfo travelled in

the opposite direction. The percentage distribution confirms the

observed gradient of the thermal flux at depth in the phantom. This

can be seen in Fig. 3*3 which shows the thermal neutron flux (after

corrections have been applied) normalised to one incident fast neutron

per cm per second for the major and minor axes of both beams.

§3.3*2 Flux Attenuation by the Perspex Probe

The small Lil probe was replaced by a larger probe consisting of a

2.5 cm diameter x 2 mm thick Lil(Eu) crystal, having a net detection

efficiency of attached to a 23.0 cm long x 2.54 cm diameter

perspex rod.

- This gave a faster count rate without any appreciable loss in

efficiency. Count rates were observed at several positions in the

phantom for (a) the probe alone, and (b) the probe plus a second iden¬

tical perspex rod placed directly below the probe. The results for the

2 in., and 6 in. beams proved conclusively that there was no degradation

of the thermal neutron flux due to the presence of the perspex light

pipe. For example, at the most sensitive position, namely the peak,

both the 2 in. and 6 in. beams gave a "flux attenuation" of 0.3 ± 0.3^o

of the observed flux. It 'was concluded that no correction was required.

§3.3*3 Flux Depression and Self Shielding

Several theories have been developed to account for the perturba¬

tion of the thermal neutron flux when a neutron detector is placed in



its field (Bothe 1943> Skyrme 1961). Neutrons which normally pass

through the area of measurement more than once may be absorbed in the

detector and so only make a fraction of their normal contribution to

the total flux. This is known as flux depression. There may also be

some attenuation of neutrons in the detector itself, giving a self-

shielding effect.

A method has been developed to measure experimentally the flux

depression and self-shielding factors and compare them with theory.

Since calculation of these effects requires knowledge of the total mean

free path and the diffusion length of thermal neutrons in tissue this

shall be discussed more fully in Chapter 7* The flux depression factor

for the k- mm x 4 mm crystal was found to be 1.10 and for the 2.5 cm x

0.2 cm crystal it was 1.50. The observed thermal neutron flux must be

multiplied by the appropriate factor to give the true flux.

§3*3*4- Neutron Scattering and Leakage through the Shielding

The small Lil detector was placed between the front surface of the

phantom and the neutron collimator exit. Count rates were taken with

pieces of cadmium, the same size as the piece over the collimator exit,

placed symmetrieally at various positions round the phantom. There was

no difference in the count rates so it was concluded that the cadmium

over the collimator did not depress the thermal flux.

When count rates were taken with (a) just the hole covered by

cadmium foil, and (b) the whole front face of the shield covered with

cadmium foil, the count rates dropped by less than 1$. The leakage of



the thermal neutrons through the shield was, therefore, less than 1 fo of

the absorbed thermal neutron flux and also the number of neutrons

scattered from the phantom on to the shield face and back again was

negligible.

§3*4 Thermal Depth Dose

§3.4.1 14N (n, p) 14 C Depth Dose

Since thermal neutrons react with nitrogen by (n, p) reactions to

form 14C, the number of such reactions taking place in 1 gram of tissue

is proportional to the thermal neutron flux density. The reaction is

exothermic releasing 620 Kev which is shared between the 14C nuclei and

the recoiling protons. This energy is absorbed in less than 10 mg/cm2
of tissue and hence the absorbed dose can be calculated on the basis

that all the energy is deposited at the site of the reaction.

The absorbed dose D was calculated from the relation

D = Ncr<£ x 0.62 x 1.6 x 10-8

= 2.24 x 10"11 4> rad/sec (3.1)

where Ii is the number of nitrogen nuclei per gram of tissue

(1.29 x 1C?1 atoms/g), or is the (n, p) cross-section at 0.025 ev

(1.75 barns) and <f> is the thermal neutron flux.

Fig. 3.3 shows the absorbed dose due to the (n, p) reactions,

normalised to one incident fast neutron per cm3 at the surface, for the

2 in. and 6 in. beams. The thermal neutron distribution according to

Snyder's theoretical values is included for comparison. The doses for

the major axis are compared with Snyder's in Fig. 3*4.
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Fig. 3.4. Comparison of measured N(n,p) C dose for collima.ted

beams fired along the major axis with that calculated
from Snyder's data based on the thermal neutron flux
density.
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§3.4.2 1II (n, y) 2P Depth Dose

The y-ray released by the (n, y) reaction has an energy of 2.23 Mev

ana, because of its penetrating nature, it is difficult to assess the

dose. Normally the dose is calculated from a formula devised by

Taylor (1954) in which the mass attenuation coefficient is assumed.

In the present work the dose in the liquid was calculated from an equa¬

tion similar to (3»0 where N is now the number of hydrogen atoms per

gram of tissue (5*88 x icP2 atoms/g), o is the (n, y) cross-section

(0.34 b arns), 4> is the thermal flux and the 0.62 Kev has been replaced

by an energy factor. To obtain this energy factor the 2.23 Mev y-ray

dose in air was assumed to observe the inverse square law and a

correction factor, based on the work of Yfooten, Shalelc and Fletcher

(1954) on the ratio of dose deposition in air to that in water was

applied. A numerical integration was then performed to obtain the

total H(n, y) aD dose in rads per incident fast neutron per cm2 . The

dose can be obtained directly using the Chapelcross Fortran programme

GXF 148 with the I.B.M. 7090 computer (Appendix 1). The doses calcu¬

lated followed a similar trend for the major and minor axes to the dose

observed for the 14N(n, p) 14C reaction. The 1H(n,y) 2D doses obtained

for the 2 in. and 6 in. beams fired along the major axis are compared
k

with the broad beam results of Snyder and Neufeld (Fig. 3*5).

§3.5 Fast Neutron Recoil Proton Dose

The detector was constructed from NE 102 plastic phosphor which is

composed of a small percentage of scintillating chemicals in a poly-



vinyltoluene base, and polyvinyl toluene sheet. A thin disc of the

phosphor, 2.44 cm diameter x 0.15 cm thick and weighting 0.725 g was

sandwiched between two 2.54 cm diameter discs of polyvinyltoluene each

0.4 cm thick. This has the advantages of being one of the most

efficient plastic phosphors for neutron detection and also very fast,

with a decay time of 3 x 10 sees. Since the phosphor and its sur-
i

roundings have the same atomic composition the detector satisfies

Bragg-G-ray conditions for absorbed dose measurements. This was mounted

on a 2.54 cm diameter perspex light pipe 23 cm in length, and fitted to

a conventional phototube assembly. A Laben 512-channel analyser was

used to analyse the pulses produced by proton recoils in the scintillator.

Since the specific hydrogen content is only less than that of

tissue and the electron densities are within y/o, the actual energy

deposited in tissue can be calculated accurately from measurements made

with the phosphor, provided the fraction of scattered neutrons can be

determined. Another advantage is its relatively poor response to
oai 2 2

y-rays. Measurements using both an Am and a Na source showed this

to be zero.

The energy response of the phosphor i3 non-linear for all particles

except electrons. The response S of the scintillator to a particle of

energy E depends on the excitation density produced by the particle,

and hence on the specific energy loss dEy^ of the particle along its
,path length x. Since dEdepends on the particle in question and

varies along the primary column reaching a maximum near its end
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Sf
(Bragg Curve), (1 is not in general directly proportional to E. Several

different forms for the relation between pulse height and energy have

been proposed (Birks 1951> Chou 1952, Wright 1953)* The formula

proposed by Birks has been used in this report,

as
= ' AdE/d*

to Tns~aE7to
The specific response °"^/dx is equal to A ^/dx modified by the factor

(1 + kB ^/dx) 1 to allow for primary quenching. A and kB are constants.

The response curve for protons, which is well known (Evans and

Bellamy 1959* Gettner and Selove i960), was used to correct the observed

pulse height spectra of the proton recoils. Energy calibration was

effected by observing the proton recoil spectrum which had an end-point

energy corresponding to the maximum neutron energy for the Pu-Be 3ource,

i.e. 10.86 Mev.

The non-linear response was advantageous in preventing carbon,

nitrogen and oxygen recoils contributing to the proton pulse spectrum.
2

The maximum energy of a carbon recoil atom is approximately — E^ i.e.
for Pu-Be it is 3*10 Mev. The pulse height response to carbon ions

relative to the response to electrons of,the same energy was found

experimentally by Steuer and Wenzel 19&5. Pig. 3«6 compares the

response of the EE 102 phosphor to electrons, protons and carbon ions.

From the data of Steuer and Wenzel a 3»10 Mev carbon ion produces a

pulse which is only 5^ of the corresponding electron pulse height and

from Evans and Bellamy (1959)* a 3*10 Mev proton vrould have a

(3.2)
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corresponding pulse height 30c/o that of the electron. The ratio of the

recoil carbon ion to the proton pulse heights is therefore 1:6. A 3*1

Mev proton produces a pulse ^/oth the height of a 10.86 Mev proton and

hence the 3*1 Mev carbon ion produces a pulse only ^/36th the height of
/

the maximum proton recoil pulse. Carbon recoils, therefore, only

affect the recoil proton spectra to a maximum channel number 36th the

end point channel and can be biased out. Similarly for oxygen and

nitrogen recoils.

Some difficulty was experienced in determining the proton contri¬

bution at the low energy end of the spectrum, which showed a pronounced

increase of counts with decreasing energy as a result of the large wall

effect associated with Bragg-Gray detectors, the non-linear energy

response, and losses in the light pipe. This was resolved by convert¬

ing the count rates to energy and plotting the differentia.1 energy

spectrum. At the lower channel numbers the results lay along a straight

line which was extrapolated to zero and enabled the energy below the bias

level to be deduced. This correction amounted to 2CT/o in the worst

instance and could be determined within 10/j causing an uncertainty of

2/o in the total energy measurements.

It is instructive to consider another effect caused by the non¬

linear response of the scintillator. The published response curves for

the recoil ions have been produced on the assumption that they lose all

their energy in the phosphor. The response can be calculated for protons

using range-energy data. Gooding and Pugh (i960) have produced a formula
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for /dx for protons over the energy range 1 Mev to 160 Mev although

experiments indicate that it would probably hold for lower energies.

The relation is

dS -0.440 ,r 2-1— = 17.91 x Lev cm g

where the range x is in g/cm3 and the energy is in Mev. The constant

kB for KE 102 was found by Evans and Bellamy to be 10-3 g cm"3 Mev"*1.

Substituting for kB and dx in equation (3«2) and replacing *Va by P

yields the proton response relation

r E
t-, / x=max? " L (1 + 17.91 x 10-3 x-0*448 )"1 dE

* J2* •

x=min

where the energy E for x = min is usually zero corresponding to a proton

of zero range and energy.

Since the range x is equal to k3^^, v/here k1 = 2.245 x 10-3 g/cm3

and y = 1.724* then the pulse height P is

r "^initial
P = I (1 +4.45 ±f0 ,775)~1 dE ..... (3.3)

J
,

final

This is the most general form for the relation between the pulse height

and the proton energy deposited in the phosphor. ®in't'al '1S

energy of the proton when it eneters, or is produced in, the phosphor,

and E^ is its energy when it leave the phosphor. If the proton is
stopped in the phosphor, integrate the expression

f ^initial
P = j (1.+ 4.45 E 0 ,776 ) 1 dE it is necessary to add the pulse

J 0
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height for a proton of 0.5 Mev to the integral taken between the limits

of 0.5 hev and S. ... , due to the limitation on the dS/dx relation ofinitial ' .

Gooding and Pugh.

During private discussion with II. H. Rossi (Columbia University) it

was realised that the dE/dx dependence would give rise to a further

correction to the measured energy deposition. Consider the three

proton tracks of equal energy E shown in Fig. 3«7. Proton (a) loses a

fraction f of its energy E in the phosphor thus the pulse height corres¬

ponds to the integration of equation (3*3) between the limits 5Upnaq =
0 ana E.. ^ ^ ^ = proton of energy f.E. The pulse height is simply that
of a proton of energy f.E and accounts for the large increase in counts

at low energy end of the proton spectra. Proton (b) has the whole of

its track lying in the phosphor and would correspond to a pulse height for

a proton energy E. The, exception is track (c) where in this case the

densely ionising section of the track lies outside the phosphor. The

pulse height for this proton can be obtained by integrating equation

(3.3) over the track length in the phosphor.

Pulse heights have been compared for these three possibilities, in

Table 3*3*

An indication of the magnitude of the effect on the recoil proton

dose due to protons of type (c) can be obtained by assuming that statis¬

tically there is an equal number of tracks of type (a) and (c). Protons

(a) and (b) produce pulses which provide a true measure of the dose, but

those of type (c) with the same energy produce larger pulses due to the
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exclusion of the Bragg peak, and hence an overestimation of the dose.

Pulse heights are compared for the three possibilities in Table 3»3«

Table 5.5

Comparison of Pulse Heights

Proton

Energy
MeV

Relative Pulse Height Equivalent
Energy to

Proton (c)
MeV

Fractional
Overestimation
of the Energy

Protons

(a) and (b)
Proton (c)

1 8.1 45*6 3.5 3.50

2 20.3 85.5 5.3 2.65

3 36.7 123.7 6.7 2.23

4 56.6 160.0 7.9 1.98

5 79.5 194.5 9.0 1.80

6 105.1 227.0 10.0 1.67

7 133.2 257.4 10.9 1.56

8 163.6 285.5 11.5 1.44

9 196.1 311.1 12.2 1.36

10 230.5 333.9 12.7 1.27

11 •266.9 353.9 13.2 1.20

12 305.1 370.3 13.6 1.13

13 345.0 382.5 13.9 1.07

14 386.5 386.5 14.0 1.00

The equivalent energy is the energy required by a proton of type

or (b) to produce the same pulse as the protons of type (c). This i
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the energy used in the dose calculation, and the fractional overesti-

mation of the energy is given in the final column of the table. The

average overestimation of the dose due to type (c) protons is 10fo. The

fraction of protons produced in the detector which can escape through

the walls is approximately 1C£o for 14 MeV incident neutrons (Young 19&5).

"When allowance is made for the protons which can enter the phosphor from

the Bragg-Gray surroundings the overestimation in the dose is found to

be 4/o. ■ For Pu-Be neutrons the error would be much lower and for DD

neutrons it is negligible. Since the magnitude of this effect is not .

appreciable it is intended to leave a more detailed investigation to a

later date.

As a check on the validity of the linear extrapolation, integral

spectra were plotted for three different applied photomultiplier volt¬

ages and extrapolated to zero bias volts where they intersected to give

the total number of protons produced in the detector. The method is

similar to that accepted for a, /3 and y absolute counting in scintillators
/

(Brinkman 19&1). The total number of protons from the integral spectrum,

agreed within the statistical error, with the number calculated from the

differential spectrum. Furthermore, measurement of the flux in the

plastic phosphor based on the linear extrapolation method agreed with

independent measurements.

The absorbed dose at depth was measured under the irradiation con¬

ditions already described. Proton spectra were recorded for the major

and minor axes of the phantoms for both the 2 in. diameter beam and the
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6 in. square beam. There was no detectable change in the energy

absorbed when an identical light pipe was placed in the mirror image

position of the perspex probe, also there were no counts recorded from

the polyvinyltoluene discs when the phosphor was removed. It was there¬

fore concluded that no correction was necessary for the presence of the

probe. Fig. 3*8 shows the results obtained ?rhen the spectra were con¬

verted to total energy and the dose is expressed as rads per incident

fast neutron per cm .

The dose measurements can be obtained directly from the measured

proton recoil spectra using Chapeicross Fortran programme CXF 157 and the

I.B.M. 7090 computer (Appendix 2).

§5.6 Discussion of Results
I

§3.6.1 Thermal Neutrons

Snyder and Neufeld (1955) deduced the absorbed dose distribution by

first calculating the total number of thermal neutrons produced at depth

in an infinitely wide 30 cm thick slab of tissue for an infinitely wide

incident beam of fast neutrons. From the total number of thermal neutrons

occurring at depth, the thermal neutron collision density was calculated

and the results normalised to one incident fast neutron per cm per sec

at the surface.

The experimental results were therefore determined in terms of
mm2 """1 •

thermal neutron flux per incident fast n cm sec , and compared with

theory in Fig. 3«3« From this ratio the 14N(n, p) 14C and 1H(n, y) ZD
doses at depth were calculated and plotted in Figs. 3«4 and 3*5
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respectively.

Since the 14Ii(n, p) 14 C and 1H(n, y)aD doses were calculated by

multiplying the observed thermal neutron flux by the product of the

energy released in the reactions and the appropriate abundance (n o),

it was justifiable to use the atomic composition of the standard man,

rather, than that of the liquid, to determine the abundance. Smith and

Boot (1961) noted that this then allowed direct comparison with the 14N
curves of Snyder and Neufeld. The latter used a nitrogen abundance of

4/a compared to for the standard man, but Smith and Boot showed that

they also used a lower cross-section than in this report, and hence the

nitrogen abundance was approximately identical to within

The energy released in the 14N reaction is deposited locally, but

energy released in neutron capture by hydrogen can be deposited over a

wide region since the y quanta have a mean free path of 22 cm in tissue.

The maximum thermal neutron dose position therefore need not neooscarily

coincide.

If no correction for flux depression is made with the Lil detector

in the narrow beam, the observed count approaches the number of thermal

neutrons present at the point of measurement. 'When the correction is

applied the neutron flux is obtained.

When the number of thermal neutrons instead of neutron flux 'was

measured at depth in the phantom and compared with Snyder's theoretical

predictions there was found to be good agreement between the 2 in. beam

experimental results and theory, both in the position of the maximum and



in the absolute number of thermal neutrons, at depth in the phantom#

The 2 in. beam results are expected to be closest to the theoretical

assessment of the number of thermal neutrons produced, because the

detector is small compared with the incident beam and gives an average

neutron measurement over its sensitive area, yet the beam if sufficiently

narrow so that contributions due to neutron diffusing from the sides are

kept small.
I

There was a marked increase in the flux of the 6 in. beam due to

thermal neutrons, produced by fast neutrons in the more distant parts

of the beam, diffusing into the detector from the sides. If absorp¬

tion losses are neglected, the ratio of thermal neutron flux per incident

fast n cm sec produced by the 6 in. beam should be equal to the ratio

of the beam areas, viz. 11.4-:1. The observed ratio was, however, 6:1

which indicated a greater loss of neutrons through the phantom wall in

the larger beam irradiation. This conclusion is borne out by the fact

that the flux measured at the peak along the major axis was 1Cyu less

than along the minor axis for the 6 in. beam compared with less than 2/o

difference for the 2 in. beam.

Broad beam conditions can be simulated by scaling up the dose for

the 6 in. square beam by a factor dependent on the area. The factor

should be not greater than six but, since greater losses of neutrons

from the phantom are bound to occur for a broad beam, it should be much

lower.

The variation of dose with phantom shape and beam size shall be
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discussed in detail in Chapter 6. It shall he shown that by consider¬

ing two group theory that the position of the thermal neutron flux peak

can be predicted from the equation,
lr lD ln lR/l

x = (3-4)max y y w »v
LR ~

where x is the peak position of the flux along the axis of the beam,m&x

Lr is the relaxation length of the incident fast neutrons and Lp is the
diffusion length of the thermal neutrons, for the tissue-equivalent

liquid.

The peak position x can only be calculated for the 2 in. beamIZlclX

since the theory is based on an incident parallel beam of neutrons

incident on the material. For the Pu-Be 2 in. beam Lr = 9.80 cm and

Lp = 2.68 cm and hence x = 4«80 cm. The experimental peak occurs
insix

at 4»6 cm which shows good agreement with the two group theory

prediction.

The 14N(n, p) 14C dose is also a maximum at 4*6 cm since it is

directly proportional to the thermal neutron flux, however, according to

the theory of Snyder it should be about 9 cm. The discrepancy is

possibly due to the method used in calculating the 14N thermal neutron

dose from the neutron collision density. Snyder neglects to average

the thermal neutrons over a Maxwellian distribution of energies, and

also, more important, neglects the effect of chemical binding of the

elements on the scattering or transport cross-section (§7«2).

The diffusion length used to determine ^max is ?or tissue-equivalent
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liquid which differs slightly in composition to body tissue. The actual

position of the maximum of the thermal neutron flux will depend on the

parameters of body tissue but the difference is expected to be much less

than 10/o.

It is concluded that the predicted dose of Snyder and Neufeld is
\
^ an upper limit and, further, that the maximum dose occurs nearer the

phantom face, i.e. at approximately 4.6 cm rather than the 9 cm theoretical
*

depth of Snyder. The results of Aceto and Churchill (1963)5 Akagi and

Lehman (1963) and Smith and Boot (1961) also show the peak to be nearer

the front of tho phantom. Similar oonoluoions are reached regarding

the XH(n, y) aD absorbed dose.

§3«6.2 Fast Neutrons

The results in Fig. 3*8 show that the energy deposited at depth is

the same for a' beam traversing the major or minor axis. A compari¬

son of the 6 in. and 2 in. beam results shows also that ther is less

dependence on the beam size for the amount of energy deposited than is

observed for thermal neutrons. This is to be expected since the recoil

protons produced by fast neutrons have a short range and the energy is

distributed locally. It is concluded, therefore, that neither the extra

mass of liquid at the sides when a specific beam is fired along the

minor axis, nor the greater depth of liquid when the same beam is fired

along the major axis, cause any appreciable scattering of fast- neutrons

which will contribute to the absorbed dose.

However, the recoil dose from the 6 in. beam compared with the dose



from the 2 in. beam is consistently 15/£ higher throughout depth in the

phantom. This is due to more neutrons being scattered into the detector

from the remote parts of the 6 in. beam than from the 2 in. beam. As is

to be expected, the scatter effect is very much smaller than observed in

the thermal measurements.

The 6 in. beam should correspond closely to Snyder's broad beam

conditions for the following reason. It is found that an increase in

beam size from 2 in. diameter to 6 in. square (i.e. a factor of 11.4 to

1 iii area) increases the proton dose by 1 A further factor of 5

increase in area is required for whole torso irradiation and, by extra¬

polation, this would increase the dose by less than 1C$>, i.e. the 6 in.

beam should approach within 1C^o of the broad beam conditions.

Fig. 3.8 shows that the 6 in. beam dose measurements agree very well

with Snyder's calculations to a depth of 10 cm but decrease less rapidly

at greater depths. The discrepancy may be due to experimental error,

theoretical over-estimation for removal of energy from the beam, or
\ '

error in the neutron spectrum shape (Stewart 1955) at higher energies.

It has been emphasized by J. 17. Smith (private communication) that the

average neutron energy from the Pu-Be source must be equal to or greater

than the average absorbed energy per neutron deduced from the area under

the proton depth dose curve. Calculations from the 6 in. beam results

in Fig. 3*8 show this to be 4«74 Mev when a 1Cf^ correction is included

for extrapolation to infinite depth and Gfo for energy lost to heavy

recoils.
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Relaxation lengths for the 2 in. and 6 in. beams can be calculated

using the empirical formula

D = D e"X/^ (3.5)x o w '

where D„ is the fast neutron proton dose at depth x, Dq is the surface
dose and L is the relaxation length. The relaxation length for the 2 in.

beam is used in determining the thermal neutron flux peak position, while

the relaxation length for the 6 in. beam allows the total proton dose to

j be estimated by integrating equation (3«5) from x = 0 to x = «. The

values of the relaxation lengths obtained were 9*80 cm for the 2 in.

beam and 15*0 cm for the 6 in. beam.

On examination of the depth dose curve it should be noted that for

values of x < 3 cm depth, the dose curve departs from the exponential

relation and the value of used in equation (3*5) is in fact the extra¬

polated value of the exponential curve.

The total energy deposited by the b in. beam using this approxi¬

mation technique is 4«7^ Mev which agrees favourably with the ^.74 Mev

already calculated. Such excellent agreement is. rather fortuitous as

the Pu-Be dose measurements are only approximately exponential with

depth.

Since Stewart finds the average energy of Pu-Be neutrons to be only

4.4 Mev, a separate estimate of the average energy of the Pu-Be neutrons

was obtained by measuring the average proton energy directly in a thin

slab of plastic phosphor which covered the 2 in. collimator. The
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average neutron energy was deduced from the formula E = E^(cos dy to
"be 4.72 ± 0.09 Mev. Confirmation of the result was obtained by deduc¬

ting the flux from the same measurements when precise agreement was found

with the earlier measurements. Adjustment of the theoretical results for

the difference in average neutron energy would not fully account for the

discrepancy between experiment and theory at depth in the phantom.

Recent work on the Pu-Be neutron spectrum shape (§2.2) by Anderson (19^3)>

Geiger (1964) ana St. Rornain (1962) indicated that the average neutron

energy was 4.4 Mev, but that 15$ of the neutrons had energies below 1 Mev

as against the 9$ predicted by Stewart (1955). Large Pu-Be sources can

be expected to have an even larger percentage of low energy neutrons

(lieertje 1964). The detectors used here would not see the majority of

these neutrons which have energies less than 0.3 Mev. If 20$ of the

neutrons are assumed to have energies below 1 Mev, the average energy of

the remaining neutrons is 4.8 Mev which is in excellent agreement with
l

the dose measurements.

TThen the depth dose curves are normalized to unit dose at the

phantom face, the 6 in. and 2 in. beam curves agree to within ± 5$

throughout the depth while the deviation from the theoretical results is

clearly demonstrated. The results of Akagi and Lehman (19&3) indicate

a similar trend of dose with depth but the absolute dose is only 60$ of

the theoretical, which could be due to failure to correct for low energy

events below the instrument bias. The proton dose attenuation with

depth has a half-thickness value of 10 cm for all the experimental and
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theoretical curves in Fig. 3»S.

A comparison of the total fast neutron dose at depth in a tissue-

equivalent phantom for a Pu-Be source, measured by Aceto and Churchill

(1963) and this report is shown in Fig. 3«9« The dose for a 2.5 Kev

beam is included for comparison (Smith and Boot 1962).

An uncollimated point source of Pu-Be was used by Aceto and

Churchill who corrected for the inverse square divergence giving effec¬

tively results for an infinitely narrow beam. 1 The 2 in. beam in this

work comes closest to these conditions and the results compare favourably

to about 14 cm, beyond which the curves rapidly diverge. When the

results of Aceto and Churchill, and Akagi and Lehman are normalised to

the dose at the front surface of the phantom, they confirm the greater

divergence at depth for Pu-Be neutrons than indicated by theory, although

there is a wide spread in the experimental results.

§3.7 Dose Equivalent for Proton Recoils

The dose equivalent (DE) in rems is given by the product of the

quality factor (QF) and the absorbed dose in rads measured at a depth in

tissue.

The definition of Quality Factor is discussed fully in the Report of

the R.B.E. Committee (1963) and is associated with "the definition of

maximum permissible dose and with the concepts underlying the additivity

of different types of radiation exposure" for radiation protection pur¬

poses. It is not a straight forward definition because the biological

effects produced are influenced by the1) conditions of exposure and the
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quality of radiation. It is "intended as the value which ensures that

the risk from a maximum permissible dose of high linear energy transfer,

LEI, never exceeds that from a maximum permissible dose of Low LEI

reference radiation"."

The committee also recommended that for the purpose of specifying

the radiation quality the basic parameter should be the "Stopping Power"

i.e. LEIoo and that the quality factor should be related only to LSI in

water. Table 3'b- shows the LET-QF relationship.

Table 3»4

LETW
Kev/p in water

Q.F.

< 3-5 1

3.5 - 7.0 1-2

roCNJ1o. 2-5

23 - 53 5-10

53 - 175 10-20

The QF values currently recommended by the R.B.E. committee are

approximated by the linear relation

QF = 0.8 + 0.16 L, where L is the dose average LET (3*6)

This should give a conservative assessment for chronic exposure and the

highest R.B.E. of importance "and is valid for LET values ranging to

100 Kev/^ of yrater".

That the quality factors can be calculated on the basis of linear

energy transfer in water has been demonstrated by Cowan (l9^^-)« 'fhe
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composition of tissue Cs Hio Qis N was assumed to be expressed equally

well by

C N + 4 (CH) + 18 (EjO).

The stopping powers of C, CH and HgO for protons are given in the

tables of Rich and Madey (1954) and since the stopping power of nitrogen

is almost identical to that for carbon, CN can be replaced by 2(c).

The stopping power of tissue for protons was calculated from the known

stopping power of the constituent elements. Table 3«5 shows the

comparison between the calculated stopping power for soft tissue, and

the stopping power of water from Rich and Madey (UCRL-2301). If the

accuracy of the data in UCRL-2301 is taken into account then the stopping

powers can be assumed equal.

Table 3» 5

*

Proton

Energy
(LEToo) Tissue (LE^7ater Water % Difference

1 Mev 276.6 279.4 1.0

10 46.56 46.91 0.8

100 7.337 7.397 0.8

Alternatively the slowing down of protons can be calculated from

the relativistic stopping power formula, using the values 18, 7S, 85 and

98 electron volts respectively for the mean excitation energy of

hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen (Fano 1963). Turner (1864) <34*3-

this using the composition given in Table 3*2 for the standard man.

The values obtained for LEToo by this method are compared with the
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corresponding LET's for water in Table 3*6.

Table 3.6

Proton

Energy
(LETn)v Standard Man

(T.ffn1
Water % Difference

1 Mev 268.05 279.4 4.1

10 45.19 46.91 3.7

100 7.139 7.397 3.5

The percentage difference is slightly larger this time but still small

enough to be neglected. Thus it can be seen that the stopping power of

water makes a good approximation to that of tissue.

Before discussing the derivation of the relevant QF for the present

experiments it is appropriate to discuss the significance of the term

'average LET'. There are at present three definitions commonly used

for 'average LET' (LET) in neutron dosimetry.

(1) The LET of a particle of the mean energy of the proton, recoils.

If the average proton energy is E then LET = E/R where R is the

range of a proton of energy E in water. This value of LET is

convenient because it can be measured experimentally at depth in

tissue by observing the proton energy spectra (e.g. KERMA).

(2) The mean value of LET with respect to dose, i.e.
OO

I L.D(L).dL
_ ^ 0
LET = —£ (3.7)

j D(L).aL
* 0
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where D(l).cLL is the fraction of the total dose D delivered over

a given range aL of LET. This is the L used in equation (3.6).

(3) The mean value of LET with respect to track length, i.e.
f °0 (

j L.T(l).dlJ o

LET = (3.8)
P CO

I T(L).dLJ o

where T(L).qL is the fraction of aggregate track length T associated

with a given range <3L of LET.

Eor chemical and biological effects the chief interest lies in the

proportion of total dose deposited in different LET intervals. Mean

LET is therefore of limited use but mean LET values determined on the

basis of definitions (2) and (3) above are biologically more significant

than a mean LET given by the first definition. Here LET includes all

energy transfers (delta rays, excitation, ionization etc.) between the

proton recoil and the surrounding molecules.

The only direct method of experimentally measuring the dose average

LET to date was developed by Rossi and Rosenzweig (1953) who used a tissue-

equivalent, spherical proportional counter filled with methane gas at low

pressure to compute the LET distributions. The method, although ingenious,

is difficult to operate in practice and the minimum practicable dimensions

necessary for the counter (^4 in. diameter) make it unsuitable for depth

dose studies.

§3«7o1 Mean LET - for' Radiation Protection

The mean LET as defined by LET = E/R is of no value to radiobiologists
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as it does not give a sufficiently detailed account of the dose structure

i.e. distribution of dose as a function of LET. It would, however,

provide a very simple method of determining the quality factor for use

in radiation protection. An attempt was therefore made to determine an

approximate mean LET from the dose measurements. It was hoped that by

using a thin phosphor (0.13 en thick) that for a large number of recoil

events entering and leaving, or stopping in, the phosphor that the

statistical averaging process would provide the correct average LET

calculated on the basis of E/EL, where E is the energy recorded in the
JU

kicksorter channel and R,., the corresponding range. This should not be

confused with the specific energy loss, dE/dx, of the particle along its

path length x (Chapter 5)»

The LET calculated in this manner although similar to definition

(1) differs in that in this case the proton energy includes that due to

residual protons i.e. wall ana end effect in the phosphor, whereas

definition (l) is for first collisions only (i.e. kerma).

The absorbed dose in rads has been determined at depth in the body.

To determine the dose average LET it is necessary to analyse the dose

at each point as a function of LET.*. This is complicated by the non¬

linear response of the phosphor to the recoil protons. In determining

the dose due to the recoil protons use was made of the fact that the

maximum energy the proton could have was 10.86 Mev. Each channel's

width therefore corresponded to a definite energy increment which was

different for every channel. A typical graph of energy against channel



Jig. 3*10 Calibration of Channel Width in
Terms of Proton Energy.
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number is shown in Pig. 3»10• Channel number 85 corresponds to 10.86

Mev and using the data of Evans and Bellamy the 'energy* of each channel
l V

was computed. Prom the range energy relation R = k S and the definition

that LET is- S/Eb-,, the LET interval AL corresponding to each channel width

was calculated, and hence the dose in each channel can be converted

to dose per unit LET interval i.e. where

h - In AL >

The dose D_ was plotted against the LET, L, in the form of ajj

histogram. A typical graph is Pig. 3*11* A smooth curve was drawn

through the histogram such that the area under the curve was equal to

the total dose at that point

f CO

i.e. / D, dL = total dose.
J ^J o

The mean value of LET with respect to dose was found using the

Chapelcross Fortran programme CXF 157 to compute LET from

Jo L.D^.dL
LET = ; (3.9)

P CO

D„ .dLJo
The LET values calculated in this manner were found to be constant

at all depths in the tissue to within ± 5The 2 in. beam LET was

40 Kev/n and for the 6 in. beam it v/as 46 Kev/4.

Since this is approximately the same as determining the LET by

dividing the total energy deposited in the detector by the number of



Pig. 5*13. Dose per Unit LST interval Pxot wsa Against;
the LET.
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protons depositing the energy, to find the average proton energy, and

then dividing this by the corresponding range, calculations were carried

out to find the average energy.

The average proton energy deposited in the detector by the 2 in.

beam was found to be 1.17 - 0.02 Mev where the error was the standard

deviation of the mean. This value was constant at all depths in the

tissue to within a 4« % spread in results, confirming the findings of

the group at Hammersmith Hospital that the energy spectrum of a poly-

energetic fast neutron beam remains essentially the same to a depth of

15 cm in a tissue-equivalent phantom (Field 19^4, 1955). Since a 1.17

Mev proton has a range of 29M in water, the gorresponding average

LET (h2j_n<) at depth is 40 Kev/n of water.

Similarly v/hen the tissue was irradiated by the 6 in. beam it was

found that the average proton energy was also constant with depth but

was of lower magnitude, viz. 1.02 ± 0.01 Mev with a spread of yfo in

the results. The fact that the absorbed dose is higher for the 6 in.

beam, yet the average proton energy is lower for the 6 in. beam when

compared with the 2 in. beam, verifies the deduction that neutrons are

scattered from the more remote parts of the beam into the detector.

If scattering is assumed to be negligible for the 2 in. beam conditions,

it can be deduced that 29/o of the protons contributing to the dose

deposited by the 6 in. beam were produced by scattered neutrons which

produce an average proton energy of 0.64 Mev. The remainder of the

dose is deposited by 71/° of first collision protons having an average
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energy of 1.17 Mev. The net av.erage LET (L3 j_n.) from.the two compon¬

ents is 45 Kev/p of water.

Since both methods of calculating the average LET for the 2 in. and

6 in. beams give (40 ± 2) Kev/p and (45 - 2) Kev/ju respectively, the

second method which is very much simpler should be adopted. The average

LET obtained in this manner for the 2 in.'beam closely approaches in

magnitude the dose average LET, L used in equation (3»o). Since the

spectrum was sensibly constant at depth in the phantom, L for Pu-Be

neutrons was deduced from the curves published by Rossi and Rosenzweig

(1955(o)) &nd enabled a QF to be obtained for comparison with the

present results. L was found to be 42.4 Kev/ju of water corresponding

to a QF of 7»S. When L for the 2 in. beam was substituted into

equation (3»&) the QF was 7«2.

The value of L found from Rossi's data is valid for an incident

parallel beam and is attributed only to first collision neutrons. It

cannot, therefore, be applied to the 6 in. beam results where scattered

neutrons contribute a significant fraction of the dose and produce

higher LET proton recoils which increase the QF. The QF for the 6 in.

beam with LET = 45 Kev/h was 8.0.

The "dose as a function of LET" graphs obtained using the method

outlined above should not be confused with the curves published by Rossi

(1955(b)) or the theoretical curves of Boag (1954). This is due to

the assumption made that LET could be approximated to E/R, instead of

<3E/dx. The former is always greater than the latter which results in
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Fig. 3.12 Dose equivalent for proton, recoils at depth.
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proton recoils, ■^;"hT(n}p)^'"C and h(n#Y)%)
events is effectively the same curve since
the capture reactions contribute less than
-\cl
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a spectrum which overestimates the peak magnitude and position by approxi¬

mately 50^>. Curves based on dE/dx shall be discussed in Chapter 5»

It is concluded that this method is quite suitable for determining

the LET for Radiation Protection purposes.

§5.7.2 Dose in Rems

Dose equivalents of the proton recoils for the 2 in. and 6 in.

beams calculated from the absorbed dose and QF values determined for

L . and L . are plotted in Fig. (5.12).
2 in. 6in. 1 & w '

The sum of the DS for the three components is essentially the same

as shown in Fig. (5.12) since the H(n, y) 2D events contributed a maxi¬

mum of O.6/0 and the 14N(n, p) 14C component was negligible. Snyder

calculates a maximum of 2$ of the DE due to 1H(n, y) SD events and less

than 1 % due to 14N(n, p) 14 C reactions.

The theoretical DE curves (broad beam conditions) should be compared
i

with the 6 in. beam results. If the quality factors used by Snyder for
eje

monoenergetic neutrons (N.B.S. Handbook 63, 1957) are adjusted to the

Pu-3e neutron spectrum, a value of 7«9 is obtainedwhich is sensitive to

j the weighting factors employed in the calculations. This shows

excellent agreement with the present experimental QF of 8.0 and Rossi's

experimental value of ~J,6. There is very good agreement between the

Note: There is a discrepancy between the absorbed dose (rads)
given in Figs. and 5d in Handbook 65 and Figs. 5 and 5 in Snyder and
Neufeld (1955). The latter are used in Fig. 5«12 with QF = 7«9«
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experimental and theoretical dose equivalent at the surface hut a

discrepancy of a factor of 2.5 occurs at the hack of the phantom.



Pig. 4.1 Schematic Diagram of the Irradiation Conditions.
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CHAPTER. FOUR

EXTENSION OF DEPTH DOSE LIEASUREMENTS TO IRRADIATION

BY MONOENERGETIC DD AND DT NEUTRON BEAMS

§4.1 Introduction

The amount of energy deposited at depth in a tissue-equivalent phan¬

tom was discussed in detail in Chapter 3 for incident collimated beams of

polyenergetic neutrons from a Pu-Be source. It is the purpose of the

present4discussion to include the additional information obtained when

similar measurements were made for irradiation of the phantom by mono-

energetic DD and DT neutrons. The neutron, facility was described

previously in Chapter 2 and the irradiation.conditions (Fig. 4*1) remained
\
I virtually the same as in the Pu-3e experiments. The essential difference

was the introduction of a Lil(Eu) detector as a reference standard to

which all the experimental data could be normalised (§2.3.3).

The components of absorbed dose due to the 2.5 Mev DD neutrons can

be compared directly with the theory of Snyder and Neufeld (1955). The

14«1 Mev DT neutron dose measurements can, however, only be compared

with the 10 Mev theoretical dose curves of Snyder, and where appropriate,

with the 14.1 Mev kerma calculations of Randolph (1957). The 10 Mev

dose curves of Snyder should provide a fair comparison to the 14 Mev

components of dose since, according to Randolph the proton recoil dose

from elastic collisions, for kerma, is only 69.5/5 of the total recoil

dose. This corresponds to a kerma of 4.62 x 10-7 erg g 1 per n cm-2

compared to 4«50 x 10 7 erg g 1 per n cm"2 for 10 Mev neutrons.
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Secondly the thermal neutron components of the dose are slowly varying

functions of incident neutron energy.

The mean value of the fast neutron fluxes incident on the phantom

(§2.3.3) for the DD source were 0.18 ± 0.014- n cm"2 sec 1 per c min"1
on the standard for the 2 in. beam and 0.31 - 0.025 n cm"2 sec"1 per c

min 1 for the 6 in. beam. The corresponding DT fluxes were 0.70 ±

O.O56 n cm"2 sec 1 per c min 1 for the 2 in. beam and 1.21 ± 0.097 n

cm"2 sec 1 per c min 1 for the 6 in. beam. These fluxes were used to

calculate the absorbed dose in units of rads per incident fast neutron
2

per cm where the components of absorbed dose were measured using the

detectors and techniques described in Chapter 3»

§4.2 Thermal Neutron Depth Dose

§4«2.1 Thermal Neutron Distribution at Depth in Tissue

A Lil crystal was used to determine the thermal neutron flux-at

depth in the phantom (§3«2). Count rates were recorded for the 2 in.

and 6 in. beams at different depths in the phantom for both sources.

These measurements were repeated with the crystal covered with 0.05 cm

thick cadmium foil to correct for the percentage of neutrons detected

above the cadmium cut-off. The difference in count rates ?jas the

number of thermal neutrons at depth in tissue, which had to be multi¬

plied by an inverse square factor to allow for the divergence of the

beam between the source and the point of measurement in the phantom.

After correcting for flux depression and self-shielding effects the

true flux was 1.10 times the measured flux.
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4.2 The ^N(n,p) C Dose for DD Neutrons Normalised
to One Count per Minute on the Standard.



Fig. 4.3 The (n»p)12fC Dose for DD Neutrons in
Rads/n/cm^.

4.4 The ^fN(n,p)^l'C Lose
Rads/n/cm^.

for LT Neutrons in -
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§4.2.2 14N(n, p) 14C Dose

The absorbed dose, D, due to thermal neutron reactions with nitrogen

is directly related to the corrected thermal flux, <£, by the relation

D = 2.24 x 10"11 rad/sec (3.1)

Pig. (4.2) shows the absorbed dose for DD neutrons due to the 14N

reaction normalised to one count per min. on the standard. The graph

for DT neutrons is similar. In both cases the major axis dose for the

6 in. beam is approximately 13/o lov«er than the minor axis dose, at the

peak position, while for the 2 in. beam the difference is only 2 to Jfyo,

There is also a marked increase in the dose for the 6 in. beam compared

to the 2 in. beam as can be seen more clearly in Pig. 4.3 for DD

neutrons and Pig. 4.4 ^or DT neutrons, where the doses for the major axis

have been expressed in units of rads per incident fast neutron per era2.
It was suggested in §3.6.1 that if absorption losses were neglected the

ratio of the thermal neutron flux per incident fast neutron per cm

produced by the 6 in. beam to that for the' 2 in. beam should be equal to

the ratio of the beam areas, viz. 11.4 : 1. The observed ratio is, how¬

ever, approximately 6 : 1 which is in agreement with the Pu-Be data.

This, together with the smaller dose for a beam along the major axis,

indicates a greater loss of neutrons through the phantom wall, and also

by absorption in the phantom, for broad beam irradiation. A more com¬

plete discussion will be given in Chapter 6. At present, however, it

is postulated that an indication of the dose due to an infinitely wide

beam incident on the phantom can be obtained by scaling up the 6 in.
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beam results by a factor of 4* This yields a dose of « 33 x 10-12 rads

per n cm-2 for the 2.5 Mev DD neutrons and « 28 x 10 12 rads per n cm-2
for the 14 Mev DT neutrons. These values indicate that Snyder's data

can be used to determine the 14N(n, p) 14C dose due to a broad beam of

neutrons incident on a human.

The maximum dose is seen (figs. 4.3 and 4.4) to occur nearer to the

phantom front surface than was predicted by Snyder. for example the

2 in. DD beam maximum dose lies at 4.8 cm rather than the 9 cm theoretical

value. Smith and Boot (19&1) also found the peak for 2.5 Mev neutrons

to be about 5 cm. When the peak position was calculated from equation

(3-4).

\ LP ln V^D
Xmax " L - L_

R D

where L„ was 9*2 cm it was found to be 4*7 cm. - Similarly the peak

position for the DT 2 in. beam calculated using = 13-5 cm was 5*4 cm

which compares favourably with the experimental value of 5*5 cm. This

method cannot be used to determine the peak position for the 6 in. beam

since the beam is diverging.

The conclusions are those of §3*6.1 that the predicted dose of

Snyder and Neufeld is an upper limit and that the maximum dose occurs

nearer to the front surface of the phantom.

§4*2.3 1H(n, y) 2P Dose

The method used to determine the absorbed dose from the penetrating

gamma rays released in the lH(n, y) aD reactions was detailed in §3*4*2
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Fig. 4*5 The ^K(n,Y)^D Dose for DD Neutrons in
j Rads/n/cni^.
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Fig. 4.0 The "Vl(n,V)^D Dose for DT Neutrons in
Rads/n/cm^.
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Pig. 4.8 Comparison of Published Results for the Recoil
Proton Dose in Rads due to DD Neutrons.



and the results were obtained from the I.B.M. 7090 computer. The calcu¬

lated doses followed a similar trend to the 14N(n, p) 1 C dose curves.

Figs. 4*5 and 4.6 show the H(n, y) 2D doses obtained for the 2 in. and

6 in. DD, and DT beams, respectively, fired along the major axis. The

theoretical curves of Snyder and Neufeld are included for comparison.

1 / \ 2Similar conclusions are reached for the H(n, y j D dose.

§4.3 Fast Neutron Proton Recoil Dose

The Bragg-Gray detector described in §3«5> which consisted of a thin

disc of KEE 102 plastic phosphor sandwiched between discs of polyvinyl-

toluene, was used to measure the absorbed dose due to recoil protons from

fast neutron elastic collisions.

§4.3.1 DP Proton ?Lecoil Dose

Fig. 4«7 shows the relative doses for the DD beams before normali-

sation to one incident fast n cm sec . The minor axis dose is

greater than the major axis dose to approximately 16 cm for the 6 in.

beam and 9 cm for the 2 in. beam, after which it slowly falls below the

major axis dose. The maximum difference, which is due to more neutrons

being scattered into the detector from the remote parts of the beam, is

less than 13foa

The absorbed dose, in rads per neutron per cm , for the 2 in. and

6 in. beams is compared with the results of Smith and Boot who used

nuclear emulsion detectors, and with the theory of Snyder and I'Teufeld,

in Fig. 4.8. There is good agreement between the 2 in. beam curve and

Snyder's theoretical curve. As in Fig. 3*8, the corresponding Pu-3e



graph, the 2 in. and 6 in. beam curves enclose Snyder's to about 15 cm

depth in tissue. The data of Smith and Boot Yfould appear to be

inaccurate due to the possible reasons stated in their report. The main

source of error lying in the estimations of the fast neutron flux present

and hence in the calibration of the nuclear emulsion detectors.

Secondly, the curve in Fig. 4.8 was obtained by talcing the mean of their

experimental values and a predicted upper limit to the dose. The latter

was calculated on the basis that the maximum kinetic energy available

for proton recoils from neutrons of energy E^, was E . This was an over-
estimation of the true upper limit since they assumed that all the

energy E^ was deposited in the 30 cm and that there were no heavy recoils
due to carbon, nitrogen or oxygen. It was also simply an upper limit

to the integrated proton recoil dose and was therefore not necessarily an

upper bound at all depths in the phantom. From the experimental evidence

of the neutron dose for various sources measured using the nuclear

emulsion technique the dose is consistently under-estimated if Snyder's

theory is correct. Since the present measurements support the theory,'

or at least suggest that the true dose is equal to or greater than that

predicted by theory, the emulsion technique is shown to be unsatisfactory.

The relaxation lengths calculated from equation (3•5) were found to

be 5.2 cm for the 2 in. beam and 10.3 cm for the 6 in. beam. The aver¬

age neutron energy from the DD source must be equal to or greater than

the average absorbed energy per neutron due to proton, carbon, nitrogen,

and oxygen recoils. The proton recoil dose when extrapolated to
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infinity contributes 2.32 Mev for the 6 in. beam. TThen a ~jfo correction

is applied to account for the energy lost due to heavy recoils the total

neutron energy is 2.1-8 Mev which is in excellent agreement with the

incident neutron energy of 2.5 Mev and provides support to the experimental

measurement of the dose curve.

The surface dose from the 6 in. beam is 4«25 * 10-9 rads per n cm".

Since the first collision proton recoil dose as defined in K3S 8p is

3.05 * 10-9 rads per n cm"2 , the ratio of the multiple collision dose to

kerma is *! • 39• Snyder, in NBS 63, estimated that this ratio would be

1.29. The difference in the two ratios is due to the difference in the

experimental and theoretical surface doses for multiple collisions.

This becomes negligible if Snyder's curve is extrapolated smoothly back

to the surface instead of bending over.

There is seen to be good agreement between the theory of Snyder and

the present experimental measurements although it would appear that

Snyder under-estimates the dose at depth after about 15 cms and over¬

estimates the flattening out of the curve near the front surface of the

phantom.

A comparison of the total fast neutron dose at depth in a tissue-

equivalent phantom, measured by Smith and Boot (1961) and this report,

is shown in Fig. 4«9» This dose is the sum of the three components

measured.

§4»3«2 DT Proton Recoil Dose

Fig. 2s-. 10 shows the relative doses for the 2 in. and 6 in.
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collimated beams of DT neutrons. The curves show similar effects to

the DD curves. Once again the minor axis dose is greater than the major

axis dose at the front of the phantom, decreasing towards the back. The

maximum difference is less than 101o.

There has been no theory published for 14 Mev multiple collision

depth dose curves. The DT measurements were compared therefore with

Snyder's 10 Mev values. The comparison is shown in Fig. 4.11. The

dose distribution can again be approximated to exponential curves. The

relaxation lengths are 13»5 cm for the 2 in. beam and 16 cm for the 6 in.

beam. When the kinetic energy deposited by the proton recoils for the

6 in. beam was calculated and allowance was made for the extrapolation

to infinite depth, the energy was found to be 6.1 Mev. Randolph's

theory (1957) on the kerma of 14*1 Mev neutrons, in which he considered

both elastic and inelastic scattering, stated that 69»5^° 'th® total

dose in tissue liquid was due to the hydrogen present. Since the

present measurements indicated that the average proton energy and hence

spectrum chape of the incident neutrons did not change appreciably with

depth it can be assumed that the maximum proton recoil contribution to

the total dose would not exceed 69.dp throughout the phantom. The

kinetic energy released due to proton recoils was deduced from

Randolph's calculations to be less than or equal to 9*8 Mev.

The surface dose for the DT 6 in. beam is 6.4 x 10 9 rads per

—2
n cm which is 1.38 times the first collision dose calculated by

Randolph. Snyder does not extend his calculations to 14 'Mev but, in



HBS 63 the ratio of multiple collision dose to first collision dose is

fairly constant above 2 Mev and the 10 Mev ratio is equal to the 2.5 I.Iev

ratio. This is also true for this report where the ratio is virtually

the same for both the DD and DT neutrons.

Snyder's curve for 10 Kev neutrons provides an upper limit to the

dose due to 14 Mev neutrons. Blosser and Freestone (19°3) measured the

total dose using an ethylene filled ionisation chamber at various depths

in a sphere filled with water. According to Randolph's theory (1557)

for 14 Mev neutrons interacting with water, the total dose is 1.08 times

that for tissue liquid. For comparison with the present report Blosser

and Freestones' results have been corrected to give the dose due to the

hydrogen present in tissue by multiplying by O.64. The kinetic energy

of the incident deposited by the proton recoil reaction was calculated

to be 6.0 Mev which agrees favourably with the 6.1 Mev calculated above.

The shape of the dose curve, however, bears no resemblance to the 2 in.

and o in. beam curves, also the surface dose is only 3*8 x 10 rads per

n cm which is less than the kerma predicted by Randolph. The discre¬

pancy remains unresolved and it must be assumed that the rffi 102 phosphor

technique which has proved successful for Pu-3e and DD neutrons will also

provide the DT recoil proton dose.

§4®4 Dose Equivalent for Proton Recoils

The method used to calculate the dose equivalent for proton recoils,

detailed in §3*7j required a knowledge of the quality factor which could

be approximated by the linear relation



QF = 0.8 + 0.16 L

where L' was the dose average LET.

In §3.7.1 L for Pu-Be neutrons was determined by plotting a graph of the

dose per unit LET interval (D, ) against the LET, (L) and computing L fromii

the equation.

I» CO
i L » • Q-u

J
L = LET = —

f OO

j . dL
jo L

It was found, however, that L calculated in this way agreed within a few

perecent of the average LET calculated by dividing the total energy

deposited in the detector by the number of protons depositing the energy,

and then further dividing this avorago proton energy by the corresponding

range in water.

Since this second method is very much simpler to use than the first,

the dose average LET was first calculated by the two methods at four

positions in the phantom for each of the 2 in. and 6 in. DD and DT neutron

beams. The two LET values obtained for each position were found to be

in agreement with each other to within ± 3/^» It was therefore concluded

that the dose average LET for radiation protection purposes could be calcu¬

lated at each point of interest by the second simple averaging procedure.

The LET values determine the quality factor and hence the proton recoil

dose equivalent.
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§4.4.1 Quality Factors

The quality factor for the DD source shall be considered first.

The average proton energy was found to remain constant with depth in

the tissue-equivalent liquid to 20 cm, beyond which it slowly decreased.

This was true for both the 6 in. and 2 in. beams. Within the experi¬

mental limit it was the sane for both beams, 0.93 - 0.01 Mev, which

corresponded to an average LET of 47*0 kev/iu of water and a quality

factor of 8<>32. Beyond 20 cm the average proton energy decreased

slowly, giving a maximum quality factor at 30 of 8.7* This decrease

in average energy is in agreement with Field (1965) who suggests that

the neutron spectrum shape for an incident monoenergetic beam slowly

softens at depth in the phantom due to scattering of the neutrons. A
«* CO

typical graph of EL as a fraction of the total dose ( j D„ dl) plotted' h
JO u

against the LET is shown in Fig. 4*12 for DD and DT neutrons. The area-

under both curves is unity. The experimental quality factor 8.32 is in

excellent agreement with the proton recoil quality factor 8.20 calculated

from Snyder's data in KBS 63 for 2.5 Mev neutrons.
i

Rossi (1955(b)) has published data on the dose as a function of LET

for 3 Mev DD neutrons using his tissue-equivalent spherical proportional

counter. The quality factor calculated from this data is 8.06 which

should be compared with the value of 7»o4 for 3 Mev neutrons taken from

Randolph (1964). The quality factor should be lower than the quality

factor for 2.5 Mev neutrons, and from interpolation of the quality-

factors in KBS 63 it was calculated to be 7*8 ± 0.2. The experimental



4.13 Tlie Quality Pactor for DP Neutrons as a
Punction of Depth in the Phantom.
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quality factors from the present report and from Rossi's data can there¬

fore be assumed to agree.

The quality factor was calculated in the same way for the DT beams.

The average proton energy did not remain constant but gradually decreased

with increasing depth in the phantom for both the 2 in. and 6 in. beams.

The calculated quality factor as a function of depth in the phantom could

be fitted to a straight line equation in each case. Rig. 4»13 shows the

quality factor values. Neutrons from the 6 in. beam, due to a larger

percentage of scattered neutrons, have a softer spectrum than the

neutrons from the 2 in. beam and therefore have a higher quality factor.

This was also seen to be true for Pu-3e neutrons but the effect was not

so marked for DD neutrons where the 6 in. beam energy was only just mar¬

ginally lower than the 2 in. beam energy.

The average proton energy at the surface of the phantom was

4.52 ± 0.04 Mev for the 2 in. beam and 4«05 ± 0.04 Mev for the 6 in. beam.

The magnitude for the 6 in. beam was therefore 10?a less than that for the

2 in. beam. The quality factors for the beams as a function of depth

could be approximated by the equations

QF = 0.014X •+ 3.29 for the 2 in. beam, and

QF = 0.020X + 3.52 for the 6 in. beam

where X was the depth in tissue.

The maximum variation in the quality factor in the phantom was for

the 6 in. beam where it rose from 3»52 to 4*12 which represented an in¬

crease of 17/o. The corresponding increase for the 2 in. beam was less
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than 13/o. Bateman et al (1961) found values of L from KBE measurements

for several neutron energies and extrapolated to 14 Mev' to obtain a value

of L equal to 20 kev/p which corresponds to a quality factor of 4«

Conger et al (1958) calculated L for protons to be 16 kev/p, with a

quality factor of 3»3^. This was later modified by Randolph (1964)»

using the stopping power of protons given by Keufeld and Snyder (1961),

to give L equal to 23 kev/ju and QF equal to 4*8. Since the stopping

power values of Neufeld and Snyder have not yet been verified experi¬

mentally, this value for L may be over-estimated. Then the quality

factors for protons in NBS 63 were extrapolated to 14 Mev the quality

factor was found to be 3«S ± 0.3« This must, however, be considered only

as a rought estimate due to the lack of sufficient data.

A survey of the literature has not produced evidence of any direct

attempt to measure or estiiaate the quality factor of proton recoils pro¬

duced by 14 Mev neutrons. The quality factors quoted above were inferred

from the energy average LET values published by the various authors who

were interested primarily in LET values for SBE measurements. The

accuracy of the quality factors determined experimentally for 14 Mev

neutrons cannot, therefore, be compared directly with any published evi¬

dence. Indirect calculations indicate that they are of the correct order

of magnitude.

It is concluded that when the quality factors for the 6 in. beams are

determined experimentally they agree with the theoretical predictions of

Snyder. Further, the error in assuming that the quality factor remains
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constant with depth is less than 5"the worst position which is at

the back of the phantom. The average error will therefore be consider¬

ably lower. The simplicity of operation and relative compactness of

the HE 102 Bragg-G-rey detector compared to Rossi's 4 in. diameter counter

and the associated complex analysis of the pulse heights, suggests that

the HE 102 technique is more suitable for general use, although both

methods give the same results. The phosphor, for example, could be

used to determine the LET at various depths in a rat, whereas the pro¬

portional counter dimensions set a limitation on its usefulness.

§4.4*2 Dose in Berns

The dose equivalent of the proton recoils for the 2 in. and 6 in.

DD beams, calculated from the absorbed dose and the quality factor 8.32,

are compared "with Snyder's theoretical dose equivalent from KBS 63 in

Fig. 4.14. Since the quality factor 8.20 from Snyder's data was almost

the same as that determined in this report Fig. 4.14 is essentially the

same as Fig. 4.8 with the ordinate multiplied by 8.32 and expressed in

rems instead of rads.

The 1H(n, y) 2D events contribute a maximum of 1.4/6 to the total rem

dose for the three components, and the 14N(n, p) 14C contribution is less

than 1 /3/6. Theoretically Snyder calculated a maximum of j/a for the

1H(n, y) 2D reaction and 2cfo for the 14I\i(n, p) 14 C reaction. The sum of

the dose equivalents for the three components, is therefore, approxi¬

mately the same as shown in Fig. 4.14 for the proton recoils alone.

Fig. 4.15 shows the dose equivalent of the proton recoils for the
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2 in. and 6 in. DT beams. The absorbed dose at depth was multiplied

by the appropriate quality factor for that position determined from

Fig. 4.13. Since the contribution to the total rem dose of the three

components was again < l/3/o for the 14N(n, p) 14C reaction, and < 1.2%

for the 1H(n, y) 2D reaction, Fig. 4»15 is essentially the total rem dose

of the components.

§4.4«3 Quality Factor for the Total Dose

Quality factors for the total dose, which includes contributions

from all types of reactions, e.g. the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen recoils

which have been neglected in the present report, can be found in NBS 63

for neutrons up to 10 Mev energy. No value, however, is recommended for

14 Mev neutrons. It'is the purposes of this section to suggest a

possible value. The 14 Mev case is complicated by the fact that there

are 17 nuclear reactions contributing to the LET distribution. The first

collision dose can be divided into the 69.5^ contribution from recoil

protons, and the 3C»5/<> produced by all other ionising products.

Randolph (1964) calculated that the energy average LET for recoil protons

was 23 kev/b and for heavy ions it was 3^2 kev/p. The over-all energy

average LET was therefore 128 kev/ju. The equation used to determine

the recoil proton quality factors

QF = 0.8 + 0.16 L

is, however, only valid up to 100 kev/^ of water (Report of the R.3.E.

Committee 19o3>« It is postulated therefore, that the following method

may provide a satisfactory estimate of the quality factor for the total
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dose due to 14 Mev neutrons.

When the fraction of the total recoil first collision dose due to

recoil protons was calculated from ISS 85? for neutron energies up to

10 Mev, it was found to be equal, to within a few percent, to the

corresponding fraction of the total recoil absorbed dose in the phantom

calculated from Snyder's data. The quality factor for the total recoil

dose (neglecting the 14N(n, p) 14C and1n(n, y) 2D contributions) can

therefore be calculated by weighting the quality factors for the recoil

protons and the heavy recoils by their percentage of the total recoil

first collision dose. For example, in the case of the 2.5 Mev neutrons,

93)5 of the dose is due to recoil protons with a quality factor of 8.2,

and 7), Is due to heavy ion recoils with a quality factor of 20. The

weighted quality factor is therefore 9«0. This can be compared with

the value 8.0 quoted in NBS 63» The difference is due to neglecting

the 1H(n, y) 2D contribution which is quite an appreciable fraction of

the dose at 2.5 Mev. When the calculation is applied to 10 Mev
1 / \ 2

neutrons, however, where the H(n, y) D dose is becoming insignificant,

the quality factor obtained is 6.9 which compares very favourably with

6.5 from MBS 63* The agreement should be even better at 14 Mev.

Since the quality factors for the proton recoils obtained experimentally

using the KE 102 phosphor, have agreed with the MBS 63 quality factors

for the Pu-3e and DD sources, the 6 in. beam DT quality factor 3*52 shall

also be assumed to be correct. The quality factor for the total dose

can therefore be calculated to be 8<>5«
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It is concluded that for broad beam irradiation the quality factors

in K3S 63 should be applied to the total absorbed dose to obtain the

total dose equivalent in rems. further it is suggested that the

quality factor for 14 Kev neutrons should be 8.5 on the assumption that

the quality factor for the recoil protons, at the surface of the

phantom, obtained in this report is correct.
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'CHAPTER FIVE

THE LET DISTRIBUTION OF THE RECOIL PROTON DOSE
|
I ->

v5•1 Introduction

The LET concept was discussed in some detail in §3«7> and in

§3.7.1 a mean LET suitable for determining the quality factor to be

used in radiation protection was calculated. The absorbed dose is a

measure of the total energy imparted by ionising particles to unit

mass of the irradiated material. Since the biological effect for a

given absorbed dose depends on the type of radiation used, a more

explicit description of the radiation quality is required for radio¬

biological and radiochemical experiments. This is achieved by deter¬

mining the dose as a function of the linear energy transfer, LET, and

expressing it as the fraction of the total dose deposited in different

LET intervals. In some radiobiological experiments which depend on a

particle traversing a particular structure, the emphasis is' on the distri¬

bution of track length with respect to LET. The present discussions

shall be confined to the former distribution.

In §3.7*1 the dose uer unit LET internal, DT, was plotted against
ij

the LET, L. ' These graphs were produced on the assumption that the LET

could be approximated to E/R, where E was the observed energy of the

recoil proton with corresponding range R in water. While this approxi¬

mation was adequate for the determination of the mean LET to be used in

the quality factor calculation, it will not give the true distribution

of dose with respect to LET* The latter requires the fractional
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distribution of the dose with LET for each recoil ion to be integrated

over the complete recoil particle spectrum and weighted to provide the

fractional distribution for all the ions. The LET in this case must be

defined exactly as the specific energy loss dE/dx.

The comparison between the two absorbed dose distributions can be

illustrated more clearly by consideration of the principles involved.

The LET for a 1 Mev proton, for example, defined as Lr = S/R is 46.5

lcev/fJ, whereas the LET defined as L^ = dE/dx is 27.3 kev//J. This is not
an anomaly however, since it is well known that the specific energy loss

of a particle increases towards the end of its track and then falls to

zero when the particle is stopped. The LET, L quoted is the value of

dS/dx at the maximum range but as the proton slows down it will have a

distribution of dS/dx's. It can readily be shown that the mean clE/dx is

equal to E/R,
C 3
I L dx

E r- JO x
i.e. nr - - - Lx = —

j dx
J 0

Thus the 1 Mev proton should have a distribution of energy deposited with

LET, L^, or, as in the approximation of §3*7*"»> it can be represented as
depositing all its energy S at a mean LET, Lr• The distribution of dose,

D„, as a function of LET, Lr, in §3»7«1 is clearly seen to be the distri-
Jj

button of dose as a function of the mean dE/dx. That is to say the graph

(Pig. 3.11) is a plot of the absorbed dose per unit interval of LET, L ,

against the LET, L^. The distribution to be discussed in this section,
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which is of interest in radiobiological experiments, is the absorbed dose

per unit interval of LET, L , against the LET, L . The fraction of the

total dose is simply obtained by dividing the ordinate by the total dose.

It is obvious from this discussion that the lowest value of L must
x

always be greater than the lowest L . This is why the distribution as

a function of L over-estimates the theoretical peak position (§3»7«1).
The theoretical treatment of Boag (1954), and Snyder (196k), shall

be compared with the experimental data of Rossi (1955)» and with this

report.

§5.2 Theoretical Treatment of the Distribution of Dose in LET

Boag (1954) computed the LET distribution of protons liberated in

water by neutrons for two extreme irradiation conditions. When the

dimensions of the irradiated material are small compared to the mean free

path of the neutrons in it, each neutron may be assumed to collide only

once producing recoil protons which are stopped in the material. On the

other hand, when the neutron mean free path in the material is small

compared to the sample size multiple collisions may occur. This situ¬

ation was approximated to by considering an infinite medium containing a

uniformly distributed fast neutron source. The LET was calculated from

the equation

L(E) = In (31.2E) (5.1)

where E is in Mev and the LET is in kev/u.

When the incident neutron energy is Eo, the recoil protons take any
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energy e "between zero and Eo with equal probability, provided only first

collisions take place. ■ Each proton with an energy greater than

€ + d£ will have to traverse the energy range e + de to f in coming to

rest. Prom this, and the knowledge that the average energy dissipated

per collision is Eo/2, Boag calculated the first collision distribution

function <£s of the LET of protons produced in water by monoenergetic

neutrons to be

fr[L(«)3 .Ulll-e/V>] (5.2)
7.93 Eo[ln(31.2 «) - 1]

The distribution function for the multiple collision case when aM

monoenergetic source is uniformly distributed in an infinite medium was

calculated in the same way. The essential difference is that all of the

energy Eo is now dissipatedo The function was found to be

$ [L(0] =. g8 (5.3)1,1 7o93 So[ln(31.2 €) - 1]

Finally the first collision distribution function ^ for an incident
beam of mixed energies was found to be

-*[/*/* «"] t (5.4)
e e

where S = neutron energy in Mev,

K = normalising constant,

ct(e) = neutron elastic collision cross-section,

F(E) = energy distribution of incident neutrons,

, de
ana

7.93tln(31.2 e) - 1]
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Boag considered only the dose distribution for recoil protons since

they contribute most of the dose (« 70 to 20/b). The distribution for

protons, can however, be very different from the distribution for the

total dose when the 14N(n, p) 14C and 1K(n, y) 3D reactions and also heavy

recoils are included. At low neutron energies, say 1 Mev, the thermal

reactions beconie important, while at 14 Mev the recoil proton dose is

only 70/j of the total dose and the heavy recoil contribution is

appreciable. This problem is at present being investigated by Snyder

(19^3, 1964), but due to the extreme complexity of the problem only a

few preliminary results have so far been published. Fortunately some

of these were for 2.5 Mev neutrons.

Snyder employed Monte-Carlo-type techniques to calculate the LET

spectrum of total dose from monoenergetic beams of neutrons incident on

tissue cylinders. The data obtained for a homogeneous cylindrical

phantom, diameter 30 cm and height 60 cm, assumed to have the standard

man composition, can be compared with the data from this report. The

theory includes the 14N(n, p) 14 C and XH(n, y) 2D reactions, and heavy

recoils. The anisotropy of angular scattering is allowed for, but

inelastic scattering is not included. The histories of 10,000 neutrons

incident on the curved surface of the phantom parallel to a diameter

were followed through the phantom which had been divided into 150 regions.

The total dose was averaged over each region and then sub-divided into

doses delivered in various ranges of LET. The formulas used for this

analysis can be found in the report by Snyder (19^3) which also includes
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a. graph of the LET againstiparticle energy for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen

and oxygen recoils. This graph shows that the heavy recoils contribute

to the dose over a very wide range of LET.

Snyder's (1964) histograms of the distribution of the total dose

with LET for 2.5 Lev neutrons can be modified to allow direct comparison

with the LET distribution for the recoil protons from elastic collisions

obtained from this report. This can be seen from consideration of the

processes which contribute to the dose. The recoil protons from

elastic collisions can have any energy from 0 to 2.5 Mev which covers

the LET interval from 15 kev//i. The heavy recoils, which have energies

less than 1 Mev, can extend to several hundred kev/ju. Proton recoils

from the 14 N reaction have an energy of about 0.6 Mev and LET range of

38 kev/u to 91 kev/uo Finally the gamma rays from the (n, y) reactions

have an LET of about 3 kev/p and do not extend above 10 kev/y. In

Snyder's 1964. report the LET scale is divided into intervals defined by

the points of subdivisions 0, 3«5> 7> 15» 25, 35> 50, 62.5> 75> 87»5>

100 and 200 kev/y. If the contribution to the total LET dose below 7

lcev/y and above 100 kev/|i is neglected, the portion of the dose left is

essentially due to the recoil protons. A'correction must still be

applied, however, for the small percentage of the dose due to the

14N(n, p) 14 C protons and the heavy recoil contributions below 100 kev/y.

§5.3 Comparisons of the Experimental Techniques

A method of experimentally determining the LET spectrum of dose,

developed by Rossi and Rosenzweig (1955(a))> was discussed in §1.7*
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The detector was a spherical proportional counter with tissue-

equivalent plastic walls and filled with tissue-equivalent counting gas

at low pressure. Pulses produced by the counter were analysed according

to their height and the dose, D(L) dL, delivered per interval of LET,

aL, was calculated form a formula in which the pulse height spectrum

was differential with respect to pulse height. The dose distributions

obtained experimentally (Rossi and Rosenzweig, 1955(b)) for Pu-Be, Po-3

and 3 Mev neutrons did not agree exactly with Boag's calculations.

This was partly due to the impossibility of simulating the theoretical

concept of the LET of a particle at a point, and partly due to the

contribution from heavy recoils measured experimentally but not included

in Boag's theory. If the sample of the track observed experimentally

is small there will be large variations in the LET from particles of

equal energy due to the discontinuous nature of the collision process.

P/hen the sample size is increased the ionising particle may lose so much

energy that it can no longer be assumed to have a single LET. The LET

spectrum actually present in tissue of equivalent dimensions, which will

never quite agree with Boag's theory.

This technique is the only method to be found in the literature.

All of the work reported by Rossi and Rosenzweig has been biased towards

determining the first collision dose, and hence the distribution of dose

with LET for direct comparison with the theory of Boag. This is

partially due to the jjhysical dimensions of the proportional counter which

restrict its use for determining the multiple collision dose at depth in
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a phantom.

The EE 102 detector used in this report is not large and it is

suggested that the LET spectrum for the recoil proton dose can be deter¬

mined from the experimental dose measurements. The spectra so obtained

will not agree exactly with Boag's theoretical predictions but will

provide a picture which is representative of the events that would

actually take place in tissue. '7h.il e Rossi's distributions will

resemble Boag's first collision dose treatment, the KE 102 detector

measurements must resemble the multiple collision dose analysis.

Due to the multiple collisions the recoil proton spectra, as a

function of energy, do not assume rectangular distributions but are

greatly enhanced at low proton energies. Wall ana end effects in the

phosphor also increase the number of low energy protons at the expense

of the high energy protons. This will therefore lower the peak of the

dose distribution as a function of LET compared to Boag's first

collision treatment. The proton dose distribution as a function of LET

can be calculated directly from the experimental data already used to

determine the absorbed dose at depth in tissue. The technique of

determining the latter was described in Chapter 3« Proton recoil

spectra, measured at various depths in the tissue-equivalent phantom

| using a Laben multi-channel height analyser, were corrected for the

energy response of the phosphor and heavy recoils using Appendix (2).
From the applied corrections the true number of recoil protons per

channel, for each channel, were obtained. The proton dose LET spectrum
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can now be determined for monoenergetic neutrons by modifying Boag's first

collision dose theory. Each proton whose energy, determined by the

phosphor, exceeds e + de must traverse the energy range f + df to f in

coming to rest. The, proportion of the total energy dissipated is there¬

fore de/Ep where Ep is the average proton energy which has already been

calculated for the neutron sources involved in this report in order to

determine the quality factor. For example, for DD neutrons it was 0.93

Mev. When there are N protons with energy greater than e + de the

proportion is Nde/Ep and if these N protons represent the fraction, F,

of the total number of protons, then the recoil proton distribution

functions using the EE 102 phosphor, ,q2> Gan obtained from the
j1 relation

Lfe • ii] a = *(L)t= 102 " aL- (5'5)
This is similar to Boag's formulation for the first collision dose

j 2_ . N/ n d£ ||_ Eo K J dL J

where the fraction of recoil protons above energy E is N(c), and Eo is

the incident neutron energy.

Thus by equating (5«5) and (5»6)

^NE 102 = I'* W) ^L)s '

:
N(e) 4r i dL = <£(L) .d1 (5-6)

f-r \
. lJ J'2

N(e;
Appendix (3) which is a computer programme designed to operate on an

I.B.Mo 1620 computer. The programme will provide Boag's distribution



functions for monoenergetic neutrons defined by equations (5*2) and

(5.3), as well as the factor •

The recoil proton distribution function can therefore be obtained

from equation (5»7) for any monoenergetic neutron source at any point

in the phantom. Boag's theory for fast neutron beams of mixed energies

has not been modified to suit the KE 102 detector measurements for the

Pu-Be source. This is due to lack of knowledge of F(E), the energy

distribution of incident neutrons, in equation (5«4). Rossi and

Rosenzweig (1955(h)) calculated from equation (5*4) for Pu-3e

neutrons using the data of Perlman (194-0 ^or ^(E). Since the latter

report has not yet been obtained at Chaoelcross, the Pu-Be data could
J

not be analysed.

The proton recoil dose distribution as a function of LET was there¬

fore calculated from equation (5«7) for the DD and DT neutron beams and

compared with theory.

§5.4- The Experimental Distribution of Dose Using the ME 102 Detector

§5»4- (a) For DD Neutrons

The fraction of the absorbed dose per unit interval of LET,

$(L)jjg ^Q2' was calculated for the 2 in. and 6 in. beams traversing the
major and minor axes of the phantom. The average recoil proton energy

(§4-. 4« 1) was 0.93 - 0.01 Mev up to 20 cm depth in the phantom, beyond

which it gradually decreased. When the values obtained for <£(1).,^ ^^

for the major and minor axes of both beams were compared, they were found

to be independent of the axes. It was also seen that the dose
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5.1 LSI Distribution of Absorbed Energy for DD
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distribution curve was essentially the same for both the 2 in. and 6 in.

beams when determined at the same point. The two curves could not be

separated statistically, but the 6 in. beam distribution was consistenly

2/o higher in the peak. This is due to the 6 in. beam recoil proton

energy being slighly lower than the average 0.93 Mev. The discussion

shall now be restricted to the 2 in. beam major axis dose calculations.

The variation of the distribution shape with depth in tissue is

illustrated in Fig. 5»-1 • At the back of the phantom, where the average

recoil proton energy decreased to C.86 Mev, the peak value of the distri¬

bution (<£(l) ✓no) 4Lso decreased and moved towards a higher LET. 7/henJNiii i\jc.

the magnitude and position of the peak values were extrapolated back to

0 cm depth in the tissue the peak was found to be at 21.5 - 0.5 kev//J

with a magnitude of (2.4 ± 0.1) x 10-2. At 28 cm depth in the tissue-

equivalent phantom, the corresponding values were 23»0 ±0.5 kev/n and

(2.2 ± 0.1) X 10"8. This is to be expected since at the back of the

phantom the neutron spectrum shape will be softer than the original

incident neutron spectrum. From Boag's data it can be seen that as the
dec r««-s<ay

incident neutron energy decreases the peak magnitude/and moves towards a

higher LET. The exact neutron spectrum shape in the phantom is, how¬

ever, unknown and the experimental data must be analysed on the basis of

a monoenergetic beam. Since the average recoil proton energy has only

changed from 0.93 Mev to 0.86 Mev, a decrease of 8/u, this assumption

should not introduce too large an error in the experimental values of

^'(l)nE 102 ^°r Pr0"t°ns -*-n "tissue. The result is to over-estimate the



Dig. 5.2 Comparison of the Measured LET Distribution of
Absorbed Energy with Boag's Theoretical Curves,
for 2.5 MeV Neutrons.
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magnitude of the distribution functions.

The experimental distribution of dose with LET is compared with the

first collision dose and "multiple collision" dose theories of Boag in

Pig. 5*2. The experimental distribution was measured at 2 cm depth in

the phantom but due to the slow variation in the shape of the distri¬

bution fuction with depth it can be assumed to provide a measure of the

distribution immediately below the phantom surface. The curve -was

found to lie between the two extremes predicted by Boag. Table 5*1

summarises the data obtained for <£s , <&n , and $> defined by
rati i u

equations (5.2), (5*3)> and (5.7) respectively.

Table 5.1

The Magnitude and Position of the Peak of the Dose Distribution

Distribution
Function

Parameter
<£s (Boag) <tfn (Boag) 102 (ExPerimental)

Magnitude 0.0324 0.0209 0.0240 ± 0.0010

Position 19«5 kev//i 21.5 kev//i 21.5 t 0.5 kev/n

The experimental distribution peak position is therefore seen to

agree with the value predicted by Boag for the'simulated multiple

collision case, and the magnitude lies between the extreme conditions

represented by the two theories. The variation between 3oag's theories,

and the experimental distribution at any depth can easily be found by



?±g. 5*4 1ST Distribution of Absorbed Energy for DT
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comparing Fig. 5«"! and 5»2. It is of interest to estimate the average

energy of the neutron beam at the back of the phantom. At 28 cm the

LSI peak occured at 23 kev/p. This is the position of the peak expected

for an incident monoenergetic beam of energy 2.30 Mev. It is therefore

postulated that the average energy of the neutron spectrum at the back of

the phantom is 2.3 ± 0.1 Hev.

§5*4- (b) For DT Neutrons

The major and minor axes values of 0(L)^ <\q2 were &Ea^-n found to
agree. The 2 in. and 6 in. beam distribution functions, however, were

quite different when determined at the same point. This is due to the

difference in the average recoil proton energy which indicates a differ¬

ence in the neutron spectrum. It was shown in §4.4.1 that the average

proton energy varied with depth in tissue and als'o with the beam size.

The energy can be represented by the equations

Ep = 4*52 - 0.023 x for the 2 in. beam,

and Ep , = 4*05 - 0.035 x for the 6 in. beam,

where x is the depth in the phantom.

The variation of the distribution curve with depth in tissue is

shown in Fig. 5*3 for the 2 in. beam, and in Fig. '5»4 for the 6 in. beam.

It can be seen that the shape changes appreciably with the depth in

tissue in both cases. For the 2 in. beam, at 2 cm the peak magnitude

is 0.0720, while at 26 cm it is only 0.0594« The difference between

0 cm and 30 cm position will be even greater (k 25%), The position of
*

the peak also changes, at 2 cm it is 5*75 kev/h, whereas at 26 cm it is
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6.25 kev/h. Similarly, from Fig. 5«4 the magnitude of 6 in. beam distri¬

bution peak changes from 0.0634 at 2 cm to 0.0417 at 24.5 cm> with a

corresponding change in position of 6.10 kev//J to 7*80 kev/h.

The magnitude of the peak was plotted against the proton energy for

both beams (Fig. 5«5)« It was possible to draw a straight line through
"s

the points to find the magnitude for a proton of energy 4.52 Mev. This

is the value to be compared with theory since it corresponds to the

position of minimum scatter of the incident beam. It vi&s found to be

0.073 - 0.001 and is compared with the theoretical values in Table 5»2.

Table 5.2

The Magnitude and Position of the Peak of the Dose Distribution

r

Distribution
Function

Parameter
4>s (Boag) <pm (Boag) ^KE 102 (ExPerimental)

Magnitude 0,1133 0.0719 0.0730 ± 0.0010

Position 4,95 kev/u 5.5 kev/h 5.7 ± 0.2 k'ev/fi

The experimental value again lies between the two theoretical

extremes. The position of the peak, however, is greater than that

predicted for the "multi-collision case". This is due to scatter of

the neutrons in the collimator. The beam which actually strikes the

phantom has a lower average neutron energy than the initial 14 Mev.

By considering Boag's multiple collision theory it would,appear that



5.6 Comparison of the Measured 1ST Distribution of
.Absorbed Energy with Boag's Theoretical Curves,
for 14.1 MeV Neutrons.
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5-7 Comparison of the Measured LET Distribution of
Absorbed Energy with Snyder's Histograms, for
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2.5 MeV Neutrons.
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the average incident neutron energy for the 2 in. "beam is 13«h ±0.5

| Mev, and for the 6 in. beam it is 12.3 ± 0.5 Mev. The 2 in. beam 2 cm
dose distribution is compared with theory in Fig. 5.6.

It can be concluded that the IiE 102 phosphor technique will allow

the recoil proton distribution of dose as a function of LET to be

measured at any point in the phantom. The position of the peak on the

surface of the phantom corresponds to the position determined by Boag's

multiple collision theory, and the magnitude lies between the two extreme

theories. At depth in the phantom when the average proton energy is
\

decreasing due to the neutron spectrum becoming softer, the magnitude of

the peak decreases and the curve broadens, with an increase in the value

of 0(h) at high LET values. The peak position also moves to higher LET

values.

§5*5 Comparison of the KB 102 Measurements with Snyder's Calculations

Snyder's data (OUNL - 3697) was modified by the method' suggested in

§5.2. The fraction of the dose as a function of LET was determined be-
J -

tween the limits of 7 kev/h to 100 kev/n for the three positions given

in the report. The dose was actually calculated for segments in the

phantom and not unique positions. These segments, which shall be called

a, b, and c, extended over 0 cm to 3 cm, 12 cm to 15 om, and 27 cm to

30 cm respectively, on the top surface of the phantom. The distri¬

bution, denoted by $(k)gn ^er> ^-s shown in Fig. 5*7 for segments a, b,
and c.

It can be seen that the distribution changes shape drastically with
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the depth in the phantom. Some of the dose is due to recoil protons

from the l4N(n, p) 14C reaction. Calculations indicate, however, that

this contribution is never more than 3/° of the total dose. Also, the

distribution of the dose with LET for these protons, which have an energy

of x 0.6 Kev, is fairly even. It can be concluded that their contri¬

bution does not appreciably affect the recoil proton (from elastic

collisions) distribution. A second contamination is the fraction of

the heavy recoil dose which lies below 100 kev//i. In MBS 63 the heavy

recoil dose is approximately 7*5$ of the total recoil dose at all points

in the phantom. For segments a, b, and c the percentage of the total

recoil dose due to heavy recoils with LET greater than 100 kev/p, is

3.3, 5*6 and 1.1/5 respectively, which could imply that 4.2, 1.9> and

6.4/0 of the total dose below 100 kev/p is due to heavy recoils. If

this is true, the effect would be to increase <£(L) at high LET at the

expense of <£(L) at low LET since the total area under the distribution

must be unity. This would not be sufficiently large to account for the

changes shown in Fig. 5«7.

Quality factors determined for the total dose in each of the three

segments are compared with the corresponding quality factors from IBS 63

in Table 5«3.
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Table 5.3

Comparison of Quality Factors for the Total Dose

, ORI-IL - 3697 NBS 63

Segment Quality Factor Depth in
Tissue Quality Factor

a

b

c

7.0

6.9

7.3

1.5 cm

13.5 cm

28.5 cm

8.0

6.2

3.5

Due to the large statistical errors in the data from the histograms

in'ORNL 3°97> an uncertainty of ± 0.5 should be allocated to the calcu¬

lated quality factors. From Table 5*3 the quality factors from

OKNL - 3697 remain almost constant while those from NBS 63 change

appreciably with depth. The large decrease in the quality factors

from I-IBS 63 is due to the increasing importance of the 1H(n, y) 3D
contribution to the total dose, which varies from 1C£o at the front of

the phantom to 7O'/o at the back. 7/hen the data of ORNL - 3697 is modi¬

fied to have the same percentage contribution to the total dose from

gamma rays, as in NBS 63, the quality factor for segment c becomes 3«5

which is in agreement with the NBS 63 value. The uncertainties in the

data from ORKL - 3697 are at present very large,, since the computer

programme is still in the preliminary stage. The only conclusions which

can be reached regarding the histograms published so far is that the
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Monte Carlo technique used to determine the gamma distribution under¬

estimates the gamma contribution to the total dose.

The distribution of the dose with LET between the limits 7«0 kev/^

to 100 kev/p, for a, b, and c, are compared with the distributions

obtained using the HE 102 phosphor at equivalent positions. There is

seen to be reasonable agreement at the front of the phantom, Fig. 5.7(a),

but at the mid-point and back of the phantom, the agreement is very

poor (Figs. 5*7 (b) and 5»7 (c))» The theory predicts a much larger

change in magnitude and position of the peak than was actually found

with the phosphor. It implies that the average energy of the neutron

beam is rapidly decreasing. This is contrary to the findings of this

report, and the work of Field et al (19&5). It must be concluded,

therefore, that.the theoretical predictions of dose distribution with

LET at depth in a phantom, from OREL - 3^97> are incorrect.



CHAPTER SIX

THERMAL NEUTRON DEPTH DOSS DEPENDENCE ON BEAM ADD PHANTOM SIZE

§6.1 Introduction

The investigation of the thermal, neutron dose at depth in a phantom

from thermal neutrons produced by the moderation of Pu-Be, DD and DT

fast neutrons, was extended in an attempt to find a relation between the
I v

dose and the phantom size for different collimated beams. It has

already been shown that the thermal dose is much more dependent on the

scattering of the incident beam than is the recoil proton dose. Hence

the thermal dose can be expected to vary according to the phantom size

and the collimated beam of neutrons. Since the thermal dose due to the

14N(n, p) 14C or lH(n, y) 3D reaction is directly proportional to the

thermal neutron flux density, only the thermal flux need be considered.
V

It was observed during the course of the experiments that most of the

effects were common to both the Pu-Be source and the monoenergetic

sources. lYliere this is so, detailed investigations were confined to

the Pu-Be source, any relevant data for the DD and DT sources being

obtained when required.

§6.2 Variation of East Neutron Flux with Beam Size

The neutron flux for five collimated beam sizes Was determined

using two slabs of phosphor, one O.65 cm thick and the other 0.05 cm

thick, for the Pu-Be source. The mean value of the fluxes is shown

in Table 6.1
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Table 6.1

Fast I-Ieutron Flux for Assorted Beam Sizes

Collimated Beam
Diameter

Fast ■leutron Flux

Inches 10s n cm 2 sec"1

2 5.56

3 6.72

4 7.13

6* 8.02

*The 6 in. beam is a square beam.

The error in individual flux measurements is ± 4a> but relative to

each other the error is less than 1'Jo.

§6.3 Thermal Neutron Flux due to Assorted Beams of Incident Fast

Neutrons

The thermal neutron flux was measured at various depths in a

rectangular phantom, dimensions 20 cm x 30 cm x 40 cm, with the 4 mm

thick by 4 mm diameter Lil(Su) crystal detector described in §3*2.

The irradiation conditions and techniques used were also described in

Chapter 3» The values of the thermal neutron fluxes quoted below in

Table 6.2 were corrected for flux depression and normalised to unit

incident fast neutron flux using the fluxes in Table 6.1. The

normalised thermal neutron fluxes for fast neutron beams traversing the



Pig. 6.1 Variation of Normalised Thermal Neutron Flux
•with Beam Size for Incident Pu-Be Neutrons.
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major^ axis of the phantom are shown in Fig. 6.1. The magnitude of the

maximum flux for the various beams is recorded in Table 6.2 and the ratio

of this flux to the corresponding flux for the 2 in. beam is compared

with the beam area relative to the 2 in. beam area.

Table 6.2

(1)

Beam
Dia¬

meter.

(2)

Beam Area
Relative
to 2 in.

Beam Area

(3)

Normalised Thermal
Neutron Flux

(4)
Normalised

Thermal
Neutron Flux
Relative to
2 in. Flux

(5)

Ratio of
Column 4

to
Column 2

inches
_L1 ~2 ~1th. n cm sec per
fast n cm 2 sec 1

6* 11.44 25.00 x icf2 6.58 0.58

4 4.00 12.46 x icf2 3.28 0.82

3 2.25 8.05 x 10"* 2.12 0.94

2 1.00 3.30 x 10"2 1.00 1.00

*6 in. beam is a square beam.

Fig. 6.1 shows a small displacement of the peak position at depth

towards the front face of the phantom as the beam diameter is .increased.

The thermal neutron flux peak value lies at 4.0 ±0.1 cm for the 6 in.

beam compared to 4.6 ± 0.1 cm for the 2 in. beam. This represents a

^NoteThe phantoms used in this experiment had rectangular cross-
sections. The "major" axis is defined to be the larger of the two
cross-section axis, and the minor axis is the smaller axis (cf. an
ellipse).



Fig. 6.2 Thermal Neutron Flux from 2 in. Beam Pu-Be
Neutrons for Assorted Phantom Sizes Measured
Along the Major Axis.

Fig. 6.3 Thermal Neutron Flux from 6 in. Beam Pu-Be
Neutrons for Assorted Phantom Sizes Measured
A"1 rvnrr Ma nnr* Ay-I e_
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reduction in the position of the peak by 1 Jfio which indicates that the

average energy of the beam must be decreasing with increasing beam size

due to scattering of the fast neutrons in the collimator (Young 1955)•

The increase in the thermal neutron flux per incident fast neutron
—2 —1

cm sec is due to thermal neutrons produced by the fast neutrons in

the more distant parts of the beam diffusing into the detector from the

sides. Neglecting absorption losses, the ratio of the thermal neutron

flux normalised to one incident fast n cm 2 sec 1 for the various beams

to the corresponding value for the 2 in. beam should be equal to the

respective ratios of the beam areas to the 2 in. beam area. The

observed flux ratios (Table 6.2) are, however, always less than the area

ratios which implies that there is a greater loss of neutrons through the

phantom as the beam area is increased and that absorption losses cannot

be neglected.

§6.4 Effect of Phantom Shape on Thermal Neutron Flux

The investigations were restricted to the 2 in. and 6 in. beams

since they provided the maximum and minimum beam sizes available. The

polythene phantom sizes used were 20 cm x 20 cm x 40 cm, 30 cm x 20 cm x

40 cm and 50 cm x 20 cm x 40 cm, where 40 cm was the height of the

container, 20 cm the minor axis and the major axis was the variable.

The magnitude and position of the normalised thermal neutron fluxes,

for both the 2 in. and 6 in. Pu-Be neutron beams traversing the major

and minor axis of the phantoms, are summarised in Table 6.3* Pig. 6.2

illustrates the variation in the normalised thermal neutron flux when



6.4 Thermal Neutron Flux from 6 in. Beam Pu-Be
Assorted Bnuawom Bases Measured

the Minor Axis.
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the 2 in. beam traverses the major axis of the various phantoms, and

Fig. 6.3 is the corresponding graph for the 6 in. beam. Y/hen the

2 in. beam traverses the minor axis the variation is too small to be

measured accurately, however, the 6 in. beam data is shown in Fig. 6.4»

Table 6.3

Irradiation
Conditions

Phantom Size
cm x cm x cm

Thermal
Neutron

'Flux Peak
Position

cm.

Thermal Neutrons cm"2 sec 1 per

—Q —2.
Incident Fast Neutron cm sec

6 in. beam

along

Major axis

20 X 20 x 40

30 x 20 x 40

50 x 20 x Z,0

4.0 ± 0.1

4.0 ± 0.1

4.0 ± 0.1

24.5 ± 0.2 x 10"2
24.5 ±0.2

24.4 ±0.2

6 in. beam

along
Minor axis

20 x 20 x 40

30 x 20 x 4-0

50 x 20 x ij-0

4.0 ± 0.1

4.0 ± 0.1

4.0 ± 0.1

24.8 ± 0.2

25.5 ± 0.2

26.2 ± 0.2

2 in. beam

along

Major axis

20 x 20 x ZpO

30 x 20 x 40

30 x 20 x 40

4.6 ± 0.1

4.6 ± 0.1

4.6 ± 0.1

3-73 ± 0.03

3.70 ± 0.05

3.75 ± 0.05

2 in. beam

along
Minor axis

20 x 20 x 40

30 x 20 x 40

50 x 20 x 4D

4.6 ± 0.1

4.6 ± 0.1

4.6 ± 0.1

3.75 ± 0.05

3.78 ± 0.05

3.81 ± 0.05

From Table 6.3 and Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 it can be seen that when the

neutron beam traverses the major axis of a phantom, the normalised

thermal neutron flux maximum value is independent of the phantom both

in magnitude and position. The variation in the flux occurs for both
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beams after a depth in tissue of 15 cm after which the flux decreases

according to how much material is present for backscatter, i.e. the

deeper the phantom the longer the flux takes to drop-, to the same level.

Y/hen the beam traverses the minor axis, however, although the peak

position remains constant, the absolute value of the normalised flux

increases with increasing minor axis, i.e. the flux increases as the

phantom width increases. The most noticeable variation is in the 6 in.

beam There the maximum flux for the large <phantom, 50 cm x 20 cm x Z^O cm,

is Qyo higher than for the small 20 cm x 20 cm x 40 cm phantom. The

deviation from the standard man phantom, 30 cm x 20 cm x 40 cm is only

± 3/0 for these two extremes. " The maximum variation in the peak values

for beams traversing the major axis to those traversing the minor axis

is less than 1C£o.

Within the limits of the experiment the position of the peak,
i

4-6 ± 0.1 cm for the 2 in. beam and 4-0 ± 0.1 cm for the 6 in. beam, is

not a function of phantom shape, but depends purely on the beam size and

hence average energy of the incident neutrons.

I §6.5 Determination of Peak Position and Magnitude

A second experiment was designed to check the effects of scattering

on the measured flux. The polythene phantom this time consisted of

small polytliezie tanks, with dimensions 12 in. x 6 in. x 6 in. and

6 in. x 6 in. x 6 in., filled with tissue equivalent liquid. The
""*2 •"!

thermal neutron flux per incident fast neutron cm sec was measured

at depth for both the 2 in. diameter and the 6 in. square beam for three
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irradiation conditions,

(a) the larger phantom (12 in. x 6 in. x 6 in.) was placed such

that the bean was incident on the broad face,

(b) the surface area of tissue exposed to the beam was effectively

doubled by placing a 6 in. x 6 in. x 6 in. container on either

side of the large container, ana

(c) the depth of the phantom was effectively increased by placing

the small containers behind the large container.

This reduced the possibility of error in setting phantoms of

various sizes 6 cm from the shield face. The position of the peak was

first determined to within 0.5 cm, then the thermal neutron flux was

measured at intervals of o.1 cm. The counting time vras sufficient to

give a statistical standard deviation error of less than 1/o in the total

counts.

The data obtained for incident Pu-Be neutrons is summarised in

Table 6.4. Fig. 6»5 illustrates the variation in the thermal neutron

peak magnitude and position for the 6 in. beam. It can be seen from

the graphs for the three conditions that the peak position does not

change with phantom size and remains, within the accuracy of the experi¬

ment, at 4»0 ±0.1 cm depth in the tissue. The magnitude of the peak

value for conditions (a) and (c) is the same, (25.52 ± 0.08) x 10 3
thermal neutrons cm 3 sec 1 per incident fast neutron cm-3 sec 1 but

increases to (26.08 ± 0.08) x 10 3 for condition (b). This is to be

expected from §6.4 since in (b) the phantom width is increased making
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available more material for scatter.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the 2 in. beam irradiations.

The peak value remains at 4.6 ± 0.1 cm and is (3*80 ± 0.04) x 10*"2.
thermal neutrons cm 2 sec 1 per incident fast neutron cm-2 sec 1 for

conditions (a) and (c) and (3.85 ± 0.04) x 10*"2 for condition (b).
Table 6.4

Beam
Size

Depth
in

Tissue

Thermal Neutrons cm 2 sec 1 per
—o ""X

Incident Fast Neutron cm sec

a b c

2 in

4»2 cm

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

3.75 ± 0.04 x ^0~2
3.78
3-77
3.79
3.80
3.77
3.75

3.75 ± 0.04 x 10"2
3.76
3.80
3.83
3.86
3.82
3.76

3.75 ± 0.04 X 10"2
3.78
3.78
3.79
3.80
3.79
3.77

6 in

3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

25.30 ± 0.08 x 10"3
25.45
25.46
25*48
25.63
25-38
25.50
25-49
25.47
25.47

25.84 ± 0.08 X 10"8
25.95
26.00
26.07
26.13
25.99
26.02
25.96
25.94
25.90

25.40 ± 0.08 x 10"*
25.45
25.46
25.48
25.50
25.55
25.54
25.49
25.40
25.40

§6.6 .Two G-roup Theory Determination of Thermal Peak

It has been shown that the position of the thermal neutron flux

maxima occurs much nearer to the .surface of the phantom filled with

tissue-equivalent liquid than predicted by the theory of Snyder and
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Neufeld (1955)• It was suggested that this could he due to the theory

neglecting chemical binding effects at thermal energies.

When two group theory is considered an equation can be derived

relating the thermal flux maximum position with the thermal neutron

diffusion length and the relaxation length L^. This technique has
been described by Block $nd Shon (1962). The principle is that fast

neutrons produce thermal neutrons by interacting with moderating material,

in this case tissue-equivalent liquid, and can be represented in two

group theory by two equations (Syrett, 1958)> '

Dp ^ - Sp = 0 {6>1)

hi7" *S " ZS *S ♦ ^ ° 0 .....(6.2)
Equation (6.1) represents the fast group while equation (6.2) is the

thermal group. The subscripts F and S refer to the fast and thermal

neutrons respectively, 2_ and 2_ are macroscopic removal and
r o

absorption cross-sections respectively, the D's are diffusion constants,
/

and and <£_ are the neutron fluxes. The solution of the equation is
i? O

simplified if the incident flux is incident at X = 0 on a semi-infinite

block of moderator. Also at X = 0 there is assumed to be no thermal

flux. When the boundary conditions are inserted and L^,3 = vv
L„3 = Do/2-, L 3 = the solutions to the equations areb 00 rb o r

^F = ^FO e"X/^P

I
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1 -rfi rf, f Lp Ls T r (e~A//LP - e~X//^S) n ,r X«*
5 = *F0 t — J L 1 . 'j <^>

F S

where <^> is the incident fast neutron flux.
i?vJ

The tissue-equivalent phantom is not infinite, but the dimensions

(30 cm x 20 cm x cm) are large comnared to L_, and L_. is thei? o r

relaxation length of the fast neutrons in tissue which is approximately

10 cm for the Pu-Be, D-D ana D-T sources and has previously been repre¬

sented by (§3*6.1) Lg is the diffusion length of the thermal
neutrons in tissue (2.63 cm) and was previously written as L^.

A second assumption inherent in the boundary conditions was that the

beam was effectively parallel to the X-axis. This is not true for the

6 in. beam but is approached by the 2 in. beam which is well collimated.

Polythene blocks loaded with boron were placed round the sides of the

phantom to make' certain that the flux entered from one direction only.

They did not, however, appear to make any useful contribution to the

depth dose measurements and were therefore not used in the determination

of the thermal dose.

Since L_ > L the second terms of equation (6.4) becomes smallit D

compared to the first and the flux falls off exponentially with a

relaxation length oharacteristic of the incident fast neutron flux.

The position of the maximum thermal flux is found by differentiating

'''Note: This equation is only true for a pure fast neutron source
•uncontaminated with thermal neutrons. When thermal neutrons are

present a term e~V^s must be added.
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equation (6.4.) and setting it equal to zero,

„ ' LRLDlnW fr p.
max = : : •••••

h. - D

This equation shows that the thermal peak.is a function of the fast

neutron energy and also depends on the chemical binding effect of the
1

moderator for thermal neutrons via the diffusion length.

The thermal neutron flux maxima were therefore found for the 2 in.
*

beams of Pu-Be, D-D and D-T neutrons and compared with the maxima position

calculated from equation (6.5). In each case the shield face was covered

with 0.05 cm thick cadmium to remove any source of thermal neutrons.

The data has already been discussed independently for the Pu-Be, and the

D-D and D-T neutrons but for convenience it is collected together in

Table 6.5.

Table 6.5

Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Peak Positions

Fast Neutron
Source

2 in. Beam
Relaxation

Length.
cm

Calculated Thermal
Neutron Peak Position

cm

Experimental Thermal
Neutron Peak Position

cm

D-D 9.2 4.7 4.8 ± 0.1

D-T 13.5 5-4 5.5 ± 0.1

Pu-Be 9.8 4.8 Li.,6 ± 0.1

Thermal Diffusion Length = 2.68 ± 0.05 cm (§7*2)
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The agreement between the experimental and calculated peak positions

is excellent and would suggest that this, is a better method of calcu¬

lating the position of the maximum thermal neutron flux, and hence

l4N(n, p) 14C dose, than Snyder's. The agreement is marginally better

for the monoenergetic beams which could be expected as the proton recoil

dose relation used to calculate the relaxation length is nearer to being

a true exponential. It is rather fortuitous that the calculated and

experimental values for the Pu-Be source show such good agreement.

Over the range of neutron energies of interest X is a slowlymax

varying function and by substituting various values for Lc and it

can be shown to be more dependent on than L^. Even comparing the
•;D-D and Pu-Be relaxation lengths and peak positions, the relaxation

length has increased by about ~f?o for an insignificant increase in Xmax

whereas a change in the diffusion length of ~Ffo produces a corresponding

change in X of ~Wo% Since the diffusion length is known to at least
max

7/o accuracy it is not surprising that the calculated values show such

excellent agreement with the experimental data.

§6.7 Theoretical Prediction of the Magnitude of the Peak

It was shown in §6.2 that the magnitude of the peak value of the
—JJ —J

thermal neutron flux per incident fast neutron cm sec , calculated

from experimental data for several collimated beams, did not increase

in proportion to the beam area due to absorption losses. In this

section an attempt has been made to predict the fraction of the thermal

neutrons produced that contribute to the absorbed dose measured along
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the axis of the phantom, in particular at the position of the peak,

and to compare the fraction with the experimental values. Because the

rigorous solution of this problem would be very complicated a simple

approach has been assumed.

In the first instance the effect of the various beam sizes can be

approximated by assuming that the fast neutrons produce spheres of

thermal neutrons (in the tissue-equivalent phantom) with the radii of

the spheres corresponding to the radii of the beams. The thermal

neutron density is assumed to be constant (N thermal neutron/cc). Since

the 6 in. beam is a 'square* collimiated beam the effective radius of

the sphere has been taken as 8.60 cm which is the radius of a circular

collimated beam of the same area as the 6 in. beam.

Consider an element of surface, dS, at the centre of the sphere and

a volume element, dV, at distance r cm from dS along a line making an

angle 9 with the normal to dS (Fig. 6.6). The number of neutrons in

dV is N sin 9 d 9 d <£ dr. Only neutrons emitted in the solid angle

subtended at dV by dS will reach dS. This fraction is given by ratio

of the area dS Cos 9 to the total surface area of the sphere, knr .

The number of neutrons that leave dV in the direction of dS is therefore

N •— Cos 9 sin 9 d 9 d dr
4^

Since the probability of travelling the distance r without impact,

and hence absorption, is e r/^D, the number which actually strike dS

from the whole space above can be obtained by integrating r from 0 to
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R, y/here R is the radius of the collimated beam, 6 from 0 to w/a , and

<p from 0 to 2ir, The total number of thermal neutrons detected is

therefore

hj,o c R a. r ir/a c sir
2 x i e D dr j sin 0 Cos Q dd j d <f> ..... (6.6)^ J o Jo Jo

The fraction of the total number of thermal neutrons available which

are detected is given by

r R

F
j

e~r//LD dr
0

rR *

Jo

(S«7)

Since the Lil(Eu) crystal used to measure the thermal neutron flux had a

finite size, the neutrons did not have to travel to r = 0 to be detected.

Equation (6.7) was modified by setting the lov/er limit of the integral

to 0.2 which'is the radius of the crystal in cm.

The fraction F calculated for the collimated beams and the ratio

of F for any beam size relative to F for the 2 in. beam are given in

Table 6.6. A 21+ in. wide beam which would effectively give complete

irradiation of the 30 cm x 20 cm x AO cm phantom is included for

comparison.

//

4
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Table 6.6

Beam
Diameter

in.

Sphere
Radius

cm.

Fraction of
Thermal. Neutrons

Contributing
to the Dose

F

„ ,. „ F Beam
Ratio of _ 0 . _F 2 in. Beam

Calculated Experimental

2 2.54 0.575 OO♦V 1.00

3 3.81 0.486 0.84 0.94

4 5.08 0.412 0.71 0.82

6* 8.60 0.277 0.48 0.58

24 30 0.083 0.14 -

*6 in. beam is a square beam, tti? = 36 sq. in.

The experimental values, taken from column 5 of Table 6.2, were

obtained at the position of the peak. The formula derived so far does

not stipulate where in the phantom the experimental data should be

| chosen for comparison with the theory. There is, however, seen to be
reasonable agreement between the experimental peak values and the theory

calculated on the assumption of constant density of thermal neutrons.

The greatest deviation is for the 6 in. beam where the experimental

value is 20fo higher than predicted by theory. No experimental data

was available for the 24 in. beam, but on the assumption that the

relative fraction calculated, 0.14j is 20<yo low, the corresponding
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thermal neutron flux per incident fast neutron cm"3 sec"1 is

—2 —*2 ™"X92 x 10 per fast n cm sec . This is approximately 4 times the

6 in. bean; value and hence the absorbed dose must increase by approxi¬

mately a factor of 4 which gives a value approaching that predicted by

Snyder (1955). "While the theory developed to calculate F, and hence

^ F for any beam relative to F_ . , will produce a value for F in the
c. in*

limit of infinite beam width (R •+ 00) , the ratio of the beam area

relative to the 2 in. beam area tends to infinity and it is impossible

to predict the thermal neutron flux for an infinitely "fide beam.
\

Since Snyder's theory is based on an infinitely wide beam incident on

an infinitely wide phantom it is reasonable to assume that the 24 in.

wide beam incident on a 30 cm wide phantom will provide a good approxi¬

mation to the theoretical prediction of Snyder.

Equation (6.6) can be modified to take account of the variation in

the thermal neutron density and also to specify the position in the

phantom at which the theory should be compared to the experimental data.

The centre of the spheres shall now be taken at the position of the

peaks. The sphere can be considered as two hemispheres divided by the

YZ plane where the X axis is the depth in tissue. Each hemisphere has

a neutron density approximated to a straight line equation of the form

N = kX + N where N is the neutron density at distance X along the X

axis measured from the centre of the sphere (X = 0), k is the gradient,

and N is the neutron density at the centre. When N is substituted in

equations (6.6) X is expressed as r Cos 0. Since the thermal neutron
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density is now enhanced near the detector a larger fraction of neutrons

can be expected to reach the detector. The fraction F can now be calcu¬

lated from the relation

f R f ir/a _ h
F = j : e D (k r Cos 9 + N ) Cos 9 Sin 9 d 9 dr

J J °
0.2 0 (6.8)
f R r ir/a
I / (k r Cos 9 + N ) Cos 9 sin 9 d 9 drJ J 0
0.2 0

for both hemispheres and weighted to give F for the total sphere'. The

values of F obtained for the collirnated beams are given in Table 6.7 and

also the value of F for any beam relative to F for the 2 in. beam.

Table 6.7

Values of F for Non-Uniform Flux Density

Beam
Dia¬

meter
in.

Sphere
Radius

cm.

F for
X - nega¬

tive

F for
X - posi¬

tive
Mean

„ ,. „ F BeamRatio of _ _ . _

F 2 in. ueam

Calculated Experimental

2 2.54 0.604 0.574 0.589 1.00 1.00

3 3.o1 0.530 0.510 0.520 0,89 0.94

4 , 5.08 0.464 0.444 0.454 0.77 0.82

6* 8.60 0.336 0.512 0.324 0.55 0.58

' *6 in. beam is a square beam.

The value of F calculated for the thermal neutron flux density to the

left of the peak is represented in the table as F^ negative' an^"

x-1 ' -
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similarly for F to the right of the peak it is F^ positive* Since
| the flux density gradient is steeper to the left of the peak the fraction
i

F is correspondingly larger.

It can he seen from the table that by modifying equation (6.6) to

provide a more realistic simulation of the actual experimental condition

the experimental data can be predicted to an accuracy of 6/0. When the

errors involved in obtaining the experimental data are considered along

with the assumption made in the theoretical approach, surprisingly good

agreement is obtained.

Several conclusions can now be made from the two theoretical

\

approaches. The more, refined technique provides evidence in support

of the experimental data and explains why the thermal neutron flux values

do not increase .in proportion to the beam area. A knowledge of the

thermal neutron density is'required, however, before this can be applied

to the collimated beam in question. The experimental peak values for

various beam sizes can, however, be predicted to a fair degree of

accuracy using the simple technique where the density is assumed to be

uniform. The thermal neutron flux per incident fast neutron cm 2 sec 1
for the 2 in. beam is all that is required to be known to calculate the

corresponding values for the other beams. Since the more refined

method supports the experimental data, it must be assumed that this data

is accurate and that the theoretical predictions by the simple method

are low by as much as 20If these theoretical values are increased

by 10£o then the predicted experimental values should be correct to
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± 1O/0 for all beam sizes.

§6.8 Conclusions

The position of the thermal neutron flux maximum per incident fast

neutron cm-2 sec 1 can be calculated from equation (6.5) provided the

incident beam is well collimated. Since the position of the peak is

a function of the incident neutron energy, it varies for the three

neutron sources considered. Also, for each source, it varies with the

beam size due to neutrons which have been scattered in the collimator

degrading the. emergent nuetron energy spectrum. The position of the

peal-: does not depend on the shape of the phantom. Equation (6.5) can

only be applied when the phantom dimensions are greater than the

relaxation length.

The magnitude of the maximum flux is always larger for a beam

traversing the minor axis, than it is for a major axis of the same

phantom due to the extra mass of moderator available for scatter from

the sides of the phantom. The maximum increase of a minor axis over a

.major axis is < &/o for the phantom sizes used.

When the beams traverse the major axis the magnitude of the maximum

flux remains constant, but for the minor axis it increases slightly with

increase in phantom size. The maximum observed increase was < 6/j.

It was shown in §6.7 that the thermal neutron flux, and hence

thermal neutron dose, at the peak position can be predicted to 10jl

accuracy provided the 2 in. beam dose measurements are available. The

dose predicted by Snyder provides an upper limit to the dose received
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but the maximum dose is nearer to the surface of the body than

predicted by Snyder. Finally if the results were applied to the

irradiation of people having different physical dimensions it is

sufficient to calculate the dose for the standard man using the

30 cm x 20 cm x 40 cm phantom and the appropriate beam size. This

provides a measure of the dose received for a person of any shape to

within ± ^fom

\
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS OF TISSUE-EQUIVALENT LIQUID

REQUIRED IN CALCULATIONS

§7.1 Introduction
n

The thermal neutron diffusion length L, and the transport mean free

path A^, have been mentioned in connection with various calculations in
the energy deposition studies. For example, a knowledge of the diffusion

length and transport mean free path was required to calculate the flux

depression factor. Since neither of these quantities were recorded in

the literature, for the tissue-equivalent liquid used, they were deter¬

mined by experiment and compared with theory.

§7.2 Thermal Diffusion Length, L, and Transport Mean

Free Path, A for TissueL trj

The simple diffusion equation for the steady state condition in a

non-multiplying medium is

V3 4> - §" = 0
where D is the diffusion coefficient in cm, 2a is the macroscopic

—1 " ■

absorption cross-section in cm and </> is the thermal neutron flux in
-2 -1

n cm sec

D
The quantity ( ) is the diffusion length. D can be replaced

by the transport mean free path A since
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where Zs is the macroscopic scattering cross-section and C03 <p is the

average cosine in the laboratory system of the scattering angle.

These definitions assume that the neutrons are monoenergetic, and

that in the scattering process, the atoms behave as if they are free.

Experimentally, however, there is a spectrum of neutron energies which

can be represented by a Maxwellian distribution. The quantities A

and Za must be averaged over this distribution, and if necessary, be

corrected for the binding <of the atoms in the molecule.

The diffusion length, L, can then be calculated from the equation

L2 = —~=

3 2a

where the bar indicates the averaging procedure is applied, and Za is

very much less than Z, .

i tr
CO

[ Za (E) <i> (E) dE
2a = ~

(7.1)

; $ (E) dE
J o

0

A (E) * (E) fflS J•#> (E) dE
= i* = h £ (7.2)

tr oo co

<j> (E) dE <f> (E) dE
<> o

where <£(E) is the value of the temperature dependent Maxwellian flux

distribution at energy E, and Za(E) and 2^(E) are the macroscopic
absorption and transport cross-sections respectively at the same energy.
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Since the absorption cross-section is proportional to the recipro¬

cal of the velocity it can easily be shown that

* ■ ^ JI■ (7-3)
where (2a)vo and- are the values of the macroscopic absorption cross-

section and temperature (E = kT) at the neutron velocity of 2,200 m/s

i.e. To = 293»6°K. Tn is the temperature of the material and

P(Tn)> P (To) are the densities at temperatures Tm and To respectively.

The macroscopic absorption cross-section (2a)vo was calculated from

the equation
i

(Za)v» = £i%Liik . jj a.
M l

where M is the molecular weight of the material, is Avogadro's

number and v^ is the number of atoms of type i with microscopic absorp¬

tion cross-section cn . finally from equation (7»3)> 2a was found to

be 0.0194 cm 1 for water and 0.0228 cm 1 for tissue-equivalent liquid.

The mean value of the transport mean free path does not resolve to

such a simple expression since the corresponding cross-section is not

proportion to (1/E) . Instead must be determined from experimental

data at each energy and averaged over a Maxwellian distribution

according to equation (7.2).

The transport mean free path and hence diffusion length for thermal

neutrons in hydrogenous materials cannot be calculated in the simple

manner used for single elements in the unbound state. Chemical binding
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of the hydrogen atoms in the molecule affects the proton cross-section

at thermal energies (Bethe 1937)- The proton can be considered com¬

pletely bound in the limit of zero neutron energy and free for energies

above a few electron volts. For low energies the neutron wavelength

is much larger than the molecular dimensions and therefore the protons

are tightly bound to the oxygen atom and instead of recoiling by them¬

selves, the whole molecule recoils.

Various authors have produced data on the effective hydrogen

scattering cross-sections for thermal neutrons in hydrocarbons and water

(Esch 1963, Melkonian 194-9) • Radkowslcy (1950) proposed a model with

which to compare the experimental neutron scattering cross-sections for

water. The transport cross-section was defined as

*tr (E) = crs (E) (1 - H)
where p = Cos <& is the first Legendre moment of the differential cross-

section and is equal to ^/jA where A is the mass of the scatterer.

Radkowsky suggested that the effects of molecular binding at the lower

energies could be described by an effective mass A(E)*. The quantum

mechanical treatment of the scattering problem shows that for the bound

atom, the scattering cross-section varies directly with the square of

the reduced mass ratio.

—2 3

^^free = ^(^bound [_ A(E) + 1 J [_ A + 1 J
where A is the mass of the nucleus bound in the molecule.

Implicit in Radkowsky's method is that the scattering remains
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isotropic in the centre of mass system.

The total transport mean free path of the molecule can now be calcu¬

lated from a modified version of Radkowsky's prescription, via the

transport cross-section, providing the scattering cross-section of the

molecule is known. To a first approximation, the scattering cross-

sections of all elements other than hydrogen can be assumed constant at

their 'free atom* value. For hydrogen equation (7*4) reduces to

1

- J ftl) -1
since (crs )^Qun(^ f°r hydrogen is 20.6 barns. The transport cross-section
for the proton is

otr(B) = W 'L * " 71^ • *(E)_
where R(E) is a weighting factor equal to the ratio of the macroscopic

hydrogen total cross-section to the macroscopic total cross-section of

the molecule, at energy E, and crs (E) is the scattering cross-section of

the proton.

The transport mean free path of the other elements present is then

found from the standard relation

V = ^-3!]
and the total transport cross-section is the sum of the individual cross-

i section. The method described was used to calculate the transport mean
1
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free path for water, HaO, and for tissue-equivalent liquid, Cb Bio 0i8 N.

The tissue molecules were assumed to have this formula since there was

data available for the effective scattering cross-section of hydrogen in

soft tissue (Schermer and Brownell 1961), but not for all the individual

molecules which had been mixed to form the liquid. The total cross-

sections used for carbon, nitrogen and oxygen were 4*6, 10.0 and 3.8 barns

respectively (Hughes and Schwartz, 1958). The total cross-section of

water was obtained from Hughes and Schwartz, and for tissue from
^

Schermer's data.

The average value of the mean free path in each case was found by

averaging the data over the Maxwellian distribution at the temperature
✓

293.8cK corresponding to a velocity of 2200 m/sec. The transport mean

free path obtained for water, 0.452 cm, agreed with the calculated value

of Esch (1983) who used a similar technique. Since Esch obtained

excellent agreement between his calculated transport mean free paths for

paraffin, polythene and water, and the corresponding experimental data,

it seems reasonable to expect that the calculated transport mean free

path for tissue-equivalent liquid of 0.466 cm should also show good

agreement with experimental data. Unfortunately, due to poor experi¬

mental statistics, it was not possible to measure A, for tissue.

The diffusion length was then calculated from the relation

A
L3 = —rr~ , and found to be 2.78 cm for water and 2.61 cm for the

3 2a

tissue-equivalent liquid, at 293*6°K.
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Note - Throughout Esch's report he makes a fundamental error in

assuming that
1

L

cr = N A (7.5)
tr tr

where cr
^ is meant to represent the average Maxwellian transport cross-

i

section. The diffusion length is defined in terms of the transport mean

free path and not the cross-section which enters only indirectly by the

relation

— where N = no. of molecules/cc.
1

tr

Hence when considering a Maxwellian distribution it is necessary to

average the mean free path and not the cross-section and therefore

A, = rr~z— = w • ~^ "——— m general, from wnich ittr N cr h cr N O b 1
• tr tr tr

follows that equation (7*5) is incorrect.

The error is not immediately obvioqs in Esch's paper because it is

applied to both the theoretical and experimental data. The calcula-
H

tions would be valid if his cr^ was replaced by cr or (a-kr)efective
to indicate that the cross-section value quoted is not the Kaxwellian

average.

This does not detract, however, from the comparison of the present

data with Esch's since he has in fact calculated A and it is only where

the data is converted to cross-sections that the error occurs .J
The diffusion length was determined by experiment for water and

the tissue-equivalent liquid. The value obtained for water acting as
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a check on the validity of the experiment. Production of the thermal

neutron flux has already been described in §2.4. The magnitude of the

flux was found to be too low to obtain good statistics in the deter¬

mination of the transport mean free path which was attempted by measur¬

ing the extrapolation length d ana using the relation d = 0.7104 A

(Valente 19&3). Since the absorption cross-sections are well known,

however, A was obtained from the diffusion length.

The thermal flux was measured at depth in a 30 cm cubic polythene

container, with 0.6 cm thick walls, filled with the appropriate

moderator. Measurements of the thermal flux were made using a 4 aim

diameter by 4 mm thick Lil^Eu) crystal along the axis of the beam after

a depth of several slowing down lengths.

Since the beam was still a mixture of thermal neutrons and fast

neutrons readings were taken at each position for,

(a) the face of the shield completely covered with cadmium 0.03 cm 1

thick, and

(b) the shield completely covered except for the 6 in. square beam

hole.

The difference between the two count rates gave the number of thermal

neutrons at depth in tissue. The count rates were normalised in each

case to 1 c/min on the standard. Throughout the experiment the poly¬

thene container was surrounded with 0.03 cm thick cadmium foil, except

the face exposed to the beam, to remove any thermal neutrons produced

by scattered fast neutrons.
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A graph of the log of the relative count rate is plotted against

relative depth in the moderator in Fig. 7»1«

The standard fundamental solution of the diffusion equation

V2 - £2 =0, i.e. neglecting higher harmonics, for a plane source
of neutrons emitted at Z = 0 across a block of the material of

dimensions 'a' in the x direction, 'b' in the y direction and 'h' in

the z direction is s

a r \ 2 S _ „ nx n ttv -z /hi x<t> (x,y, z) = ^ . Ln Cos — Cos ^ e

where S is the planar neutron source strength, D the diffusion coef¬

ficient and Ln is the relaxation length, (Classtone and Sesonske 1955).

The correlation between L and Ln is given by

1
^ _ 1 . , 2® (-j" 1? i2 + b2 (7,6}

whex^e Lxi is the slope of the appropriate straight line in-Fig. 7.1.

Some indication of the size of container required can be seen from
2 1 1 n

equation 7*6 putting ir ( ^2 + ) equal to CT . Assuming the error in
C is negligible,

~ = A™, (l + c2 L2 ) is the relative error in L.
Jj Ln '

;.Vhen a = b = 30 cm and L is assumed to be 3 cm., the error in L is only

1.2 times the error in Lix.

The least squares method was used to determine the best straight

line and hence the slope of the line for both water and tissue. The

errors in the data for water and tissue were very similar. Since water

was used as a reference material, the errors have been plotted for
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tissue-equivalent liquid only, to avoid confusion.

The diffusion lengths obtained were corrected to a moderator tern- .

perature of 293»6°K and gave the values 2.80 ± 0.06 cm for water and

2.68 ± 0.05 om for tissue. The corresponding transport mean free paths

were 0.46 ± 0.02 cm and 0.4-9 - 0.02 cm. The values for water agree

favourably with the data of Jarvis (1964-) who has reviewed the diffusion

parameters for thermal neutrons in water thus confirming the reliability

of the method used in .this experiment.

Table 7»1 gives a comparison of the theoretical and experimental

diffusion lengths for tissue-equivalent liquid and water#

Table 7.1

Diffusion
■ >. Length

Material X.

Experimental
cm

Theoretical
cm

Y/ater 2.80 ± .06 2.78

Tissue-

Equivalent
Liquid

2.68 ± .03 2.61(2.73)*

^'It is difficult to estimate the error in the theoretical value of L.

In particular in the calculation of L for tissue, the data of Schermer

for the total cross-section of muscle tissue was used, where on the same

graph the total cross-section for water was in error due to being dis¬

placed about the vertical axis. It was assumed that the data for tissue
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was correct, however, if it too was displaced the the average

Maxwellian transport cross-section calculated should be larger by approxi¬

mately 10/6 which would make the diffusion length 2.73 cm instead of

2.61 cm. Since this was the only available reference, ana the latter

choice would move the theoretical value of the diffusion length towards

the experimental value, the only conclusion that can be reached without

bias is that the theoretical value for the diffusion length using a

modified Radkowsky prescription will predict the diffusion length,

certainly to well within 1C$6, and probably to better than 5S%•

Hie diffusion length for tissue-equivalent liquid was therefore

accepted as 2.68 ± .05 cm with a corresponding' transport mean free path

of 0.49 - »02 cm.

§7»3 flux Depression Caused by a Lil(Eu) Crystal

The thermal neutron fluxes measured using the Lil crystals required

to be corrected for flux perturbations caused by the presence of the

crystals. The crystal may act as a neutron sink absorbing neutrons

which would normally have traversed the region occupied by the crystal

more than once. This is known as 'flux depression* which depends on

the total mean free path A^ and the diffusion length L in the medium
surrounding the detector, the thickness t and the radius R of the

detector, and the macroscopic absorption cross-section 2a in the

detector.

A second perturbation to the flux is the * self-shielding* effect

whereby the flux at the centre of the detector may be less than that
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surrounding it due to the attenuation of neutrons while passing through

the detector. The observed flux <p must therefore be increased to yield

the true flux density <po in the absence of the detector.

Several theories have been developed to provide a measure of these

perturbation effects. Bothe (1943) calculated this effect on the basis

of first order diffusion theory for a detector in the form of a small

sphere, which he then modified to approximate to a thin circular disc

detector. It was later found by Tittle (1951) that the theoretical

treatment of Bothe for small spheres gave better agreement with experi¬

mental data than the corrected version provided that the scattering mean

free path was replaced by the transport mean free path. Meanwhile

Skyrme (1943) bad also developed an alternative formula by an approxi¬

mate solution of one speed transport theory provided R >> t and

2a R £ 1. Ritchie and Eldridge (i960) compared the modified Bothe

formula with the Skyrme formula, and used a more accurate transport

theory for an infinite foil (R •* eo) in an isotropically scattering

medium. They proposed that the relationship between the observed flux

<p after inserting the detector and the true average flux <£0 for a

finite sized foil should be

The functions S(2R/L) and K(2R/A,y) are presented graphically in

N.B.S. Handbook 85 (19^4). The quantity r is defined to be t Sa and

i/t [ | - a (t) ]
4>o (7.7)
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E3(r) is a third order exponential integral defined by
r oo -xu

/ % / 0
Sn (x) - I du where n = 3 and can be obtained from tables pro-

J1 un
duced by Trubey (1959). The cross-sections used must be averaged over

the appropriate liaxwellian distribution for the flux. The parameter y

is the ratio of macroscopic scattering cross-section to the macroscopic
2

total cross-section i.e. y = ■— . Helm (19&3)> however, suggested that
"t/

this should he modified for anisotropic scattering in the laboratory
2 4-

system to y = —where 2 , is the macroscopic transport cross-section.
Zt tr ^

Since there was no literature available on the flux perturbations

caused by Lil crystals it was decided to measure the flux depression and

compare it with theory. The formula of Ritchie and Eldridge, modified

for anisotropic scattering, was used since it was applicable over the

widest range of .crystal dimensions.

The experimentally determined values of the diffusion length and

transport mean free path were used in equation (7«7). The numerator is

the self-shielding factor and the remainder of the equation accounts for

the flux depression. When r is > 3*5 the quantity vj - E3 (r) is a

constant 0.5« The macroscopic absorption cross-section of Lil crystals

is 14.69 cm 1 when averaged over the Maxwellian distribution, therefore

^ - E3 (r) will' be constant for all crystals where thickness is
> 0.25 cm. and hence the flux depression would be dependent only on the

radius. Since the self-shielding factor is solely a function of thick¬

ness this provides a method of discriminating the two effects.

Different sized crystals (greater than 0.25 cm thick) were therefore used
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to obtain numerous count rates at various depths in the phantom. It

is deduced that no correction is required for self-shielding when using

a Lil crystal provided only the surface area is considered effective for

calculating the flux.

The experimental flux depression factor for a 2.54 oa diameter by

0.20 cm thick crystal was found to be 1.50 i.e. 4>o = 1.50 <£•

Theoretically <£o was 1.98 <£ for L = 2.68 cm and A = 0.437 cm.

Owing to the uncertainties in the parameters involved this is in reason¬

able agreement with the experimental result. The flux measurements

using the small crystal wei-e therefore corrected by the appropriate

theoretical factor 1.10.

\
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

A complete evaluation of the energy deposited at depth in a tissue-

equivalent phantom by three basic reactions due to irradiation with

collimated beams of fast neutrons has been discussed in detail in the

previous chapters. Ideally for the purposes of radiation protection

and radiobiology it should be possible to express the physical data

pertaining to tissue damage as

(a) the absorbed dose in rads per incident fast neutron per cm3,

(b) the distribution of the absorbed, dose with LET, and associated

with this the determination of an effective quality factor,

and (c) the absorbed dose in rems per incident fast neutron per cm2.
This was successfully carried out in this report using only the two

detectors described in Chapter 3»

The usefulness of the theoretical predictions of Snyder and Neufeld

concerning the components of absorbed dose at depth in tissue has been

confirmed for radiation protection purposes where the variation between

theory and experiment of a factor of 2 is not critical. For more

accurate radiobiological work, however, Snyder underestimates the proton

recoil dose at the back of the phantom by an appreciable amount. It

was also shown that although Snyder predicted the upper limit to the

thermal neutron dose, the depth in tissue at which it occurred was in

error. It is concluded that the thermal neutron dose should in fact be

determined by the method described in Chapter 6 where two group theory
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was used successfully to predict the doses measured in this report.

Excellent agreement was found between the proton recoil dose quality

factors measured using the plastic phosphor and the values calculated by

Snyder, reported in N.B.S. 63. It was found, however, that when the

proton recoil dose due to 2.3 MeV neutrons was expressed as a function

of LET, the phosphor curves did not agree with Snyder's histograms.

The latter were greatly in error, possibly due to inaccuracies in the

computer programme which is still in the early stages of development.

Since the phosphor curves showed excellent agreement with the theoretical

curves of 3oag, it is concluded that this technique is satisfactory for

determining the absorbed dose as a function of LET at depth in tissue.

A method of calculating the quality factor for the total dose due

f to 14 MeV neutrons Y/as suggested in §4.4.3 which gave a QE of 8»5« It

should be noted that this is less than the QF value of 10 currently

accepted for neutrons of unknown energy. This, therefore, lends support

to the theory that the maximum quality factor for neutrons can be taken

to be 10. Other quantities which have also been measured for the first

time include such parameters as the thermal neutron diffusion length in

tissue, the flux depression due to Lil(Eu) crystals, and the proton

recoil dose distribution with LET as a function of depth in tissue.

It is therefore concluded that the experimental techniques and

theories suggested in this report should be adopted in neutron depth dose

measurements. In §3*5 an indication v/as given of the magnitude of the

distortion in the recoil proton spectrum due to wall and end effects.
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It is intended to study this in more detail and to determine the

optimum phosphor size for the depth dose measurements. The dose due

to heavy recoils has not been considered in this report, however,

according to Randolph jOji of the total dose from 14 MeV neutrons is due

to elastic and inelastic scattering from the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen

nuclei. Due to the widespread use of neutron generators for the pro¬

duction of 14 MeV neutrons it is felt that more research into the

associaties neutron dose should be carried out by several independent

research institutes. In particular an attempt should be made to

determine the heavy recoil dose. The large neutron fluxes available

suggest that a combination of the techniques used in this report and

tissue-equivalent plastic proportional counters could be used to

separate the heavy recoil component from the total dose. Finally, it

would also be of interest to measure the absorbed dose in air and in bone,

and to compare the experimental perturbation 011 the dose in tissue due

to the presence of air cavities and bone with the dose inferred from the

experimental data obtained for air, bone and tissue.
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APPENDIX 1

Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 148

DIMENSION XIA(35),A(35,35),F(12),SUI,l(35), XIN(35),DIST(35),SUKC(35)
C0RRN=(3•568/4.804)*1.OE-06*2.E-02*1.0E-04

24 CALL GODEC
DATA(F(I),I=1,11)A.,.436,.155,.077,.045».029,.02,.015».011,.009,.

1007/
Y=FLDEC(4)
IF(TSSDEC(0))2,3,3

3 1VRITS(6,1)
1 FORMAT(19NEES0R IN INPUT DATA)

GO TO 4
2 CALL INDEX(JA,Y,11HMINORoMAJOR)

GO TO (5,6,3)>JA
5 JB=21

GO TO 7
6 JB=31
7 DO. 8 1=1,JB
8 XIN(I)=FLDEC(0)

DO 9 JC=1, JB
DO 10 JD=1,JB
IF(JC-JD)12,11,13

11 JE=1
GO TO 14

12 JE=JD-JC+1
GO TO 14

13 JE=JC-JD+1
14 IF(JE.GT.H) GO TO 15

A(JD,JC)= XIN(JD)*F(JE)
GO TO 10

15 A(JD,JC)=0.
10 CONTINUE

sum(jc)=o.o
DO 9 1=1,JB
sum(jc)=sum(jc)+a(i,jc)

9 SUMC (JC) =SUl/l( JC ) » CORRN
V/RITE(6,16)

16 F0RMAT(//2(9X, 10HDIST AL0NG,4X,12HINTERIvIEDIATE,5X,9H&AMMA RAY, 8X)/
12(8X, 12HPHAKT0M(CMS) ,7X,4ND0SE, 12X,^-ID03E, 12X)//)
IF(JB-25)17,3»18

17 JF=11
GO TO 19
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APPENDIX 1 (cont'd.)

Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 148 (cont'd.)

18 jf=16
19 jg=(jb-l)/2

do 20 1=1,jb
20 dist(l)=fl0at(l)-0.5

do 21 1=1,jg
jh=i+jf

21 vmiTE(6,22) dist(i) , suii(i), suiic(i) ,dist(jh) ,sum(jh) , sumc(jh)
22 format ( 2 (12x, f4.1,11x, f6 o 2,7x,e1 oo 3, 8x)/)

\vsite(6,23) dist(jf),sum(jf),sumc(jf)
23 f0r1,iat(12x,f4.1,11x,f6.2,7xp10.3)

go to 24
4 stop

end

"i
i
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APPENDIX 2

Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 157

17 CALL GODEC
DIMENSION C(205) ,7(17) ,X(17) ,A(20) , CY(205) ,CE(205) ,CER(205) ,WS(3001) ,

CERR( 205, T0TA(205) , TOTB (205) , CORDS(205) , CR( 205) ,D0SE(40) , CHAN(420) ,

TEL(205),RAT(205),ATSL(205),TOTC(205),TOTD(205)
R=FLDSC(0)
D=FLDEC(0)

•T=FLDEC(0)
&=FLD3C(0)
P=FLDEC(0)
ZM=PLDEC(3)
N=0

4 Z=FLDEC(3)
DATA HAST/1 H*/
IF(Z.EQ.ItAST)&0 TO 2

3 N=N+1
C(N)=Z
GO TO 4

2 CALL INDEX(M,ZM,1OHPUBE*DT*DD)
GO TO (101,102,103),M

101 L=9
Y(1)=0.2
Y(2)=0.5
Y(3)=1.0
Y(4)=2.0
Y(5)=4.0
Y(6)=6.0
Yf7)=8.0
Y(8)=10.0

Y(9)=10.86
XC9)=N
X(8)=0.878#FLOAT(N)
X(7)=O.633=i'FL0ATCN)
XC6)=OJ|29#ELOATCN5
X(5)=0.224*FL0AT(N)
X(4) =0.082*FL OAT( N)
X(3)=O.O2^FL0AT(N)
X(2)=0.009*FL0AT(N}
X(I)=0.002*FLOAT(N)
GO TO 104
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APPENDIX 2 (Cont

Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 157 (oont'd

102 L=15
Y(1)=1.0
Y(2)=2.0
Y(.3)=3.0
Y(4)=4.0
Y(5)=5.0
Y(6)=6.0
Y(7)=7.0
Y(8)=8.0
Y(9)=9.0
Y(10)=10.0
Y(11)=11.0
Y(12)=12.0
Y(15)=13.0
Y( 14) =14.0
Y(15)=14.15
X(15)=N
x(14)=0.985*FLOAT( N)
Xfl3)=0.884s«K»0ATfN)
X (12 S =0. 802v-FL OAT (N)
X111)=0.716*ELQAT(NJ
X(10) =0.634«,FTiOAT ( N)
X(9)=0.545«FL0AT(N}
X(85=0.463*H,0ATfN)
x(7)=o• 384#float ( N J
X(6)=0.312^FLOAT(N)
Xf5)=O.243'^EL0AT(N)
X(4)=0.179'i<^0AT(N)
X(3)=0.116«FL0AT(N)
X12J =0.063*EuQAT(N)
X(1)=0.022*FL0AT(N)
GO TO 104
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APPENDIX 2 (cont

Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 157 (cont'd

103 L==117

Y(1)1=0.2

Y(,2 1=0.4
Y( i=0.6
Y(:4 (=0.8
Y( 1=1.0
Y(;6j1=1.2
Y( 1=1.4
Y( 1=1.6
Y(\s)1=1.8
Y< 10)=2.0
Yl[11I )=2.2
Y(12)=2o4
Y(13)=2.6
Y(14)=2.8
Y(15)=3.0
Y(16)=3.2
Y(17)= 3-4
X(17)=N
X(16)=O.918*FL0AT(N)
X(15)=0.843*FDOAT(N)
X(14)«0.755*SL0AT(N)
X(13)=0.616*FLOAT(N)
X(12)=O.6i6»EL0AT(nJ
X(H)=O.535*Hi0AT(N)
X(10)=0.453*ELOAT(N)
X(9)=O.377*FL0AT(n)
X(8}=0.296*FLOAT(N)
X(7)=O.239*FL0AT(n)
X(6)=0.182#FL0AT(N}
X(5;=0.140*FL0AT(NT)
X(4)=0.112#FL0AT(N)
X(3)=0.o69*float(n)
X( 2) =0.043*14.OAT (N)
X(1')=0.018#FLOAT(N)

104 CALL EEDPAT(X,Y,L,A,4,1.0E-02,WS,M)
D05K=1,N
2=K

CY(K)=0.0
D06l=1,M
MN=M-I+1
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APPENDIX 2 (cont'd.)

Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 157 (cont'd.)

6 CY(K)=CY(K)+A(MN+1)*(Z**MN)
5 CY(K)=CY(K)+A(1)

IF(70..&T.R)G0 TO 25
DO 261=1,N
CE(I)=C(I)#CY(I)
CER(l)=CE(l)*(((70.+D)/70.)**2)
CERR(l)=CER(l)*(l.795/(G*T))*P
CORDS(l)=CERR(l)

26 CR(l)=C(l)
GO TO 8

25 D0?I=1,N
CE(l)=C(l)*CY(l)
CER(l)=CE(l)*(((R+D)/R)*>!,2)
CERR(I)=CER(I)*(1.795/(G*T))*P
C0RDS(I)=CERR(I)

7 CR(I)=C(I)
8 T0TA(1)=C(1)

D0311=2,N
31 T0TA(I)=T0TA(I-1)+C(I)

T0TB(1)=T0TA(N)
D032J=2,N .

32 T0TB(J)=T0TB(J-1)-C(J-1)
sui,:cer=o
doztoi»1 ,n

2^0 SUMCER=SUMCER+CER(l)
SUCERR=0
D041 J=1 ,N

41 SUCERR=SUCERR+CERR(J)
DO 50 1=1,15
dose(i)=cerr(i+i 5)

50 CliAN(l)=I+15
CALL REDPAT (CHAN,DOSE, 15,A, 1,10,Y/S,M)
DO 58 K=1,15
chan(k)=k
C0RDS(K)=A(1)+A(2)*CHAN(K)
IF(70..GT.R) GO TO 56

51 CR(K)=CORDS(K)/(CY(a)*1.795*P/(G*T)#((70.+D)/70.)
GO TO 58

56 CR(K)=cords(X)/( CY(K) *1.795*P/( G^T) ( (R+d)/r) **2)
58 CONTINUE

T0TC(1)=CR(1)
do 59 1=2,n

59 totc(l)=totc(l-1)+cr(l)
totd(i)=totc(n)
DO 60 J=2,N
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APPENDIX 2 (cont'd.)
Chapelcross Fortran Programme CXF 157 (cont'd.)
60 t0td(j)=t0td(j-1)-cr(j-1)

SUC0RD=O
do 55 1=1,n
sucord=suc0rd+ cords(i)
if(cy(l).le.2.) go to 52
if(cy(l).le.10.) go to 53
go to 54

52 TEL(I)=2^.5/CY(I)**0.7
go to 55

53 TEL(l)=48.4/CY(l)**0.75
go to 55

54 TEL(i)=53* 2/CY(l) 0.8
55 continue

n2=n-1
do 61 1=1,nz
rat(i)=c0rds(i)/(tsl(i)-tel(i+1))
atel(i)=(tel(i)+tel(1+1))/2.0

61 continue
write (6,62)

62 format (//(4x7hchairiel, 3x8h0riginal,4x5ht0tal, 4x5ht0tal, 3x6henergy,
15x4hd0se, 3x9hcorrected, 3x9hc0erected, 4x5ht0tal,4x5ht0tal, 5x3hlet/7
2x2imo,6x6hc0unts,5x6hc0unts,3x6hc0unts,2x6hfact0r,3x8hrads/sec,3x4
3hd0se,7x6hc0umts,6x6hc0unts,3x6hc0unts,3x5hkev/u,)//)

DO 63 1=1,N
63 write(6,64) i,c(i),tota(i),totb(i),cy(i),cerr(i),cords(i),cr(i),

totc(l),totd(l),tel(l)
64 f0r]viat(i8,6x,f6.o,3x,f8.O,f9.O,f7.2,2x,f9.2,f9.2,5X,f7.O,5x,f7.O,2x,

f7.0,f9.2)
write(6,65) 3ucerr>sucord

65 f0r1.iat(49x,f9.2,f9.2)
y»rite(6,66)

66 format(//2(22#, 9hlet value,rx,9hd0se/dlet,) )
nx=n/2
do 68 i=nx,nz
ia=i-nx+1

68 yrite(6,67) areola) ,rat(ia) ,atel(l) ,rat(l)
67 F0RMAT(2(22X,F10.3,5X,F9.3)}

call graph (17hlet value (kev/u),26hrati0 of dose to delta let,atel,
rat,n)

GO TO 17
END
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APPENDIX '3

LET. FOR PROTONS IN WATER L(E)=
7.93*L0GE(31.2E)/E SEE BOAG P 325

DIMENSION ALET(10)
E=0
DO 1 I=1,1pO
DO 2 J=1,10
E=E+.01

2 ALET(j)=7.93*L0&F(31.2*E)/E
I ERINT3»ALET,E

C DOSE AS F(LET) FOLLOWING BOAG P 325-331.
C DATA READS PROTON ENERGY IN MEV., FACTOR, PHIS(LET), PIIIM(LET)
C PHIS=EQN. (7) PHIM=EQN..(12) FACT0R=PIIIS/(1-E/E0).

12 CONTINUE
E=0

8 READ 5,E0
IF(E0)7,7,9

9 DO 4 1=1,500
E=E+.05
IF(E^EO) 11,11,12

II CONTINUE

Y=L0GF(31.2*E)-1.
FACT0Rs2.*E*E/(7« 93*EO*Y)
PHIS=FACTOR* (1. -E/EO )
FHIM=FACT0R*L0GF(E0/E) * . 5
PRINT 6,E,FACTOR,PHI,PHB!

4 CONTINUE
GO TO 12

7 CALL EXIT
5 FORMAT(F5« 2)
6 FORMAT(4F10.4)
3 FORMAT(11F10 • 4)

END

/


